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Abstract

The decarbonization of the global ship traffic is one of the industry’s greatest
challenges for the next decades and will likely only be achieved with new, energy-
efficient power technologies. To evaluate the performances of such technologies,
a system modeling and optimization approach is introduced and tested, cover-
ing three elementary topics: shipboard solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), the bene-
fits of decentralizing ship power systems, and the assessment of potential future
power technologies and synthetic fuels. In the following, the analyses’ motivations,
scopes, and derived conclusions are presented.

SOFCs are a much-discussed technology with promising efficiency, fuel versatil-
ity, and few operating emissions. However, complex processes and high tempera-
ture levels inhibit their stand-alone dynamic operation. Therefore, the operability
in a hybrid system is investigated, focusing on component configurations and eval-
uation approach corrections. It is demonstrated that moderate storage support
satisfies the requirements for an uninterrupted ship operation. Depending on the
load characteristics, energy-intensive and power-intensive storage applications with
diverging challenges are identified. The analysis also emphasizes to treat degra-
dation modeling with particular care, since technically optimal and cost-optimal
design solutions differ meaningfully when assessing annual expenses.

Decentralizing a power system with modular components in accordance with the
load demand reduces both grid size and transmission losses, leading to a decrease
of investment and operating costs. A cruise-ship-based case study considering
variable installation locations and potential component failures is used to quantify
these benefits. Transmission costs in a distributed system are reduced meaning-
fully with and without component failure consideration when compared to a cen-
tral configuration. Also, minor modifications ensure the component redundancy
requirements, resulting in comparably marginal extra expenses.

Nowadays, numerous synthetic fuels are seen as candidates for future ship ap-
plications in combination with either combustion engines or fuel cells. To drive an
ongoing technology discussion, performance indicators for envisioned system con-
figurations are assessed in dependence on mission characteristics and critical price
trends. Even if gaseous hydrogen is often considered not suitable for ship applica-
tions due to its low volumetric energy density, resulting little operating costs are
accountable for its superior performance on short passages. For extended missions,
fuel cells operating on methanol or ammonia surpass hydrogen economically.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Dekarbonisierung des globalen Schiffsverkehrs ist für die Industrie eine der
größten Herausforderungen der nächsten Jahrzehnte und wird voraussichtlich nur
mit neuen Antriebstechnologien erreicht werden können. Zur Bewertung solcher
Technologien wird ein Systemmodellierungsansatz eingeführt und mit drei Analyse-
themen erprobt: die Eignung von Festoxid-Brennstoffzellen (SOFCs) auf Schif-
fen, die Vorteile einer Schiffsenergiesystem-Dezentralisierung und die Bewertung
zukünftiger Antriebstechnologien und synthetischer Kraftstoffe. Im Folgenden
werden Hintergründe und Schlussfolgerungen der Analysen präsentiert.

SOFCs weisen hohe Wirkungsgrade, Brennstoffflexibilität und geringe Emissio-
nen im Betrieb auf. Hohe Betriebstemperaturen und komplexe Prozesse erschw-
eren jedoch einen dynamischen Solobetrieb. Daher wird ihr Einsatz in einem
Hybridsystem untersucht, wobei das Hauptaugenmerk auf geeigneten Kompo-
nentenkonfigurationen und Korrekturen des Bewertungsansatzes liegt. Es wird
gezeigt, dass ein moderater Speichereinsatz die Schiffsbetriebsanforderungen er-
füllt. Je nach Lastcharakteristik werden dabei energie- und leistungsintensive
Speicheranwendungen mit unterschiedlichen Herausforderungen identifiziert. Die
Analyse zeigt auch die Relevanz realitätsnäherer Alterungsmodelle, da technisch
optimale und kostenoptimale Auslegungen voneinander abweichen.

Die Dezentralisierung der Stromversorgung mit modularen Komponenten unter
Berücksichtigung des Lastbedarfs verringert sowohl Netzgröße als auch Übertra-
gungsverluste und führt zu Investitions- und Betriebskostenreduzierungen. Zur
Quantifizierung dieser Vorteile wird eine Kreuzfahrtschiff-Fallstudie mit variablen
Installationsstandorten und Komponentenausfallberücksichtigung erstellt. Über-
tragungskosten werden im verteilten System werden gegenüber einer zentralen
Konfiguration mehr als halbiert. Außerdem genügen kostengünstige Anpassun-
gen, um eine Komponentenredundanz gewährleisten zu können.

Derzeit werden zahlreiche synthetische Kraftstoffe und Antriebstechnologien für
den zukünftigen Einsatz auf Schiffen diskutiert. Um die laufende Debatte vo-
ranzutreiben, wird die Performance für mögliche Lösungen in Abhängigkeit von
Einsatzgebieten und kritischen Preistrends bewertet. Obwohl gasförmiger Wasser-
stoff aufgrund seiner geringen volumetrischen Energiedichte als für Schiffsanwen-
dungen ungeeignet scheint, sprechen niedrige Betriebskosten für die Überlegenheit
des Energieträgers auf kurzen Strecken. Nur für längere Fahrten sind Methanol-
oder Ammoniakbrennstoffzellen dem Wasserstoffansatz wirtschaftlich vorzuziehen.
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1 The Need for a Sustainable Shipping
Industry

In the face of the climate and biodiversity crisis and the global defossilization ef-
forts, the international shipping industry is concerned with developing near-future
technological solutions for cleaner transportation. Contributing to this challenge,
the present dissertation focuses on partial solutions regarding the ship power sys-
tem to pave the way toward a more sustainable maritime sector.

To give a first overview of the shipping industry’s defossilization challenge, its
most relevant aspects are summarized in Fig. 1.1, including (1) the sector’s eco-
nomic and environmental key data, (2) the most relevant near-future legislations,
and (3) the potential elements of environmental improvement. These three cate-
gories are outlined in the following.

Key data of the deep-sea shipping sector

The world merchant fleet consists of more than 54,700 vessels, including container
and bulk carriers, tankers, and passenger ships, whereby general cargo ships consti-
tute the largest share with over 15,000 vessels [1]. In 2020, these ships transported
around 1.85 billion tons of cargo, which is estimated to be far over 80% of the total
global trade [2]. However, the market is expected to expand at an annual growth
rate of 12% in the current decade [3]. While very large container ships create
a minuscule gravimetric carbon footprint for cargo compared to other transport
vehicles (below 4% of a truck, below 0.7% of air freight [4]), their sheer number
constitutes a significant share of the emissions with global warming potential: in-
ternational shipping’s carbon dioxide emissions in 2020 amount to 646 million tons
CO2 [5] and 1,076 million tonnes of total greenhouse gases (GHG), which accounts
for 11% of emissions in transport [6] or close to 3% of the total anthropogenic
emissions [7]. The sector is also one of the largest sulfur dioxide producers (11
million tons in 2019, or 4-9% of the anthropogenic emissions [8],[9]), emits com-
bustion byproducts like soot or nitrogen oxides (up to 15% of the anthropogenic
emissions [9]) and therefore massively harms the marine environment [9].

In view of the ongoing climate crisis and the threat to biodiversity, severe mea-
sures are required to shift the industry towards a sustainable future. However, the
sector’s overall emissions are increasing every year and projections are far off the
envisaged two-degree target, as the sector still relies on heavy fuel oils [7],[10].
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• 54,700 deep-sea vessels • 1.85 billion tons of cargo annually • 80% of the total global trade • 12% annual growth rate forcasted

IMO – EEDI IMO –MARPOL European Green Deal FuelEU Maritime

• Reference: 2008 (ship types)

• 2030: - 40% CO2 during operation

• 2050: - 50% CO2 during operation

• SOx mass in fuel: 0.5% 

• NOx in exhaust: 2-17g/kWh 

• Status: active

• Reference: 1990 (sector)

• 2023: inclusion in the EU ETS 

• 2030: - 55% CO2-eq. 

• Mandatory synthetic fuel usage

• Increasing share over time

• Status: negotiations

• 1,076 million tons of GHG emissions

• 11 million tons of SOx emissions

• Soot + NOx as combustion byproducts

• Direct mechanical propulsion

• Operation with conventional HFO / MGO

• Separated electrical board system

Sustainable energy

Synthetic fuels Solar power Direct wind assist

Mission 

optimization

Electric

propulsion

System 

hybridization

Friction

reduction

New power 

technologies

Energy efficiency

Conventional power system Sustainable system approach

International policies

Fig. 1.1: Relevant aspects regarding the shipping industry’s defossilization challenge: economic
and environmental key data, near-future legislations, and potentially utilizable sustain-
able technologies

International policies for the shipping sector

International policy makers certainly have recognized the negative environmental
impact of the shipping industry. Unlike single nations, which virtually cannot
control deep-sea shipping activities, several federations are able to meaningfully
regulate this sector with binding directives. Here, a brief activity summary of two
important organizations, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the
European Union (EU), is given.

IMO: Energy Efficiency Design Index – The IMO is a United Nations insti-
tution consisting of 175 member states. The agency holds the regulatory power
for open-sea shipping, which is implemented in a variety of conventions. Its main
objective is the prevention of marine and atmospheric pollution and the security
of shipping. In 2018, the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC)
announced their new climate protection targets, which consider carbon dioxide
emissions for the first time [11]. According to the directive, beginning in the year
2050 the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) [12] of a ship must not exceed 50%
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of a defined reference from 2008. In 2020, IMO member countries also approved
short-term measures to achieve the target of decreasing carbon intensity 40% by
2030 [13]. However, the IMO does not actively plan to fine remaining emissions
or to determine legally binding reduction milestones prior to 2030. While several
IMO member countries demand earlier and more strict measures [14], no majorities
can be found at present. In this regard, the International Energy Agency states
that the currently projected carbon intensity reduction measures are by far not
concordant to global net-zero requirements. Calculated scenarios fall short of at
least 15% decrease in 2030 and 83% in 2050 [5].

IMO: Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships – Unlike the
carbon dioxide regulations, which are not applied until the year 2030, the IMO
today addresses sulfur oxide and nitrogen oxide emissions in the International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL). In 2020, the
maximum content of sulfur in fuel oils was reduced to a flat 0.5% from 3.5% (mass
percentage) [15]. Nitrogen oxide emission limitations range from 2–17 g/kWh me-
chanical energy in dependence on the ship construction date and the rated engine
speed and last have been modified in 2016 [16].

EU: European Green Deal – Recently, the European Commission adopted a
proposal to cut GHG emissions of the transport sector by at least 55% by 2030
compared to a 1990 reference [17] as a part of the European Green Deal. Since
international shipping falls far behind this objective, the European Parliament re-
quested the integration of the shipping sector into the European Emissions Trading
System (ETS) [18] to generate incentives for sustainable investments. The Euro-
pean Commission accepted the request and schedule the introduction of the law
to the year 2023 [19].

EU: FuelEU Maritime – Further, in 2021 the FuelEU Maritime initiative launched
by the European Commission [20] proposed to implement a regulatory obligation
for the use of a sustainable fuel share to create a stable market introduction. Since
the heavily disputed industry entirely relies on fossil fuels today and renewable
fuels entail much higher operating costs, the sector would otherwise most likely
delay to build the required infrastructure. As of yet, the proposal is subject of
discussion in the European Council and a version of compromise has been sent to
the member states.

While the EU is hereby placing a focus on the use of sustainable fuels, the IMO
suggests a variety of design, operational, and economic solutions realizable both
in the short and medium term [21]. An initial overview of the addressed potential
technological solutions is given in the following.
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Defossilization potentials of the shipping industry

On the basis that the international shipping industry is not going to reduce its
overall transport capacities and decrease the economic globalization for the sake
of the climate crisis, two fundamental elements of action remain to reduce its neg-
ative environmental impact: (1) the usage of less energy resulting from an increase
of operating efficiency and (2) the utilization of cleaner energy in the form of re-
newable power sources (cf. Fig. 1.1).

Energy efficiency – Efficiency measures can be taken in the design phase, the
ship maintenance, and the operating phase. Using a power generation technol-
ogy with few conversion losses is one of the most impactful measures to increase
the ship’s overall energy efficiency. For the power train, all-electric ships, which
substitute direct with electric propulsion and an interposed electric power genera-
tor, offer advantages in terms of power system operation [22]. Electric propulsion
also allows for hybrid ship configurations, where energy storage units support the
power supply to improve their operating requirements [23]. Other design methods
include the optimization of hull and propulsion system design [21], as well as fric-
tion reduction methods like the use of specific paint or air-filled hull bottoms [24].
To maintain small friction coefficients, the periodic removal of biofouling is also
inevitable. The operating phase can be tailored to reduce fuel consumption with
the help of speed reduction, appropriate energy management, and route/logistics
optimization [21].

Sustainable energy – Renewable energy sources can be utilized directly or pro-
cessed in the form of synthesized energy carriers. To harness wind energy, avail-
able solutions include (solid) sails [25], kites [26], and Flettner rotors [27]. Wind-
assisted propulsion does not require any further conversion steps but to some ex-
tend demands flexible route adjustments. The maritime application of photovoltaic
panels could cover shipboard power supply but can also support the propulsion of
all-electric ships [28]. While container ships lack large installation spaces on deck,
bulk carriers and tankers often provide deck installation possibilities. Still, both
wind and solar energy can not guarantee the security of power supply for essential
applications like propulsion, navigation, and communication at all times. Accord-
ing to the IMO’s International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS),
lighting, freshwater production, and heating/ventilating/air conditioning (HVAC)
are also vital functions, which must be operational at all times [29]. Therefore,
additional secure power sources still are a necessity for deep-sea shipping. For a
sustainable ship, this power source must include an energy converter with high
efficiency and small operating emission production, as well as an energy carrier
with a small environmental footprint.
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Until today, however, not one single best technology emerged to ideally fit this task.
Instead, many different fuels including hydrogen, ammonia, methanol, methane,
and synthetic diesel are subject of discussion for usage in either internal combus-
tion engines (ICEs), proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) or solid oxide
fuel cells (SOFCs). Since neither the maritime industry nor the scientific consul-
tation established a uniform or standardized approach regarding the design of a
sustainable and secure shipboard power system, the addressed open issues lead to
the overarching question:

What does a well-designed, secure, sustainable
future marine power system look like?

Prior to the outline of this dissertation’s structural setup, a detailed review of the
state of the literature and emerging research issues is given in the following.
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2 State of Research and Derived Research
Issues

As stated in Chapter 1, there exists a variety of meaningful methods to increase
a ship’s sustainability. However, this dissertation solely focuses on potential im-
provements for the secure core ship power system. Specifically, three of the pre-
viously raised “energy efficiency” and “sustainable energy” measures are objects
of investigation: (1) the power system hybridization with a storage unit support,
(2) the energy-efficient SOFC power technology, and (3) the usage of synthetic
fuels in future scenarios. In this respect, to conduct economic and environmental
analyses concerning the three topics of interest, a comprehensive ship power sys-
tem modeling method is aspired. Therefore, Section 2.1 addresses the methodical
research issue of designing a multi-component ship power system on a model-and-
optimization basis with a special focus on energy storage systems. Sections 2.2
and 2.3 focus on the SOFC technology, which also serves as a vivid example of
power system design complexity. Here, both the challenge of operating limitations
and the opportunities of a new power system build are raised. Section 2.4 cov-
ers the economic and environmental comparison of future power technologies and
synthetic fuels. Finally in the Section 2.5, the raised research issues are assigned
to the following chapters.

2.1 Designing Hybrid Ship Power Systems

In this section, a hybrid ship system structure is introduced, followed by a review
of open literature concerning hybrid ship power system models. Subsequently, the
state of research is critically discussed and the first emerging research issues are
articulated.

Disclosure: The topic of optimally designing hybrid ships is already topic of pre-
viously published works. The following section is in part based on the publication:
L. Kistner; A. Bensmann; R. Hanke-Rauschenbach, Optimal Design of Power Gra-
dient Limited Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Systems with Hybrid Storage Support for Ship
Applications, Energy Conversion and Management (2021) [30]. For a detailed de-
scription of the author contributions see Appendix C.
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Today, many state-of-the-art ship power systems consist not only of electricity
generators, but also include an energy storage for operational support. Most com-
monly, lithium-ion batteries are used in this application [31]. In general, hybrid
power systems can be categorized into two groups, based on the recharge process
of the energy storage: plug-in hybrids periodically charge at ports and are used
as an extra power source in addition to the main engines [32]. By contrast, in
conventional hybrid systems the energy storage is charged with shipboard the gen-
erators’ residual power. For the sufficient operation of a hybrid power system, the
storage design should be customized in dependence of the power generator char-
acteristics and the underlying concept for its utilization. Therefore, supporting
design decisions with ship energy system modeling is a topic of rising interest and
is especially relevant for hybrid configurations.

Developing an optimized hybrid ship power system is a task that several scientific
articles cover. For example, the authors of [33] devise a general design method for
battery-hybrid ships. For the battery model, they declare minimum and maximum
energy content limits and calculate the ideal change of stored energy step-wise. In
[34], the charged and discharged battery energy equals the total excess or required
system energy for discrete time steps, disregarding potential power limitations.
Thereby, the model includes a fixed storage efficiency to consider operating losses.
In [35], a system based on a combustion engine is hybridized with different storage
technologies. Rated power and energy capacity are taken into account for the
optimal configuration. In [36], the design optimization includes a battery state
of charge calculation, energy efficiency and power limitations. Overall investment
and operating costs are added up with predefined weight factors to minimize the
consumed fuel. In [37], an assessment for the hybridization of PEMFCs, batteries,
and supercapacitors is conducted. Here, the storage model is based on a discrete
state of charge description and also considers power limitations. For the design
optimization’s objective, total investment costs are chosen.

What is striking is that the model approaches to some extent lack in detail
regarding the following three categories:

1. The physical behavior of the system components is oversimplified. Not all
presented system-level storage models consider power or current limitations,
charge and discharge losses, and a time-dependent state of energy. Most also
neglect self discharge or state-of-charge-dependent efficiencies.

2. As ship load profiles tend to have a very fluctuating character, a fixed time
discretization approach is inferior to model approaches that include dynamic
equation systems. Latter can cover short load peaks resulting from power-
intensive maneuvers. A dynamic description is also of major importance to
cover the load shift limitations of power generators like SOFCs.
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3. Presented cost analyses ignore component lifetime and minimize investment
costs or operating costs only. While maintenance costs are considered in
some cases, non of the works listed above considers load-dependent storage
degradation, which also influences real-life annual system costs.

Since the open literature does not provide adequate model approaches for hybrid
ship power systems, the methodical framework for the envisaged analyses first
must be developed. In detail, the following questions are addressed in the course
of the power system modeling:

1 Research issue: Which aspects matter for the conceptual design
of a hybrid ship power system?

1.1 Which performance indicators should be evaluated in the decision process
to achieve a proficient design of a stand-alone marine power system?

1.2 Which component properties should be considered and what model level
of detail is sufficient for a power system simulation?

2.2 Solid Oxide Fuel Cells for Marine Applications

In this section the potential of marine fuel cells are outlined. Benefits and chal-
lenges compared to other power technologies are hinted, followed by a compilation
of literature evaluating the performance of hydrocarbon-based fuel cell systems for
ship applications. Thereupon, a second set of open research questions is formu-
lated.

Disclosure: the performance of hydrocarbon-based SOFCs is already topic of
previously published works. The following section is in part based on the pub-
lications: L. Kistner; A. Bensmann; R. Hanke-Rauschenbach, Optimal Design
of Power Gradient Limited Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Systems with Hybrid Storage
Support for Ship Applications, Energy Conversion and Management (2021) [30]
and L. Kistner; F.L. Schubert; C. Minke; A. Bensmann; R. Hanke-Rauschenbach,
Techno-economic and Environmental Comparison of Internal Combustion Engines
and Solid Oxide Fuel Cells for Ship Applications, Journal of Power Sources (2021)
[38]. For a detailed description of the author contributions see Appendix C.

Since the climate protection targets introduced in Chapter 1 can most likely only
be achieved with upcoming new technologies, a special focus of this dissertation is
placed on alternatives to internal combustion engines for open-sea operation. In
contrast to onshore microgrids, shipboard components’ size and weight constraints
are critical and their reliability is even more essential [39]. Therefore, battery-only
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solutions are evaluated not to be suitable for long voyages and heavy-weight ves-
sels [40]. For mission characteristics that do not fit battery requirements, fuel
cells are discussed as one of the most promising technologies to achieve a higher
energy efficiency and a decisive reduction of emissions [41]. Even if their capital
investment costs are currently larger than the costs of conventional ICEs, a higher
energy efficiency will lead to the reduction of a ship’s fuel costs, which represent
one of the largest expenses for ship owners [42].

While more and more large-scale joint projects launch to investigate different
fuel cell technologies [41], criticism from maritime industry participants persists
based on three ideas: (1) fuel cell systems imply too high capital costs, (2) early
investing in the wrong technology leads to a major disadvantage for the shipowner,
and (3) hydrogen lacks in availability and volumetric energy density, thus rendering
the application of fuel cells on ships impossible. To remedy the weak spots of
hydrogen, several upcoming fuel cell system approaches focus on the usage of
ammonia, methanol, and liquefied natural gas (LNG) [43]. While ammonia and
methanol are mostly discussed to be introduced to the shipping sector in the
medium-term future, LNG today is bunkered in 24 of the largest 25 ports and in
76% of all ports worldwide [44]. Hence, LNG-based fuel cell systems could likely
be the first technologies suitable for broader application. Since high temperature
SOFCs are compatible with carbon monoxide-contaminated hydrogen from steam
reforming [45] and therefore allow the further use of carbon-based fuels like LNG
without excessive interim process steps [46], the technology is frequently discussed
by shipping sector participants. Arguably, while the operation with LNG will not
lead to emission neutrality, byproducts of combustion like nitrogen oxides, carbon
monoxide and particulate matter would be eliminated in addition to the reduction
of carbon dioxide.

In the open literature, there already exist several assessments concerning the
techno-economic assessment of fuel cells with non-hydrogen fueling for ship opera-
tion. For example, the authors of [47] conducted a life cycle analysis of a diesel-fed
molten carbonate fuel cell system already in 2006. The authors integrated three
different stationary ship operating modes for a defined energy system. The au-
thors of [48] characterized the operation of a methanol-based SOFC in 2010. In the
operating phase, their work builds upon fixed fuel cell efficiency. Recently in [49],
an LNG-based SOFC system’s energy, cost, and emission reduction potentials are
analyzed on the basis of discrete daily load profiles with static operation. In [50],
diesel combustion is compared to several fuel cell technologies economically and
environmentally. Unlike the investigated combustion engine, fuel cell systems are
supported by an energy storage system. Still, the assessment is based on constant
efficiencies and staggered load scenarios. However, two major aspects have not
been considered in these analyses:
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1. Since the efficiency and emissions of the fuel cells are influenced by their oper-
ating point, examining their performance with averaged estimations or even
full load specifications might be a misleading simplification. Consequently,
load profiles with an appropriate time resolution and dynamic component
models should be the basis for model-based investigations.

2. Due to the operative restrictions of steam reforming and fuel cell processes,
load shifts of the power system are limited to a certain degree. Since ship
load profiles tend to have a very fluctuating characteristic, which by far
outpaces the capabilities of a hydrocarbon-based fuel cell system, a secondary
power source of sufficient sizing is mandatory for uninterruptible operation.
This hybridization with e.g. combustion engines [51] or an electrical energy
storage unit [50] is already addressed in in the methodical issue and should
be included into a model-based system assessment.

Since the non-stationary operation of SOFCs or other high-temperature fuel cells is
often discussed in theory but not reliably tested in a marine environment, a model-
based verification is a useful first step towards the first real large-scale use case.
The derived research questions take into account the SOFCs’ operating limitations
and the consequences for a hybrid system design:

2 Research issue: Are SOFCs suitable for marine applications?
2.1 Are the load shift limitations of an SOFC system with onboard steam

reforming inhibiting their use on ships with fluctuating power demand?
2.2 If not, what additional support is required to ensure an uninterrupted

supply of power on a ship?
2.3 How does a cost-optimal hybrid power system including SOFCs look like?

2.3 Decentralized Ship Power Systems

Another highly interesting fuel cell-related topic is the option of a ship power sys-
tem decentralization. To introduce this novel topic, general benefits of distributed
power systems are addressed and investigations already covered in scientific arti-
cles are listed. Since the presented literature raises further questions, a third set
of research issues is articulated.

Disclosure: Distributed ship power systems are already topic of previously pub-
lished work. The following section is in part based on the publication: L. Kistner;
A. Bensmann; R. Hanke-Rauschenbach, Optimal Design of a Distributed Ship
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Power System with Solid Oxide Fuel Cells under the Consideration of Component
Malfunctions, Applied Energy (2022) [52]. For a detailed description of the author
contributions see Appendix C.

In the past, distribution approaches for ICEs have been dismissed in favor of large
gensets with a lower specific waste heat flux. In contrast to ICEs, novel power
system components like fuel cells or batteries can be sized for a specific power
demand without substantial efficiency losses and therefore present an excellent
opportunity for a system distribution. Benefits of such approaches include down-
sizing the shipboard power grid, a reduction of transmission losses, and creating
a more reliable component redundancy. Since the restructuring of a ship’s room
arrangement is necessary for a successful implementation, system decentralization
is mostly an important consideration for the design of future newbuilt ships. While
shipboard distributed power systems are a newer trend that is almost exclusively
discussed in a scientific context, ship builders today can already profit from the
onshore system-focused research results of the last decade in terms of architecture
[53],[54] and software solutions [55],[56].

In the literature, qualitative advantages and challenges of distributed ship en-
ergy systems have already been covered with regard to different power technologies.
For example, in [57] PEMFCs, SOFCs and micro gas turbines are introduced as
potential technology solutions for decentralization. General construction ideas, a
potential ship grid topology, and peripheral components of the technologies are
discussed here. In [58], shipboard microgrid structures, design potentials, and
power control strategies are addressed qualitatively. Thereby, the authors place
a focus on power supply quality and the advantages of direct-current approaches.
In [59], the authors define and compare distributed designs with either PEMFCs,
SOFCs, gas turbines, and energy storage support on the basis of load profiles.
The assessment gives a general overview of technology performances but does not
quantify benefits that a distribution includes in general. In [60], the same system
components are compared for electrical and thermal cogeneration integration with
an optimal-design and unit-commitment approach. While component costs are in-
cluded in the objective function, transmission system requirements are neglected.

An issue that has not been covered in the open literature is a direct techno-
economic comparison of centralized and distributed ship designs. Consequently,
the derived research questions address both the power transmission component
specifications and the overall system redundancy requirements:
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3 Research issue: How can the advantage of a fuel cell’s modular
characteristic be leveraged in large-scale ship power systems?

3.1 What quantitative benefits can the transmission grid of a distributed power
system have over a central approach?

3.2 Is the optimal decentralized system design solution modified when mal-
function scenarios are considered?

3.3 To what extent does a ship power system benefit from the components’
modularity regarding component redundancy?

2.4 Technologies for a Sustainable Future

Finally, the techno-economic and environmental assessment of shipboard fuel cell
systems’ and combustion engines’ key performance indicators is subject of discus-
sion for the last thematic section. First, the latest literature in the field of future
fuels and power technologies is reviewed extensively and relevant improvable as-
pects are given. Following, the last block of open research questions is formulated.

Disclosure: Synthetic fuels and future power technologies are already topic of
previously published works. The following section is in part based on the publica-
tion: L. Kistner; A. Bensmann; C. Minke; R. Hanke-Rauschenbach, Comprehen-
sive techno-economic assessment of power technologies and synthetic fuels under
discussion for ship applications, Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews (sub-
mitted) [61]. For a detailed description of the author contributions see Appendix C.

Due to the exacerbated regulatory legislation [11],[62] and increasing social pres-
sure, the shipping industry faces the challenge of developing sustainable power
system solutions in the current decade. Currently, most decarbonization pathways
count on the supply of synthetic fuels with small environmental footprints [62],[63].
However, the shipping industry does not agree on one single synthetic fuel or power
technology approach but works on many different technological solutions.

Since the IMO released their future climate protection targets in the year 2018
[11], many comparison approaches concerning power technologies and synthetic
fuels have been published in both a global and a ship-specific context. Compara-
tive analyses are made for various biofuels, electrofuels and even carbon caputure
and storage solutions, as well as for PEMFCs, SOFCs, and ICEs. Discussion-
driving examples including their focus of research and key findings are collected
in Tab. 2.1.
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Tab. 2.1: Literature overview: ship power technology and synthetic fuel discussions since the
IMO released their climate reduction targets in 2018 [11]. Technology icons represent
the study of internal combustion engines and/or fuel cell systems , colored boxes
constitute considered fuels

Authors Techn. Focus of research Key findings

T&E [62]

NH3

• regulatory advice for the
European Union

• roadmaps for
decarbonization with
different scenarios

• efficiency measures
facilitate transition

• mandating deployment
for ships is required for a
stable electrofuel supply

Center for
Zero Car-
bon Ship-
ping [63]

various fuels

• fuel supply chains
• transition paths
• required regulatory

measures and market
development

• global fleet perspective

• financial incentives,
sustainable fuel
production scale up, and
global emission levy are
key to the transition

• green ammonia is likely
cheaper than other
electrofuels

DNV [64]

various fuels

• total costs of ownership
for a bulk carrier case
study

• fuel transition
preparation

• ammonia solutions
indicate best financial
performance in newbuilts

• alternatives include dual
fuel engines

IRENA
[65]

various fuels

• preformance indicators of
renewable fuels

• decarbonization
pathways

• ammonia will be the
backbone for
decarbonising
international shipping

• realistic carbon levies are
required

Kim et al.
[50]

NH3

• technology comparison
based on a case study
ship

• predefined system
designs

• battery support for
ammonia systems

• conventional heavy fuel
oil combustion
economically outpaces
ammonia

• SOFCs are the most
environmentally friendly
approach
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Authors Techn. Focus of research Key findings

de Vries et
al. [66]

NH3

• feasibility and risk
assessment

• economic and qualitative
environmental
comparison

• ICEs are preferable over
fuel cells due to their
technology readiness
levels

Horvath et
al. [67]

various fuels

• three vessel types
• valuation of lost cargo

space
• fuel price sensitivity

analysis

• the combination of
liquefied hydrogen and
PEMFCs is more
cost-efficient than
concurring electrofuel
approaches

McKinlay
et al. [68]

various fuels

• comparison of system
mass and volume
including storage
infrastructure

• hydrogen applications
are viable despite low
volumetric energy
density

Korberg et
al. [69]

various fuels

• economic assessment for
different vessel types and
voyage times

• focus on fuel production
chains

• methanol engines are
most cost-competitive for
deep-sea operation

• fuel cells can substitute
when reaching even
higher efficiency levels

While many different angles are covered in the listed assessments and remarkable
results are presented, at least one of the following three aspects emerges worthy
of improvement:

1. The power technology descriptions require a clearer distinction and mod-
eling with sufficient level of detail. Efficiencies and other generator spec-
ifications are often not described technology-specific and operating point-
dependent but rather assumed to be constant or of linear characteristic.
Time-dependent behavior and generator limitations are mostly not regarded.

2. The evaluation procedure needs to cover all relevant aspects for a decision-
making process. Most of the assessments do not include all considerable
technologies or fuels and thereby do not create a comprehensive picture.
Also, the quantification of emissions including combustion byproducts or
components’ carbon footprints is still a relevant concern, which often is ne-
glected for synthetic fuel discussions.
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3. Study concepts should minimize any kind of bias. This includes avoiding
a one-sided utilization of auxiliary components like storage units, prevent-
ing imbalanced assumptions regarding future trends with help of parameter
studies, and circumvent prefixed configuration or manually created system
designs.

Since non of the examined open-literature publications fulfills the outlined criteria,
the last objective of this dissertation is to provide a clear and comprehensive
comparison of ship power system technologies. To complete this task, the following
research questions have to be addressed:

4 Research issue: Which is the most cost-efficient and sustainable
ship power system configuration for the future?

4.1 Which power technologies and fuels are eligible in the near future and how
are they performing compared to state-of-the-art systems?

4.2 Which are the economic and environmental key performance indicators?

4.3 How can a configuration bias be prevented when comparing technologies?

4.4 Which relevant price developments are to be expected and how do they
affect the economic performance of the technologies?

4.5 Are there mission profiles or operating scenarios for which certain ap-
proaches are particularly suited?

2.5 Manuscript Structure and Segmentation of the Re-
search Issues

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 3 offers an overview of the
SOFC-based ship power system architecture and its components under consider-
ation, the structure of component models, the fundamental objective of a system
optimization, as well as the proposed system and component control strategy.

In Chapter 4 the economic optimization of a hybrid power system is demon-
strated by means of two characteristic ship load profiles. Following, the optimiza-
tion results are revised by adjusting of the storage models’ levels of detail, as well
as the optimization’s scope of the objective function to answer the research is-
sue 1 . Furthermore, research issue 2 is processed by interpreting the results of
all conducted design optimization tasks.

Chapter 5 covers the potentials of a decentralized ship power system architec-
ture. While the previous component models are taken as a basis and only modified
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to represent distributed units, power transmission models and a restructured sys-
tem optimization task are presented. The distribution approach is conducted for a
cruise ship with a central design as benchmark. Further, component redundancy
requirements are evaluated for both system structures and worst case assumptions,
aiming to answer research issue 3 .

Chapter 6 first gives an overview of today’s and serviceable future ship power
generation technologies and their operational readiness. Subsequently, addition-
ally required component models are introduced. Finally, technology comparisons
are presented with a special focus on the ship’s mission characteristics, fuel price
development and potentially increasing shipboard volume opportunity costs. In
this chapter all questions regarding research issue 4 are addressed.
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3 Modeling and Designing a Hybrid Ship
Power System

In this chapter different aspects of the model-based system design optimization
approach are discussed. In this regard, the SOFC technology is selected as an
exemplary power generator. After a brief introduction of the power system com-
ponents in Section 3.1, the integral elements of the investigation method displayed
in Fig. 3.1 are examined: the system component models including the computation
of relevant performance indicators and the ship’s time-dependent power demand
(cf. Section 3.2), the utilized optimization approach (cf. Section 3.3), as well as the
system control strategy (cf. Section 3.4). Finally, the underlying computational
framework is presented in Section 3.5.

Load profiles System controlsActive component models

Information exchange

Electrical grid

Design parameters

 generator power

 storage capacity

 operating behavior

Key performance indicators 

 functionality

 volume / mass

 fuel consumption

 degradation

 energy losses

 annual costs

 CO2 footprints

 operating emissions

System model

System optimization

Fig. 3.1: Required elements for a system design optimization task: information input (degrees of
freedom) and output (performance indicators) interfaces of a system model including
power demand, active power system components, and a control strategy
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Disclosure: The following chapter is in part based on the publications: L. Kist-
ner; A. Bensmann; R. Hanke-Rauschenbach, Optimal Design of Power Gradient
Limited Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Systems with Hybrid Storage Support for Ship
Applications, Energy Conversion and Management (2021) [30] and L. Kistner;
A. Bensmann; R. Hanke-Rauschenbach, Optimal Design of a Distributed Ship
Power System with Solid Oxide Fuel Cells under the Consideration of Component
Malfunctions, Applied Energy (2022) [52]. For a detailed description of the author
contributions see Appendix C.

3.1 Central System Architecture

In the following, the ship’s power system components considered for the SOFC-
based approach and displayed in Fig. 3.2 are introduced: the ship’s power demand
(grey), a solid oxide fuel cell module (orange), as well as a hybridized storage
unit containing batteries (yellow) and supercapacitors (blue). All components are
directly connected to a busbar, forming a central system structure. For all ongoing
investigations, the marked counting arrows constitute the direction of power flow.

PSCPB

PL
PFC

Fig. 3.2: Considered components and power flows of a ship energy system: electrical load (PL),
solid oxide fuel cell power output (PFC), battery unit charge power (PB), supercapacitor
unit charge power (PSC)

3.1.1 Solid Oxide Fuel Cells

Core of the firstly assessed system is an SOFC module, which is characterized by a
higher efficiency than state of the art combustion engines and most other applicable
energy converters [43],[46]. The investigated module consists of an external steam
reforming unit, creating a hydrogen-rich mixture from a methane-based natural
gas input, and a downstream group of fuel cell stacks. The most relevant material
and energy flows as well as the underlying chemical reactions occurring in the
module are schematically given in Fig. 3.3. As displayed, the onboard steam
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reforming process recuperates waste heat from the SOFCs for an endothermic
reforming reaction [70]. While the external steam reforming chamber requires a
rather complex heat transfer, it also enables a higher chemical conversion rate
and better thermal management possibilities for dynamic operation compared to
internal reforming processes. As opposed to PEMFCs [71],[72], SOFCs have a high
tolerance towards carbon monoxide, which is an intermediate-product of steam
reforming, resulting from an incomplete water-gas shift reaction [41]. Therefore,
no extra gas cleaning steps apart from a sulfur oxide separator are required.

Thermal energy

Electrical

energy

CH4

H2O

H2

O2

2 H2O + CH4 ⇌CO2 + 3 H2

H2O + CH4 ⇌CO+ 3 H2

H2O + CO⇌CO2 + H2

Steam

reformer

H2 + O2-- + 2e -- ⇌ H2O

O2  + 4e --⇌ 2 O2--

Solid oxide

fuel cells

Fig. 3.3: Schematic material flows, energy flows, and chemical reactions occurring in the SOFC
module with external steam reforming chamber

On top of the high energy efficiency, the investigated SOFC module entails four
additional mentionable benefits:

1. Enabling the utilization of carbon-based fuels like liquefied natural gas (LNG)
provides the accessibility to the existing fuel infrastructure in harbors [44].

2. The high volumetric energy density of LNG exceeds that of pressurized hy-
drogen at a pressure level of 70 MPa or liquid hydrogen at temperature levels
around 20 Kelvin.

3. Further excess thermal energy has an ideal temperature level for general
heating, freshwater generation, or laundry services and therefore allows for
a beneficial cogeneration operation [73].

4. Not only does the usage of high-efficiency SOFCs equal fewer carbon dioxide
emissions than ICE operation. Also, methane, particulate matter, nitrogen
oxide, and carbon monoxide emissions are reduced to practically zero due to
the electrochemical conversion method.
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However, it must be taken into account that a high system temperature is a chal-
lenge with regard to the selection of construction materials, the need for sophisti-
cated heat insulation, and several operating restrictions: load shift capabilities are
limited to reduce thermal stress and also factor in inertia of the steam reformer.
Also, a minimum power output is required to grant the desired fluid-dynamical
behavior and to prevent the system from cooling down, which would otherwise
impair the chemical reactions. Of course, the system must comply with the stan-
dards and guidelines for fuel cells in shipping [43]. Besides general equipment and
component redundancy requirements, special regulations regarding the treatment
of all gaseous and low-flash-point fuels are to be applied.

3.1.2 Energy Storage

Due to the limited operating flexibility of an SOFC module, another power source
with fewer operating limitations must be utilized to meet the requirements of
the mostly fluctuating ship load profile. While SOFCs are often discussed to be
applied as a secondary power system to assist gas combustion engines [51],[74],
this dissertation focuses on their stand-alone potentials with an electrical energy
storage support. Since the ship grid is isolated and not capable of seamlessly
disposing excess energy, the applied storage unit needs to fulfill the power balance
while generators and load are not synchronized. In addition to the addressed load
change support requirements, shipboard energy storage units are mainly used for
one or more of the following objectives:

1. During peak shaving operation, a storage supports the generators for a period
of high load demand (e.g. harbor thruster maneuvers). Consequently, the
generator’s rated power must not comply with the maximum power spike
and can be selected according to more common operating events.

2. Low part load avoidance mainly increases a generators’ energy efficiency and
inhibits single engines from occasionally shutting off and on again [23]. Here,
surplus energy is not wasted but charges the energy storage.

3. The exclusive operation of storage systems can be temporarily utilized in ar-
eas with very strict emission regulations like a fjord [75] or close to restricted
ports close to metropolitan areas [76].

For the base storage, different battery technologies can be considered. While many
(plugin-hybrid) short sea ferries with battery-electric propulsion settle on lithium-
ion batteries with high gravimetric energy density and lower specific power like
the lithium-nickel-manganese-cobalt (NMC) cells, batteries for open-sea hybrid
systems likely need to feature different characteristics. Here, the lithium-iron-
phosphate (LFP) battery technology with few safety concerns, high specific power,
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and comparably long lifetime is chosen [77]. Depending on the load characteristics,
an additional storage hybridization is conceivable. For the peak storage, electro-
static double-layer capacitors, also referred to as supercapacitors are chosen to
support the battery system with their high specific power output, low degradation
and immediate reaction time.

3.1.3 Electrical Load

The considered electrical load implies nautical equipment like radars and communi-
cation devices along with lighting, heating, ventilation, and fresh water generation.
Depending on the ship type, freight cooling, crane structures, feed pumps or food
preparation, laundry and entertainment applications also constitute a relevant en-
ergy demand. In addition, thruster maneuvers are investigated thoroughly. While
propulsion represents another large power consumer, the focus of this disserta-
tion is set to substitute the ship’s auxiliary engines, whereas other measures are
preferably applicable here (cf. Section 1).

3.2 System Component Models

In this section, the fuel cell system model, a technology-unspecific storage model
approach, and considerations for the electrical load display are introduced. For the
mathematical model description, no intentional formulation limitations are stipu-
lated, as displaying the behavior of system operating points (eg. fuel consumption)
appropriately is an essential element of the planned assessments. However, zero-
dimensional models are preferably used and parameterized with manufacturers’
data sheet parameters or already measured operating diagrams where applicable.
Due to the identified importance of analyzing the time-dependent system behav-
ior to investigate the relevance of the SOFC operating limitations and the derived
energy storage capacity requirements, individual dynamic models are prepared.

Both the SOFC and the energy storage model description consist of a uniform
four-part substructure, as is given in Fig. 3.4: (1) the physical model equations
describe the dynamic behavior of the unit, including time-dependent states and en-
ergy efficiency. For the given model approach, system interfaces on the power level
are provided. (2) The component management strategy (CMS) restricts the unit’s
operating behavior and prevents exceeding potentially hazardous or destructive
limitations. (3) The economic model covers three kinds of expenses: the annuity
payment equivalents of component investment costs, maintenance costs, and op-
erating costs. (4) In the environmental model, different production and operating
emissions are quantified and evaluated.
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Physical model

Task: description of the dynamic component behavior

Extent: • Balance equations (energy, charge, fuel consumption)

• Operating point dependencies (efficiency, addit. losses)

• Utilization of data sheet and measurement information

Component management

Task: compliance with component limitations for safety concerns

Extent: • Power or current restrictions

• State of energy, voltage limitations

• Load change capability restrictions

Economic model

Task: determination of capital, maintenance and operating costs

Extent: • Literature and industry parameters/curves

• Lifetime/degradation estimations

• Annuity payment factor calculation

Environmental model

Task: determination of emissions during construction and operation

Extent: • Characteristic diagrams

• Monetary emission assessment

• Life cycle data (materials, production, operation, disposal)

Fig. 3.4: General substructure of the developed four-parted system component models

3.2.1 Solid Oxide Fuel Cells

Physical model –The physical description of one SOFC module is given with the
operating-point-dependent fuel consumption in the form of an input mass flow

ṁfuel =
PFC (t)

ηFC (ξFC) · hLHV
fuel

, (3.1)

where
ξFC =

PFC

P r
FC

(3.2)

is the normalized operating point with regard to the rated power P r
FC, PFC is the

actual power output, ηFC is the fuel cell system efficiency, and hLHV
fuel is the lower

heating value of the fuel. One equivalent notation of this description is given with
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the specific fuel consumption (SFC) ṁspec
fuel , commonly used in a maritime context.

The SFC specifies the fuel mass flow required to generate a certain amount of
electrical power:

ṁfuel = PFC (t) · ṁspec
fuel (ξFC) . (3.3)

Both energy efficiency and SFC of the considered SOFC module are given in
Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.5: (a) SOFC module’s operating-point-specific fuel consumption (SFC) including power
electronics based on [78]; (b) equivalent efficiency calculated with LNG’s lower heating
value (LHV), minor adaptions to display an upscaled system are included in consultation
with the responsible research group

Component management – The fuel cell module operation must comply with
two conditions, which already were discussed in Section 3.1. Firstly, the power
output must not exceed the given operating limits:

Pmin
FC ≤ PFC ≤ P r

FC , (3.4)

where Pmin
FC is the minimum power output. Secondly, too abrupt load alternations

must be inhibited:

− Ṗmax
FC ≤ dPFC

dt
≤ Ṗmax

FC · , (3.5)
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where Ṗmax
FC represents the product of a specific maximum power gradient and

the rated power of the module. For simplicity reasons, the same limitation value
for upshifts and downshifts is assumed. All required component management
parameters are listed in Tab. 3.1.

Economic model – The converted annually accruing SOFC expenses

paFC = pinvFC · Pmax
FC · (caFC + AFC) (3.6)

are calculated from a rated-power-specific investment cost term pinvFC, a maintenance
cost factor caFC (in %/year), and take into account the component lifetime with
the annuity payment method:

AFC =
(1 + j)tL,FC · j
(1 + j)tL,FC − 1

, (3.7)

where j is the given interest rate and tL,FC is the component’s lifetime. In contrast
to the well developed ICE systems for ship applications, the SOFC module price
is highly dependent on material development and potential batch production in
the near future. While market introduction prices of 2000e/kW for complete
systems are prognosticated, current prototype component costs amount to around
3500e/kW. In the first assessment, the prototype price is assumed, while a low
qualitative sensitivity of the results is assured for the conceivable SOFC cost range.
Further information on SOFC cost estimation can be found in [79].

As the precise simulation of SOFC degradation would include a consideration
of several effects [80], which are yet to be quantified for dynamic use, the service
life prediction contains a constant module lifetime. Here, the chosen maintenance
cost parameter includes cell replacement. The small influence of dynamic fuel cell
operation on the cell’s area-specific resistance [81] as well as the low probability of
failure caused by thermomechanic stress at different temperatures [82] and for load
changes [83] along with the introduction of a power-gradient-restrictive component
management also support the assumption of operation-independent maintenance
costs caFC. All required economic parameters are listed in Tab. 3.1.

Environmental model – The environmental fuel cell operating characterization
should include the investigation of three sections: (1) the fuel cell system pro-
duction footprint, (2) the production resulting from fuel provision, and (3) the
emissions occurring from the system’s operation at see. Since the environmental
assessment is not part of the first analyses, but is at first covered for the direct
comparison of different power technologies, an extensive model description is given
in Chapter 6.
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Tab. 3.1: SOFC system parameters
Management parameter Value Reference

Minimum system power Pmin
FC 0.5 · P r

FC manufacturer

Maximum power gradient Ṗmax
FC 0.1 /min · P r

FC manufacturer

Economic parameter Value Reference

Specific investment costs pinvFC 3500e / kW [79]

Maintenance costs caFC 0.04 a−1 [84],[85]

System lifetime tL,FC 20 a [41]

Interest rate j 0.035 assumed

3.2.2 Energy Storage

Physical model – For the description of the battery and the supercapacitor units,
a technology-unspecific storage model is used. The time evolution of the state of
energy (SoE) Fi is determined from the energy balance

CE,i
dFi

dt
= −kSD,i · Fi · CE,i + Pi ·

{
ηcha,i if Pi > 0

1
ηdis,i

if Pi < 0

∀ i = B, SC

(3.8)

as a function of supplied or extracted power Pi, the average energy efficiency during
charging ηcha,i and discharging ηdis,i, and the self discharge factor kSD,i. While in
reality the storage efficiency is current-and-voltage-dependent, this low-level model
only considers an average value for all operating points and equal distribution of
the turnover efficiency towards charging and discharging:

ηdis,i = ηcha,i (3.9)
Each storage is composed of an amount of single cells Ni which together build the
total energy capacity from single cell values Ccell

E,i :

CE,i = Ccell
E,i ·Ni . (3.10)

Since a hybrid storage application is investigated in this study, a substitute state
of energy for the total unit is given with:

FS =
FB · CE,B + FSC · CE,SC

CE,B + CE,SC

. (3.11)

Physical-model-related parameters are given in Tab. 3.2 for both battery and su-
percapacitor.
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Component management – Two operating limitations are required to be con-
trolled during storage operation: the charge/discharge power and the state of
energy. Thereby, the state of energy is limited to prevent the storage from deep
discharging and overcharging:

Fmin
i ≤ Fi ≤ Fmax

i . (3.12)

In addition, restricting maximum charge or discharge power values are enforced:

Pmax
dis,i ≤ Pi ≤ Pmax

cha,i . (3.13)

Maximum charge and discharge power values for the system are calculated from
the number of single cells:

Pmax
cha,i = Pmax,cell

cha,i ·Ni , (3.14a)
Pmax
dis,i = Pmax,cell

dis,i ·Ni . (3.14b)

Further helpful for the investigation is the specific power parameter Πi, which
is equal for single cells as well as the system, and SoE-independent for this model:

Πcha,i =
Pmax
cha,i

CE,i

, (3.15a)

Πdis,i =
Pmax
dis,i

CE,i

. (3.15b)

All operating limitations for the battery and the supercapacitor unit are given in
Tab. 3.2.

Economic model – For Li-ion and supercapacitor units, the investment costs are
calculated with regard to their rated energy capacity:

pai = pinvi · CE,i · Ai (tL,i) . (3.16)

Note that the storage operability must be secured at end of life (EOL), which
here is defined as a decrease of the rated energy capacity to 80% of the original
capacity at the beginning of life (BOL). Consequently, capacity degradation effects
must result in an intended oversizing of 25%. Chosen battery and supercapacitor
costs also include extra specifications and certification for shipboard application.
In analogy to the SOFC pricing, storage price modifications were investigated
during the optimal design analysis. Although steady shifts of the cost optimum
are identified, no qualitative different conclusions were found. In contrast to the
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SOFC model, the storage lifetime is not estimated to be fixed but considers cycle
aging and a maximum calendar lifetime:

tL,i =

{
tcal,i if tcal,i <

CE,i·∆t

Edis,i(∆t)
· Li

CE,i·∆t

Edis,i(∆t)
· Li else ,

(3.17)

where ∆t is the investigated operating time. The assumed number of maximum
full charge-discharge cycles Li is consulted and compared to the energy output
in the simulated time frame Edis,i, normalized with the storage’s energy capacity.
The derived loss of lifetime then is extrapolated and compared to an absolute max-
imum value tcal. Dependencies of degradation on state of energy and power are
neglected for the moment. Parameters concerning the annual cost calculation and
the lifetime estimation are given in Tab. 3.2 for both battery and supercapacitor.

Environmental model – In analogy to the SOFC model description, the envi-
ronmental model for an energy storage unit is postponed to Chapter 6.

Tab. 3.2: LFP and supercapacitor parameters for the nonspecific storage model; values are de-
rived from internal manufacturer data sheets if not marked otherwise

Physical parameter LFP battery Supercapacitor

Energy capacity Ccell
E 92.3 Wh 2.29 Wh

Charging/discharging efficiency ηcha/dis 0.97 0.949

Self discharge coefficient kSD 0.01 d−1 0.11 d−1

Management parameter LFP battery Supercapacitor

Maximum charge power Πcha 4.29h−1 590h−1

Maximum disch. power Πdis -7.14h−1 -590h−1

Maximum SoE Fmax 1 1

Minimum SoE Fmin 0 0

Economic parameter LFP battery Supercapacitor

Specific investment costs pinv 1000e / kWh [86] 30,000e / kWh [87]

Calendar lifetime tcal 10 a [88] 16 a [88]

Number of full cycles L 3500 [88] 106 [88]

3.2.3 Electrical Load

Physical model – The shipboard electrical power demand is constituted with
a time-dependent, power-referred load profile. The power demand is set to be a
fixed model input and is not influenced by the system components’ operations:
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PL = f (t) . (3.18)
For further simplification, an immediate comply of the calculated demand and the
active system components answers is assumed. A reaction delay due to real-time
communication, inverter performance, and a grid voltage volatility are thereby
neglected. Consequently, only simulation results without deviation between load
and active components are approved to represent feasible design solutions.

Other submodels – Since the electrical load is declared to be a fixed information
input, no component management is intended for the investigations. Also, the
economic and environmental assessments focus on the active system components.
The ship’s power consumption behavior is not further evaluated.

3.3 System Design Optimization

After the introduction of the system component models, the ship-power-system-
specific optimization task including objective function, degrees of freedom, and
constraints is formulated. Then, considerations regarding the task’s numerical
feasibility are made with a focus on the previously prepared model equation char-
acteristics.

3.3.1 Optimization Task Formulation

In this section a system-specific optimization task and associated constraints are
presented. Design objective for the optimization is a minimization of the annual
system expenses containing costs for fuel cells paFC, batteries paB and supercapacitors
paSC. To create a concise overview of the performance indicators influencing the
design decision, a series of optimization tasks is conducted for different predefined
fuel cell unit rated power output P r

FC:

minimize
NB,NSC,FB(t0),FSC(t0),

PFC(t),PB(t),PSC(t)

paFC + paB + paSC (3.19a)

subject to P r
FC = P input

FC , (3.19b)
0 = PFC (t)− PL (t)− PSC (t)− PB (t)∀t , (3.19c)
FB (t0) ≤ FB (top) ,
FSC (t0) ≤ FSC (top) ,

(3.19d)

Eqn. (3.1)− (3.18) , (3.19e)

where the degrees of freedom are the number of installed battery cells NB and
supercapacitor cells NSC, and their state of energy (SoE) at the beginning of the
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analyzed time period (Fi (t0) ; i = B, SC), as well as the time-dependent power val-
ues of fuel cells and storage units. Apart from the fixed definition of the fuel cells’
rated power P input

FC (cf. Eq. (3.19b)), the optimization constraints for a sufficient
design approach are the power balance (cf. Eq. (3.19c)) and a cyclic boundary con-
dition for the storage’s SoE (cf. Eq. (3.19d)), which assures a continuous readiness
for use and avoids a system failure after the simulated time frame. Finally, all
introduced component models have to be complied with (cf. Eq. (3.19e)).

For the optimization task, cost-optimal energy capacities are firstly determined
with a battery-only storage design and a cost optimum is located. Further, the
storage lifetime as well as energy and power limitations are examined. Based
on this analysis, potential use cases for the hybrid storage are indicated. For
a continued economic review, the optimal supercapacitor sizes are computed as a
function of fuel cell power and battery capacity. Note that optimized design points
do not include factors for security of supply or emergency power generation [29].

3.3.2 Considerations on the Optimization Task

Now that the formulation of the objective function, the degrees of freedom and the
constraints including component models is completed, the numerical optimization
approach is discussed. As opposed to linear equation systems, which allow for a
comparably small computational effort and fast solving times respectively due to a
guaranteed convex objective function, several characteristics desired to adequately
represent the system components (cf. Tab. 3.3) lead to a nonconvex solution space.

Tab. 3.3: Desired model attributes and programming requirements, resulting in a mixed-integer
nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem

Desired model properties Mathematical requirements

Fixed component unit sizes Mixed-integer linear programming
• Battery/supercapacitor cells
• Fuel cell modules
• Single component malfunctions

(MILP)

Operating-point-specific component behavior Nonlinear programming
• Efficiency curves
• Operating emissions
• Component degradation

(NLP)

Economic dependencies Nonlinear programming
• Construction-size-dependent specific costs
• Lifetime-dependent annuity payment factors
• Operation-dependent expenses (e.g. volume costs)

(NLP)
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Still, two metaclasses of numerical design optimization methods are generally avail-
able for nonconvex equation systems: analytic optimization algorithms and heuris-
tic algorithms. Their differentiation in terms of method and model requirements
is briefly summarized in Tab. 3.4. Even if analytic optimization methods benefit
from linear programming approaches, nonconvex model properties do not disallow
their usage in general, but potentially demand for modifications of the solver al-
gorithm [89]. To name a few options, a list of possible workaround approaches is
given in the following:
MILP optimization – Localization methods also referred to as cutting-plane al-
gorithms support finding feasible integer solutions in mixed-integer problems [90].
NLP optimization – Enhancing interior-point methods, which can only solve in
convex solution spaces [91], with a primal-dual approach [92] solves continuous,
nonlinear systems.
Computational effort reduction – Branch-and-bound algorithms, which con-
secutively exclude potential combinatorial solutions, reduce the optimization time
for objective functions with several local optima [93].
Model workarounds – Sectional linear approximation as well as convexification
by creating a subset of solution spaces with convex envelope functions resemble
two approaches to address nonconvex solution spaces [94].
Note that this enumeration should by no means claim to be complete, as MINLP
optimization is a very wide mathematical topic. Rather, the examples should
showcase the variety of potentials to address analytic optimization issues.

Tab. 3.4: Potential numerical optimization methods applicable to (slightly) nonconvex equation
systems

Analytic optimization Metaheuristic optimization

Method Find optima by directly analyzing
the objective function

Treat equation system as “black
box” and find optima based on em-
pirical testing

Prospect of
success

Make use of the function’s gradients
for guaranteed local optima findings

Do not guarantee finding optima but
only approximate solutions

Requirements Adequate formulation of objective
function/constraints to solve with
reasonable computational effort

Smaller number of degrees of free-
dom to solve with reasonable com-
putational effort

Limitations Exclude various model description
methods

Exclude time-dependent objective
variables for high-resolution profiles
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Moreover, a vast number of algorithm options for analytic optimization exist, in-
cluding open-source solutions [95],[96],[97] and commercially available toolboxes
[98],[99] with different performances depending on the degree of nonlinearity [100].
Several hybrid-ship-related application scenarios can be found in the open liter-
ature [101],[102],[103],[104]. However, since the introduced model properties are
(a) highly nonconvex and (b) evaluated to be of high importance for an adequate
problem description, a heuristic optimization approach is favored at this point.

Heuristic optimization algorithms do not restrict model formulations but en-
tail a different significant limitation: high-resolution load profiles combined with
optimizing the system’s operating behavior in every time step involves a mas-
sive number of degrees of freedom and therefore leads to a tremendously slow
conversion process for heuristic optimization approaches [105]. Consequently, a
rule-based control strategy is utilized to emulate the desired operating behavior
and reduce the degrees of freedom. Certainly, this workaround creates potentially
suboptimal results and requires for adequate rules, which support the overarch-
ing objective, but also guarantees a valid design result accurately representing all
component characteristics. With the introduction of a rule-based control strategy
requirement, a revised optimization function based on Eq. (3.19) is given:

minimize
NB,NSC,FB(t0),FSC(t0)

paFC + paB + paSC

subject to P r
FC = P input

FC ,

0 = PFC (t)− PL (t)− PSC (t)− PB (t)∀t ,
FB (t0) ≤ FB (top) ,

FSC (t0) ≤ FSC (top) ,

Eqn. (3.1)− (3.18) ,

Eqn. (3.21)− (3.30c) ,

(3.20)

excluding all time-dependent power values from the degrees of freedom and adding
another set of constraints discussed in the following section.

3.4 Heuristic Control Strategy for a Hybrid Power System

As already addressed in Section 3.3, a rule-based operation control strategy is
chosen due to the limitations of the heuristic optimization algorithm class. In the
following, both an overarching cooperation approach for the total system including
a hybrid storage and a component-specific management strategy (CMS) to comply
with previously addressed operating limitations are introduced.
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3.4.1 Energy Management Strategy

Existing rule-based control methods for ships with fuel cell application focus mostly
on PEMFC-hybrid ships. Worth mentioning are a multi-scheme energy manage-
ment resulting from a performance comparison of different strategies [106] and a
system approach including a supercapacitor-battery-hybrid storage [107]. How-
ever, a rule-based strategy for SOFC systems urgently requires considering the
module’s stringent operating limitations. Therefore, a fitting standalone strategy
is developed.

Overarching objective of the control strategy is to maintain the ship’s operability
at all times. Since the ship constitutes an islanded grid, no power surplus or short-
age is permitted, as is already considered in the optimization task (cf. Eq. (3.19c)).
Certainly, a rule-based strategy implementation requires the understanding of the
systems’ bottlenecks and must rely on a well-designed system resulting from the
optimization task. As opposed to more complex approaches utilizing artificial
neural network training [108],[109], a straightforward variable priority ranking is
applied, as is displayed for a basic example in Fig. 3.6: at first, the load-shift-
limited SOFC module is queried, before either battery or supercapacitor unit are
utilized to cover the otherwise arising power delta in compliance with their CMS
limitations. The management strategy is further divided into a general system
control strategy and a hybrid storage utilization scheme. Both controls consist
of a long-time, state-dependent objective as well as a present-time decision logic.
The derived rules are introduced in the following.

PL

System control strategy

Hybrid storage control strategy

PFC

SOFCElectrical 

consumers

PB

PSC

Battery Supercapacitor

CMS CMS CMS

Fig. 3.6: Power flow diagram for a rule-based ranking: the SOFC module cannot cover the load
demand on its own either due to already reaching its maximum power output or its
gradient limitations; the hybrid storage system covers the power delta with help of both
battery and supercapacitor (load peak).
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System Control Strategy

The first task performed by the control strategy also referred to as energy manage-
ment system (EMS) is to specify the SOFCs’ desired power output. This demanded
set value is regulated with help of a state machine given in Fig. 3.7. Here, state
ZFC = 1 represents the request of a steady operation at rated power, which is
defined to be the default operation to prevent a shortage of electrical energy. On
the other hand, state ZFC = 0 permits dynamic load response operation:

PFC,set =

{
P r
FC if ZFC = 1

PL if ZFC = 0 .
(3.21)

However, dynamic operation is only enabled when the storage’s state of energy
exceeds a defined critical value Fcrit to prevent excess energy during operation.
The added value ∆F acts as a buffer zone and prevents repetitive state changes.

ZFC = 1
(load change)

ZFC = 0
(steady state)

FS ≥ Fcrit

FS ≤ Fcrit −∆F

Fig. 3.7: State machine for the SOFC system operation

The next step is to determine logically critical state of energy Fcrit. Since the
SOFC operation at rated power likely charges the energy storage over time but a
fully charged unit should be inhibited in order to maintain the system operable,
the choice of this parameter is founded on the load shift capabilities of the SOFCs:
for the time period of load change from maximal to minimal fuel cell power output,
the potential energy excess

Eexc
FC =

0.5 ·
(
P r
FC − Pmin

FC

)2
Ṗmax
FC

(3.22)

must still be compensable by the storage, resulting in a minimum free capacity
share at the critical SoE:
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Fcrit = Fmax
S − Eexc

FC

CE,B + CE,SC

. (3.23)

In a second step, the EMS processes the deviation between set power value and
fuel cell response. The delta between load demand and generated power is then
passed to the energy storage:

PS,set = PFC − PL . (3.24)

Illustrative demonstration – For a better comprehensibility, the system control
strategy is demonstrated for a minimal working example in Appendix A.1.

Hybrid Storage Control Strategy

The storage control’s task is the best possible deployment of the supercapacitor’s
small energy capacity by keeping the unit at a desirable state of energy FSC,des.
For a load profile with characteristic demand peaks, excess energy should first be
stored in the supercapacitor, which afterwards can provide a high-power output.
However, the power distribution between the two storage technologies must be
treated with care, as a suboptimal approach will invalidate the hybrid storage’s
scope of application. If in doubt, the desired SoE can be declared as a degree of
freedom in the optimization.

Since the hybrid storage operation control strategy likewise follows a longterm
SoE-related objective, another state machine is introduced. Here, three differ-
ent states effect the set value determination: The supercapacitors’s SoE is below
(ZHY = −1), at (ZHY = 0), or above the desired value (ZHY = 1). All transition
criteria can be comprehended in Fig. 3.8.

ZHY = 1
(SoE too high)

ZHY = 0
(desired SoE)

ZHY = −1
(SoE too low)

FSC ≤ FSC,des

FSC ≥ FSC,des +∆F

FSC ≤ FSC,des −∆F

FSC ≥ FSC,des

Fig. 3.8: State machine for comparing the supercap’s state of energy with the desired value
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The derived set values form a variable ranking, giving the supercapacitor priority
over the battery whenever the desired power value PS,set declared by the EMS is
useful for reaching the hybrid control’s objective (cases 1 and 2):

PSC,set =


PS,set if ZHY = −1 ∧ PS,set > 0

PS,set if ZHY = 1 ∧ PS,set < 0

PS,set − PB else .

(3.25)

Analogous, the battery unit is addressed first, if the power set value contradicts
achieving the desired state of energy:

PB,set =


PS,set if ZHY = −1 ∧ PS,set < 0

PS,set if ZHY = 0

PS,set if ZHY = 1 ∧ PS,set > 0

PS,set − PSC else .

(3.26)

If the hybrid storage is designed adequately, the total power output then corre-
sponds to the set value PS,set given by the EMS:

PS = PB + PSC (3.27)

Illustrative demonstration – For a better comprehensibility, the hybrid storage
control strategy is demonstrated for a minimal working example in Appendix A.1.

3.4.2 Component Management Strategies

The component-specific management strategies are required to ensure compliance
with the previously formulated operational inequality constraints (e.g. Eq. 3.4).
In the following, the handling of component set values given by the energy man-
agement strategy is explained for both SOFCs and storage units.

Solid Oxide Fuel Cells

In order to control the power output limitations (cf. Eq. (3.4)), an intermediate
value P ∗

FC,set is calculated from the fuel cell set power PFC,set given by the EMS:

P ∗
FC,set =


P r
FC if PFC,set > Pmax

FC

PFC,set if Pmin
FC ≤ PFC,set ≤ Pmax

FC

Pmin
FC if PFC,set < Pmin

FC

(3.28)
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Then, the maximum power gradient of the fuel cell module (cf. Eq. (3.5)) is
controlled with

dPFC

dt
= Ṗmax

FC · sgn
(
P ∗
FC,set − PFC

)
, (3.29)

where “sgn” is the signum function, which extracts the sign of a real value.

Energy Storage

In the following, a state-machine-based implementation of the control method is
introduced. The state machine given in Fig. 3.9 distinguishes a fully operable
state (ZCMS,S = 0) from charged (ZCMS,S = 1) or discharged states (ZCMS,S = −1).
These indicate if limitations of Eq. (3.12) are reached and lay the foundation to
formulate an adequate component answer.

ZCMS,S = 1
(charged)

ZCMS,S = 0
(operational)

ZCMS,S = −1
(discharged)

Fi ≤ Fmax
i −∆F

Fi ≥ Fmax
i

Fi ≤ Fmin
i

Fi ≥ Fmin
i +∆F

Fig. 3.9: State machine for the unified storage model

The storage’s characteristic state influences the power limitations in order to pre-
vent overcharging or deep discharging. If the storage unit is completely operable
(ZCMS,S = 0), only the regular power limitations (cf. Eq. (3.13)) are applied:

Pi (ZCMS,S = 0) =


Pi,set if Pmax

i,dis ≤ Pi,set ≤ Pmax
i,cha

Pmax
i,dis if Pi,set < Pmax

i,dis

Pmax
i,cha if Pi,set > Pmax

i,cha .

(3.30a)

If the storage is fully charged (ZCMS,S = 1), the maximum charge power is set to
zero:
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Pi (ZCMS,S = 1) =


Pi,set if Pmax

i,dis ≤ Pi,set ≤ 0

Pmax
i,dis if Pi,set < Pmax

i,dis

0 if Pi,set > 0 .

(3.30b)

If the storage is fully discharged (ZCMS,S = −1), the maximum discharge power is
adjusted:

Pi (ZCMS,S = −1) =


Pi,set if 0 ≤ Pi,set ≤ Pmax

i,cha

0 if Pi,set < 0

Pmax
i,cha if Pi,set > Pmax

i,cha .

(3.30c)

3.5 Computational Framework

The computational process workflow established for the system design optimiza-
tion tasks is displayed in Fig. 3.10. Here, the cooperation of optimization algorithm
and model simulation is presented with specified intermediary steps and utilized
open-access tools.

Simulation framework – Models and control strategies introduced in Sections
3.2 and 3.4 are created in the object-orientated programming language Modelica
with help of the OpenModelica editor OMEdit [110]. The differential-algebraic
equation systems are solved with either the dassl algorithm [111] or the IDA
package [112], whereat both algorithms entail different computational advantages
for specific mathematical problems. The algorithms contain a modified Newton
method to solve implicit nonlinear equation systems, a flexible step width ad-
justment for integration, and an event-finding/step-back feature, which prohibits
time-dependent inaccuracies beyond the requested tolerance.

Optimization framework – As was discussed in Section 3.3, a heuristic method
is applied to solve the prepared optimization tasks. Thereby, optimizations are
executed with help of the scientific Python library pygmo [113]. Instead of an or-
dinary differential-evolutionary optimization approach, the Extended Ant Colony
Optimization (gaco) with readily prepared inclusion of integer degrees of freedom,
the specification of constraints implemented with an oracle penalty method [114],
as well as a utilizable computing parallelization is the heuristic of choice. For com-
munication between the optimization algorithm and the simulation framework the
OMPython interface is used [110].
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Simulation algorithms: dassl, ida

 Solves the differential-algebraic 

equation system with given design 

parameters

Model compilation: OMC

 Prepares a formulation suitable for 

the simulation algorithm

Compiled model 

 Contains the reduced 

equation system

 Includes modifiable 

design parameters

.exe

Simulation results

 Contains the objective 

function value

 Contains values for 

constraint evaluations

.mat

Optimization specifications

 Contains the objective function 

 Includes constraints for optimization 

variables and simulation results

.py

 Contains values for each 

optimization variable

System design listOptimization algorithm: pygmo

 Iteratively choses values for 

optimization variables
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Fig. 3.10: Computational process workflow including input requirements, simulation framework,
and optimization framework
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4 Exemplary Design Optimization of an
SOFC-based Hybrid Power System

In this chapter the first exemplary results of the model-based system design op-
timization approach are examined with the procedure introduced in Section 3.3.
After the presentation of two distinctive case study load profiles in Section 4.1, a
hybrid power system is designed cost-optimally for the first time in Section 4.2.
Subsequent to the first analysis, technology-specific model descriptions are con-
sulted in Section 4.3 to assess the reliability of a unified storage model. On this
basis, in Section 4.4 new optimization results are discussed with a focus on the
direct comparison with previously obtained configurations. The influence of includ-
ing fuel expenses in the optimization’s objective on the cost-optimal component
configuration is investigated in Sections 4.5 and 4.6. Once more, immediate devia-
tions are analyzed to evaluate if the addition of operating costs alter the results in
a meaningful way. Finally, research issues 1 and 2 are addressed in Section 4.7.

Disclosure: The following chapter is in part based on the publication: L. Kist-
ner; A. Bensmann; R. Hanke-Rauschenbach, Optimal Design of Power Gradient
Limited Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Systems with Hybrid Storage Support for Ship
Applications, Energy Conversion and Management (2021) [30]. For a detailed
description of the author contributions see Appendix C.

4.1 Case Studies

For the system optimization, two load profiles with different characteristics are
chosen: Case study I represents a motor yacht with a profile given in Fig. 4.1(a).
Data for case study II were measured on a general cargo ship and is displayed in
Fig. 4.1 (b). While both ships can be classified into the same category power-wise,
the load profile for Case study I has a bulbous characteristic, whereas the profile for
Case study II consists of a constant base with load spikes created by the breakaway
starting current of the bow thruster induction motors. For the investigation, a
power-intensive time frame is extracted from one month of records. Both profiles
are assumed to represent characteristic operating behavior for the vessels.
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Fig. 4.1: Load profiles for (a) case study I; (b) case study II: 1© bow thruster operation, 2© open-
sea operation.

4.2 Results and Discussion

The procedure to calculate a cost-optimized storage unit for a given fuel cell system
power as previously described in Chapter 3 is now used for the two case studies.
The first optimization is executed with a battery unit. Then, a potential hybridiza-
tion with a supercapacitor unit is discussed. In this first part of the system design
analysis, the straightforward storage model covered in Chapter 3 is used for both
the battery and the supercapacitor.

4.2.1 Case I: Motor Yacht

The results of case study I are summarized in Fig. 4.2, which displays relevant
technical and economic values as a function of the installed fuel cell rated power. In
Fig. 4.2 (a) the total system power for the cost-optimized configurations including
fuel cell module and battery unit is given. Thereby, the maximum discharge power
is chosen to represent the battery. The figure indicates that a larger fuel cell
system causes a first steep then saturating reduction of the total installed power
and therefore a reduction of the battery size.

Fig. 4.2 (b) displays the cost-optimal battery capacity and its maximally required
charge and discharge power. As was already observable in the total power graph,
increasing the fuel cell power results in a saturating reduction of storage capacity.
Simultaneously, the power output requirements for the storage decline linearly
due to the decreased difference between load peaks and stationary fuel cell power.
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Meanwhile, the maximally required charge power increases slightly for larger fuel
cell modules.

To better comprehend the opportunity for a continuous system power decrease,
the specific battery power demand is depicted in Fig. 4.2 (c). While both values
increase mostly due to the total capacity reduction, the demand can be fulfilled
without particular difficulties. Therefore, the storage’s energy capacity is identified
to be the critical design bottleneck. With this information and the additional fact
that the estimated battery lifetime continuously equals the assumed calendar limit
of 10 years, the storage hybridization with a supercapacitor can be dismissed. This
assumption is also verified with an extra hybrid storage optimization.

Finally, the component annuity payments and the total annual system costs are
given in Fig. 4.2 (d). Despite the high fuel cell investment costs, a price optimum
is not located at the minimally required fuel cell power. Instead, the cost analysis
indicates an annual battery cost reduction by more than 80% to 21.000e / a with
a 10% fuel cell rated power increase. The cost-optimal configuration is a system
with a rated fuel cell power of 249 kW and a rated battery capacity of 146 kWh.

4.2.2 Case II: General Cargo Ship

Analogous to Case study I, total system power, optimal battery capacity, spe-
cific power demand, and annual cost values are displayed in Fig. 4.3. In contrast
to the previously investigated design case, Fig. 4.3 (a) indicates that the addi-
tion of fuel cell power does not influence the total system power for cost-optimal
designs, but reduces the battery size proportionally. Concluding, an inversely pro-
portional dependency between fuel cell power and battery capacity is observed (cf.
Fig. 4.3 (b)).

Fig. 4.3 (c) provides the explanation for a linear capacity decrease: unlike in case
I, the discharge demand equals the battery’s maximum output. Thus, the battery
capacity design is continuously limited by the specific output power, induced by
the load spikes of the bow thruster maneuver. Battery capacity on the other hand
is not a limiting factor for this system design task.

For the lifetime prediction, one month of load data was consulted. Thruster ma-
neuvers occur roughly once a day and open-sea operation with less stress for the
battery can be considered for the rest of the time, again leading to the assumption
of ten years lifetime. Due to the high specific discharge power of the LFP technol-
ogy, a vastly decreased energy storage dimension compared to case I is sufficient to
achieve the power system operability. Since the battery size reduction potential is
smaller than in Case study I, the cost minimum equals the smallest SOFC module
(195 kW) with a battery capacity of 51.25 kWh (cf. Fig. 4.3 (d)).
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Since the battery’s maximum power turns out to be the optimization bottleneck,
a storage hybridization becomes appropriate and is examined in the following.
For the hybrid storage power control, a supercapacitor’s desired standby SoE of
FSC,des = 1 is chosen to provide energy for the thruster operation. The optimization
results are depicted in Fig. 4.4 as a function of installed battery capacity and for
different fuel cell rated powers.

In Fig. 4.4 (a) the total installed power of the cost optimized systems is given.
Here, a minimum power plateau equals the constant value of the system with
exclusive battery support. For small and large battery sizes, the total power
increases to higher values. The plateau’s location depends on the applied fuel cell
system power. Both increases can be explained with the storage compositions,
which vary in total power or energy capacity and are further discussed with help
of the other graphs.

Fig. 4.4 (b) displays the supercapacitor’s energy capacity. Analogous to the last
two optimizations, higher fuel cell powers require less storage support. Indepen-
dent of the power source dimensions, all graphs show two different gradients:

1. The steeper gradient on the left represents an exchange of capacity, where
both technologies are valued equally and energy is the storage design’s bot-
tleneck.

2. The flat gradient represents an exchange of the storage powers, where roughly
80 battery cells replace one supercapacitor.

Consequently, the technical sizing optimum is located in the graph’s kink, where
neither capacity nor power are oversized. For very large batteries, no further
supercapacitor support is required. Here, both capacity and rated power are not
fully utilized.

An analysis of the annual system costs with help of Fig. 4.4 (c) shows that
regardless of the chosen fuel cell power, a hybridization always is profitable. Most
benefited are high SOFC power configurations, which demand less energy and more
specific power support. However, the cost minima appear not to be resembled by
the technical optimum, but are always located right of the graph’s kink. Precisely,
it is dependent on reaching the battery’s maximal life expectancy, which again
is the calendar limit (cf. Fig. 4.4 (d)). For smaller battery units an end of life
resulting from reaching the number of maximum full cycles is estimated for the
first time due to the higher specific load in a hybrid configuration. By contrast, the
supercapacitor obtains the calendar maximum life of 16 years for every design in
the considered range. Like in the single storage optimization, the cost optimum is
found for the smallest applicable fuel cell rated power of 195 kW, a battery capacity
of 47.5 kWh and a supercapacitor module of 45 Wh.
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4.3 Increasing the Storage Models’ Levels of Detail

In a second analysis step, an investigation regarding the storage models’ levels of
detail is prepared to build a basis for a design optimization revision in Section 4.4.
While the straightforward unified storage model is identical for battery and su-
percapacitor in terms of the equation system, two different model descriptions are
chosen to consider the components’ coulombic levels with voltage and current val-
ues. Component limitations are, in turn, revised. Further, for an intuitive direct
comparison of the unified and the more detailed model behaviors, a method to
assess energy-power relations is introduced. Here, the available energy is given as
the function of a constant discharge power, considering internal losses and operat-
ing limitations. Alongside the changes in the physical models and the component
management, the lifetime calculation is modified, too. SOFC component models
and energy management system do not change for this analysis.

4.3.1 Li-ion Battery Model

Physical model – For the lithium-ion battery model, the state of charge (SoC)
FQ,B replaces the previously used SoE. The state’s time evolution equation is
deployed with the battery’s electric charge capacity Ccell

Q,B:

Ccell
Q,B · dFQ,B

dt
= IcellB , (4.1)

where IcellB is the single-cell current. Further, current-voltage dependencies are
based on the Shepherd model [115] and extended by exponential functions to
feature LFP characteristics. The model considers charge and discharge behavior,
reflected in the voltage function

U cell
B = 0.5 ·

(
U cell
B,cha ·

[
1 + tanh

(
IcellB

)]
+ U cell

B,dis ·
[
1 + tanh

(
−IcellB

)])
. (4.2)

Cell voltages are separated in open-circuit voltage and inner resistance voltage
drop, as is presented in the equivalent circuit diagram in Fig. 4.5:

U cell
B,cha = U cell

B,0,cha + IcellB ·Rcell
B,i,cha (4.3)

U cell
B,dis = U cell

B,0,dis + IcellB ·Rcell
B,i,dis , (4.4)

where both the open-circuit voltages

U cell
B,0,cha = pc,1 + pc,2 ·FQ,B + pc,3 · exp

[
−pc,4 · (1− FQ,B)

]
− pc,5 · exp

[
pc,6 · (−FQ,B)

]
(4.5)
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U cell
B,0,dis = pd,1 + pd,2 ·FQ,B + pd,3 · exp

[
−pd,4 · (1− FQ,B)

]
− pd,5 · exp

[
pd,6 · (−FQ,B)

]
(4.6)

and the inner resistances for charging and discharging operation

Rcell
B,i,cha =

pc,7
Ccell

Q,B

·
(
1 + pc,8 ·

FQ,B

pc,9 − FQ,B

)
(4.7)

Rcell
B,i,dis =

pd,7
Ccell

Q,B

·
(
1 + pd,8 ·

1− FQ,B

pd,9 + 1− FQ,B

)
(4.8)

are SoC-dependent. Thereby, both ~pc and ~pd are cell-chemistry, product-specific
parameter vectors.

Rcell
B,i

IcellB

U cell
B,0 U cell

B

Fig. 4.5: Equivalent circuit diagram of a Li-ion battery

The battery’s output power is calculated with

PB = NB · U cell
B · IcellB . (4.9)

Also, to keep all equations of the EMS unmodified, an approximation of the ener-
getic capacity and the SoE is performed:

Ccell
E,B ≈ Ccell

Q,B · U cell,r
B , (4.10)

FB ≈ FQ,B , (4.11)

where U cell,r
B is the rated cell voltage.

Control strategy – Since the formulated EMS only provides a desired set power
value, the derived desired current is given with

IB,set =
PB,set

UB

. (4.12)

Generally, the battery management system now maintains current and voltage
limits instead of maximum power and state of energy:
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NB · Icell,max
B,dis ≤ IB ≤ NB · Icell,max

B,cha , (4.13)

NB · U cell,min
B ≤ UB ≤ NB · U cell,max

B . (4.14)
However, after reaching one voltage limit, it is possible to further charge and
discharge the cells without exceeding the component limitations by decreasing the
applicable current in the so called constant voltage phase:

IcellB,CV,cha = Icell,max
B,cha (FQ,B) , (4.15)

IcellB,CV,dis = Icell,max
B,dis (FQ,B) . (4.16)

In the implemented heuristic control approach, the battery can be operated in
five states ZCMS,B, where the two additional states represent the constant voltage
phases (cf. Fig. 4.6).

ZCMS,B = 2
(charged)

ZCMS,B = 1
(CV-charg.)

ZCMS,B = 0
(operational)

ZCMS,B = −1
(CV-disch.)

ZCMS,B = −2
(discharged)

UB ≤ Umax
B −∆U

0 ≤ IB ≤ IB,cutUB ≥ Umax
B

UB ≤ Umin
B

−IB,cut ≤ IB ≤ 0

UB ≥ Umin
B +∆U

Fig. 4.6: State machine for Li-ion’s voltage limitation control and CV phase initiation

The states influence the operability of the battery unit as follows: while ZB = −2,
all discharge requests are dismissed, since the unit is fully discharged. On the
other hand, charging the battery is only limited by the maximum charge current:

IB (ZB = −2) =


Imax
B,cha if IB,set > Imax

B,cha

IB,set if 0 ≤ IB,set ≤ Imax
B,cha

0 if IB,set < 0 .

(4.17a)

For state ZB = −1 (discharge CV phase), a potential discharge current is a function
of the battery’s SoC to maintain the minimal voltage as long as the battery is not
requested to charge:
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IB (ZB = −1) =


Imax
B,cha if IB,set > Imax

B,cha

IB,set if 0 ≤ IB,set ≤ Imax
B,cha

f (FQ,B) if IB,set < 0 .

(4.17b)

Batteries in state ZB = 0 are not constrained apart from maximal currents:

IB (ZB = 0) =


Imax
B,cha if IB,set > Imax

B,cha

IB,set if Imax
B,dis ≤ IB,set ≤ Imax

B,cha

Imax
B,dis if IB,set < Imax

B,dis .

(4.17c)

State ZB = 1 limits regarding charge requests analogous to state ZB = −1:

IB (ZB = 1) =


f (FQ,B) if IB,set > 0

IB,set if Imax
B,dis ≤ IB,set ≤ 0

Imax
B,dis if IB,set < Imax

B,dis .

(4.17d)

Finally, state ZB = 2 indicates a fully charged unit and reflects limitations of state
ZB = −2:

IB (ZB = 2) =


0 if IB,set > 0

IB,set if Imax
B,dis ≤ IB,set ≤ 0

Imax
B,dis if IB,set < Imax

B,dis .

(4.17e)

Energy-power relation – For the first comparison of the two different battery
model approaches, an energy-power relation diagram is introduced in Fig. 4.7.
Here, the available energy of a fully charged storage is plotted for a series of
constant power outputs, displaying both physical behavior of the models and im-
plementation of the operating limitations.

In the unified storage model, maximum discharge power and a specified available
storage capacity are considered. Since discharge losses are not related to the cell’s
operating point, the resulting available energy is resembled by a constant value,
which is cut off at the maximally operable cell power. Only for very small powers,
the battery’s self discharge effect becomes visible.

By contrast, the consideration of voltage and current limitations in the detailed
model results in a slightly altered relation diagram. Here, a higher energy con-
tent is available for smaller powers due to the consideration of current-dependent
discharge losses. Until the breakover point at around 0.6 kW, voltage limitations
terminate the constant-power discharge operation. High power demands on the
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other hand are cut off by the current limitations, which promptly become effective
due to a rapidly decreasing battery voltage level. Still, the results overall resemble
one another with the small exception of high-power operation, emphasizing an
adequate component description with the unified model approach.
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Fig. 4.7: Energy-power relations of one single battery cell, evaluated with the unified model and
the technology-specific component description

Economic model – For the detailed battery model, capacity degradation now is
described with a dynamic fade rate JE,B,deg that symbols the operation-dependent
capacity loss per time unit. The battery system lifetime is reached when the energy
capacity from the beginning of life CBOL

E,B is decreased by 20%. Extrapolating from
the simulation period, this leads to a lifetime estimation in the following form:

tL,B =
0.2 · CBOL

E,B

1

tend − t0

∫ tend

t0

JE,B,deg dτ

, (4.18)

For the fade rate approximation, an approach from [116] is chosen, which displays
LFP battery energy capacity degradation as a function of cell current and voltage.
Unfortunately, in the original scientific article a degradation of an 1.1 Ah cell was
examined. However, the results were remapped into the capacity-specific power-
energy-dimension in [117] and therefore be applied for the 30 Ah cell that is used
for the present investigations. Degradation is computed with

JE,B,deg = CBOL
E,B ·max

(
~a1

PB

CBOL
E,B

+ ~a2FB + ~a3

)
, (4.19)

where ~a1, ~a2, ~a3 are parameter vectors listed in [117].
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Model parameters – Model simulation is executed with operating limitations
and generated fit parameters of an LFP battery cell given in Tab. 4.1. To compute
the physical cell behavior, a parameter fit resulting from constant current charge
and discharge measurements of a 15.5 kW SAFT battery cabinet is used. All
underlying constant-current voltage-SoC curves are depicted in Fig. 4.8.

Tab. 4.1: Battery cell operation parameters for the analyzed LFP battery
Parameter Value Fit Parameters

Cell charge capacity Ccell
Q,B 30 Ah pc,1 3.234 V pd,1 3.247 V

Maximum cell charge current Icell,max
B,cha 120 A pc,2 0.12 V pd,2 0.165 V

Maximum cell discharge current Icell,max
B,dis -200 A pc,3 0.599 V pd,3 0.581 V

Cut-off cell current IcellB,cut 1 A pc,4 18.577 pd,4 20.261

Maximum cell voltage Ucell,max
B 3.8 V pc,5 0.917 V pd,5 1.245 V

Minimum cell voltage Ucell,min
B 2.7 V pc,6 44.094 pd,6 43.128

Rated cell voltage Ucell,r
B 3.3 V pc,7 0.0516 Vh pd,7 0.0416 Vh

pc,8 -72.884 pd,8 -0.50

pc,9 233.179 pd,9 15.927
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Fig. 4.8: SAFT Lithium-Ion Battery System BTR-0554V-VL30-SFP-012M (554 V / 15.5 kWh)
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4.3.2 Supercapacitor Model

Physical model – The description of the supercapacitor is given by the elec-
trical equivalent circuit in Fig. 4.9 [118]. Thereby, dependencies of the Faraday
capacitance on the current, as well as the inductive nature of the conductors are
neglected.

dynamics

self
discharge

storage capacity Rcon

IcellSC

C0

IC0

UC0 Rp

Rs

Rsa
ICS

Cs

UCS

U cell
SC

Fig. 4.9: Circuit diagram of a two-layer capacitor [118]

Two differential equations are used to describe the storage’s dynamic behavior

ICS = CS ·
dUCS

dt
(4.20)

and its SoC/SoE equivalent open circuit voltage change

IC0 = C0 ·
dUC0

dt
, (4.21)

where the typical non-linear capacitance for the chosen technology can be approx-
imated with the hyperbolic function

C0 = 2770F + 520F · tanh
(

UC0

0, 9V
− 0.9

)
. (4.22)

Additionally, three more equations can be obtained with Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law:

U cell
SC = Rcon · IcellSC +RS ·

(
IcellSC − ICS

)
+RP ·

(
IcellSC − IC0

)
, (4.23)

UCS = RS ·
(
IcellSC − ICS

)
−RSA · ICS , (4.24)
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UC0 = RP ·
(
IcellSC − IC0

)
. (4.25)

The component’s power is calculated as the sum of all cells powers outputs

PSC = NSC · U cell
SC · IcellSC . (4.26)

The more complex computation of the energy capacity

CE,SC =

∫ Q
(
Ucell,max
SC

)
Q
(
Ucell,min
SC

) U(Q) dQ (4.27)

is approximated with the simplification of a linear dependence of voltage and
charge:

CE,SC ≈ 0.5 ·NSC · Ccell
Q,SC ·

(
U cell,max
SC + U cell,min

SC

)
, (4.28)

where the charge capacity equals

Ccell
Q,SC = U cell,max

SC · C0

(
U cell,max
SC

)
− U cell,min

SC · C0

(
U cell,min
SC

)
. (4.29)

The SoE then can be derived with

FSC ≈ 0.5 ·NSC

CE,SC

·

[
UC0 · C0 − U cell,min

SC · C0

(
U cell,min
SC

)]
·

[
UC0 + U cell,min

SC

]
. (4.30)

Control strategy – In analogy to the battery management system, a desired
current value

ISC,set =
PSC,set

USC

(4.31)

is monitored to not exceed voltage and current limitations unsuitable for safe
operation:

NSC · U cell,min
SC ≤ USC ≤ NSC · U cell,max

SC , (4.32)

NSC · Icell,max
SC,dis ≤ ISC ≤ NSC · Icell,max

SC,cha . (4.33)

Since the supercapacitor operation does not meaningfully benefit from the previ-
ously introduced constant voltage phases, only three states are considered in this
state-machine-based control strategy (cf. Fig. 4.10).
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ZCMS,SC = 1
(charged)

ZCMS,SC = 0
(operational)

ZCMS,SC = −1
(discharged)

USC ≤ Umax
SC −∆U

USC ≥ Umax
SC

USC ≤ Umin
SC

USC ≥ Umin
SC +∆U

Fig. 4.10: State machine for the supercapacitor’s voltage limitation control

The permitted current again follows the limitations depending on the units state:

ISC (ZSC = −1) =


Imax
SC,cha if ISC,set > Imax

SC,cha

ISC,set if 0 ≤ ISC,set ≤ Imax
SC,cha

0 if ISC,set < 0 ,

(4.34a)

ISC (ZSC = 0) =


Imax
SC,cha if ISC,set > Imax

SC,cha

ISC,set if Imax
SC,dis ≤ ISC,set ≤ Imax

SC,cha

Imax
SC,dis if ISC,set < Imax

SC,dis ,

(4.34b)

ISC (ZSC = 1) =


0 if ISC,set > 0

ISC,set if Imax
SC,dis ≤ ISC,set ≤ 0

Imax
SC,dis if ISC,set < Imax

SC,dis .

(4.34c)

Energy-power relation – In analogy to the first comparison of the two battery
descriptions, both introduced supercapacitor model approaches are directly com-
pared to each other by assessing the available energy of a fully charged cell for
varied power outputs. Since the unified model does only consider a fixed discharge
efficiency and a operation-unspecific maximum power, the expectable rectangle
shape is displayed in Fig. 4.11.

In contrast to the detailed battery simulation results, the technology-specific
supercapacitor model generates energy-power relations far off the results obtained
from the unified model approach. Here, the hyperbolic behavior of the storage
capacity is significantly influencing the outcome in addition to the operating-point-
specific power loss description. Even if the resulting graph does not display an
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abrupt breakover point as it is the case for the battery model, voltage limitations
are stopping the constant-power discharge process below 0.1 kW, while current
limitations are dominating the discharge termination for larger power demands.
Conclusively, the combination of physical model and operating limitations used
for the unified model approach does not resemble the supercapacitor behavior well
due to several nonlinear characteristics. In addition, the parameters obtained from
a manufacturer’s data sheet likely overestimate the capabilities of one single cell,
which could lead to non-functional design decisions.
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Fig. 4.11: Energy-power relations of one single supercapacitor cell, evaluated with the unified
model and the technology-specific component description

Economic model – The newly chosen degradation model approach covers cells
with the same brand and capacitance as selected for the physical modeling, so
equations can be used without further modification [119]. The lifetime can be
expressed in a form similar to Eqn. (4.18), where JF,SC,deg is the relative faded
capacitance per time and τ0 is the baseline life expectancy from [119]:

tL,SC =
τ0

1

tend − t0

∫ tend

t0

JF,SC,deg dτ

. (4.35)

Although this equation does not exactly flag the same end of life as announced
for the battery (20% capacitance and 20% energy capacity slightly differ), the
approximations from Eq. (4.28) and (4.29) allow an assumption of proportionality.
The fade rate calculation expands the equivalent calendar degradation approach
with a factor for current consideration, leading to the equation

JF,SC,deg = exp

(
U cell
SC

USC,0

+
θ

θ0
+

ISC,RMS

IRMS,0

)
, (4.36)
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where θ is the ambient temperature, USC,0, θ0, IRMS,0 are parameters from [119],
and

ISC,RMS =

√
1

tend − t0

∫ tend

t0

(
IcellSC

)2
dτ (4.37)

is the root mean square (RMS) cell current.

Model parameters – All required operating parameters for a Maxwell superca-
pacitor with 3000 F rated capacity are given in Tab. 4.2.

Tab. 4.2: Simulation parameters for the 3000 F Maxwell supercapacitor [118], [119]
Parameter Value

Maximum cell charge current Icell,max
SC,cha 500 A

Maximum cell discharge current Icell,max
SC,dis -500 A

Maximum cell voltage Ucell,max
SC 2.7 V

Minimum cell voltage Ucell,min
SC 0.2 V

Series resistance Rsa 0.6mΩ

Connection resistance Rcon 70µΩ

Parallel resistance Rs 0.3mΩ

Capacitor for dynamics CS 504.444F

Self discharge resistance RP 643.333Ω

Ambient temperature θ 25 °C

Baseline life expectancy τ0 1.4 · 1013 s

Baseline voltage USC,0 0.2/ln(2) V

Baseline temperature θ0 10/ln(2) °C

Baseline RMS current IRMS,0 30/ln(2) A

4.4 Case Study Revision: Detailed Storage Models

In the second part of the power system design analysis, the detailed storage models
are used to display battery and supercapacitor, respectively. Thereby, potential
deviation of storage performances and resulting system designs, as well as alter-
ations of estimated annual costs due to diverging storage lifetimes are focus of the
investigations.
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4.4.1 Case I: Motor Yacht

The analysis is repeated with the revised battery storage model and the optimiza-
tion results are shown in Fig. 4.12. It can be seen in Fig. 4.12 (a) that fewer cells
are required for an operable energy system. As already indicated in the power-
energy relation in Fig. 4.7, different calculations of the storage losses, the modified
power limitations, and the possibility of CV operations play a role here. Still, the
graphs are similar qualitatively and do not show a vast variance.

Even if fewer battery cells are required for the cost-optimal design, the annual
system costs in Fig. 4.12 (b) display an increase of about 5% for the optimum,
which now is found at a slightly bigger fuel cell system with 251 kW and a smaller
battery unit with 1402 cells (a rated capacity of 129 kWh).
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Fig. 4.12: Revision of case study I – detailed storage models: (a) number of battery cells NB,
(b) annual system costs, and (c) battery lifetime tL,B, • highlights the calculated cost
optimum, × marks the reference cost minimum declared with the basic storage model
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Apparent cost increases can be explained with the predicted battery lifetime, which
falls to 7.2 years for smaller storage units (cf. Fig. 4.12 (c)). Here, smaller battery
units equal a higher specific cell load and therefore lead to a more frequent cell
replacement and higher annual costs.

Conclusively, the very close results for the optimal system parameters suggest
that a design with help of the basic storage model is satisfactory, especially in
the case of little technological battery data for parameterization. Only the basic
degradation estimation proves to be oversimplified, since it mostly leads to reaching
the calendar maximum value. Here, instead of using the full load cycle / calendar
approximation, the more detailed fade rate integration can supplement the unified
model, as it is remapped into the power and capacity level anyways.

4.4.2 Case II: General Cargo Ship

For the second load profile, a storage hybridization is already declared as advisable
and a cost optimum is found for the lowest installed fuel cell power of 195 kW. In
order to get a feeling about relative and absolute deviations, the hybridization is
revised for the lower three fuel cell rated powers with both detailed storage mod-
els. The cost-optimal supercapacitor-battery pairings are depicted in Fig. 4.13 (a).
They show a qualitatively similar behavior compared to the results created with
the basic storage models. Quantitatively, the new graphs are shifted more to the
right, which is caused by one relevant effect already demonstrated in Fig. 4.11: the
unified storage model approach is not entirely able to present the nonlinear behav-
ior of a supercapacitor. The different evaluation of the supercapacitor’s maximum
power and capacity generates a new exchange rate between the technologies, that
also results in a flatter gradient left of the graphs’ kinks. Storage compositions are
also affected by the cost-and-degradation-orientated formulation of the optimiza-
tion function. Minimizing the number of installed cells would lead to a different
shape of the graphs, but is dismissed for the sake of higher storage lifetimes.

In addition to the alterations observed in the cell composition analysis, the sys-
tem cost calculation results given in Fig. 4.13 (b) present an offset for the revised
simulations. Like in case study I, this effect can be referred to the different degra-
dation models. Now, technical and cost optimal designs diverge even further. The
cost-optimal configuration is composed of a 195 kW SOFC, a 49.4 kWh battery and
a 71 Wh supercapacitor.

Battery lifetime simulation results given in Fig. 4.13 (c) showcase an estimation
difference of roughly three years between the chosen model approaches. Only the
lifetime increase with the number of cells per unit can be assessed to be quali-
tatively similar. It reflects less stress for the individual cell during the open-see
operation, that takes up 95% of the use time and mostly does not involve super-
capacitor usage.
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Fig. 4.13 (d) also shows a three years smaller life estimation for the supercapac-
itors, which is generally not affected by the storage composition. Overall, these
factors again lead to a cost optimum located right from the technical optimum
(kink) to increase the lifetime of the lithium-ion battery without risking higher
supercapacitor degradation.

4.5 Extending the Objective Function by Fuel Expenses

In the previous analyses, solely component investment and maintenance costs are
considered for the system design optimization. However, the operating behavior of
the investigated power system certainly influences the fuel consumption, leading
to considerable annual expenses. As already addressed in Chapter 3, fuel cell
systems entail a higher energy efficiency when operated in part-load conditions
and therefore benefit from larger design approaches. To visualize this tradeoff,
for the lastly conducted configuration optimizations in this chapter, the objective
function is extended by annually accruing fuel costs. In doing so, the initially
introduced optimization function (cf. Eq. (3.20)) is modified:

minimize
NB,FB(t0)

paFC + paB + paLNG (4.38a)

subject to 0 = PFC (t)− PL (t)− PB (t)∀t ,
FB (t0) ≤ FB (top) ,

Eqn. (3.1)− (3.16) , (3.18) , (3.28)− (3.30c) , (4.38b)
Eqn. (3.21)− (3.24) , (4.38c)
Eqn. (4.18)− (4.19) , (4.38d)
Eq. (4.39) , (4.38e)

where paLNG are the annually accruing fuel-related costs. The SOFC model descrip-
tions as well as the unified storage model are reused for the component simulation
(cf. Eq. (4.38b)). Also, the operating strategy is not changed (cf. Eq. (4.38c)).
Since the previous results emphasize the use of a more complex battery degra-
dation description, the only component model alteration is given with the more
complex degradation calculation from [117] (cf. Eq. (4.38d)). Considering that
the focus of this assessment is set on the fuel cell system sizing, the hybrid storage
utilization is neglected and only battery support is provided for both revised case
studies.

Fuel costs – The fuel-related costs include the fuel tank annuity payment paLNG,tank

and the annual refueling expenses paLNG,refueling. Latter are extrapolated from the
investigated time frame:
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paLNG = paLNG,refueling + paLNG,tank

= pLNG ·
taop
top

∫ top

ṁLNG (PFC, t) dt + pLNG,tank · ALNG,tank (tL,tank) .
(4.39)

The energy-specific fuel price pfuel, the LNG tank investment costs pLNG, the annual
ship operating time taop, and the fuel tank lifetime tL,LNG,tank are given in Tab. 4.3.

Tab. 4.3: Parameters required to calculate annual occurring fuel costs of the investigated cases
Parameter Value Reference

Price for LNG including port fee pLNG 19.04e/MWh based on [120],[121]

Specific LNG tank price pinvLNG,tank 144e / MWh [60]

Annual operating time taop 350 d own analysis

LNG tank lifetime tL,tank 20 a own analysis

4.6 Case Study Revision: Fuel Cost Inclusion

In the third and last part of the design analysis, cost-optimized power system con-
figurations with and without fuel consumption consideration are directly compared
to each other. Again, optimization results are given as a function of the installed
fuel cell module’s rated power for both case studies I and II.

4.6.1 Case I: Motor Yacht

The new optimization results and economic performance indicators for case study
I are given in Fig. 4.14. Here all resulting graphs completely overlap, signaling that
the optimal SOFC-battery combinations are not influenced by the new objective
function. Consequently, Fig. 4.14 (a)–(c) represent shapes similar to the previous
investigations. As expected, the fuel costs given in Fig. 4.14 (d) decrease with the
rated power of the fuel cells, shifting the cost-optimal configuration towards higher
fuel cell rated powers.

However, the fuel cost reduction achieved by operating under higher-efficiency
conditions only makes up for around 500e/a or 0.5% of the total annual costs.
Therefore, while the cost-optimal configuration displayed in Fig. 4.14 (e) is now
accomplished with a 3% larger generator unit, the overall cost reduction turns out
comparatively small.
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4.6.2 Case II: General Cargo Ship

To support the results of the first fuel-related system analysis and obtain further
qualitative findings, case study II is repeated with the new objective function.
In analogy to Section 4.6.1, design results and economic performance indicators
are given in Fig. 4.15. Contrarily to the first assessment of Case study II (cf.
Section 4.2.2) no linear battery size decrease is recorded for an increase of the
fuel cell system’s rated power. Instead, Fig. 4.15 (a) displays two relatively evenly
decreasing fractions separated by a steep drop around 206 kW rated SOFC power.
This effect primarily results from the operation-dependent storage degradation
estimation and a benefiting trade-off towards smaller specific loads for the single
battery cells. Also to be observed is that optimization results with and without
fuel consideration diverge for the first time. However, the battery size increase
must be caused by a fuel-related effect, since the larger unit does not further
reduce the battery annuity payments (cf. Fig. 4.15 (b),(c)). Instead, the reasoning
for this is found in the EMS formulation: a system with larger battery is able to
operate above the critical storage SoE (cf. Eq. (3.23)) for a longer time frame,
resulting in a load-following (part load) operation with a higher energy efficiency.
The initial increase of fuel costs displayed in Fig. 4.15 (d) is also in large parts owed
to a combination of the load profile characteristics and the energy management
strategy, which proposes fuel cell operation at maximum power by default. Here,
the expected cost reduction is not identifiable within the investigated design range.
Conclusively, it is advisable to consider fuel consumption characteristics while
creating a control strategy for future tasks and not only concentrate on maximizing
the operability of the power system.

Total system costs again minimize for the smallest applicable rated fuel cell
system power, as is demonstrated in Fig. 4.15 (e). While the cost-optimal fuel
cell system size equals the result of the first assessments, a more than double-
sized battery unit is suggested here for the discussed control-strategy-associated
reasoning.

In addition, monitoring the annual fuel expenses is of relevance for the following
two reasons: (1) a higher relative influence of the fuel consumption on the total
annual expenses can be expected for increasing fuel prices and decreasing fuel
cell system costs, whereby both effects occur in the subsequent analyses. (2) In
addition, when assessing different fuels, their economic impact must certainly be
displayed within the conceptual design phase. Therefore, fuel costs are further on
considered in the optimization procedure.
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Fig. 4.15: Revision of case study II – fuel cost consideration: (a) number of battery cells NB,
(b) battery lifetime tL,B, (c) component costs, (d) fuel costs, and (e) annual system
costs; • highlights the calculated cost optimum considering fuel expenses, × marks the
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4.7 Interim Conclusion

In this chapter the challenge of ensuring the uninterrupted power supply on a
ship with a power-gradient-limited SOFC module and a hybrid energy storage was
investigated. For this purpose, a design optimization was conducted based on the
proposed energy management strategy to address both research issues 1 and 2
introduced in Chapter 2.

The system-model-based design optimization is a decent tool for conceptual-
phase observations, but requires the proper preparation of component models,
input data, and evaluation methods. Therefore, a comprehensive investigation of
key performance indicators, model detail specifications, and simulation technique
requirements is consulted to support the developed toolbox and to answer the first
research issue (“ 1 Which aspects matter for the conceptual design of a hybrid
ship power system?”). In the following, the derived detailed questions regarding
the research issue are answered:

1.1 Which performance indicators should be evaluated in the decision process
to achieve a proficient design of a stand-alone marine power system?

To evaluate the adequacy of a developed system design, two aspects are identified
to be essential: (1) simulating the system operation to ensure application safety
despite the components’ operating limitations and (2) assessing the economic rea-
sonableness of the configuration by comparing it to alternative design approaches.
The conclusions regarding these two aspects are once again summarized in the
following.

Component limitations – The concern that many energy storage models neglect
relevant operating limitations was already mentioned in the literature discussion
of Section 2.1. This observation is strongly supported by the present investiga-
tion results. For the conducted case studies, two different design bottlenecks are
identified and assigned to specific load profile characteristics.

The storage capacity is of high importance for energy-intensive profiles like in
Case study I, with bulbous characteristics instead of a steady consumer demand.
Here, the consideration of the SOFC load shift limitations is especially relevant, as
the delta between load and generator specifies the storage requirements. Since the
energy storage is not operating close to maximum power values, a hybridization
with a supercapacitor is generally not advisable.

On the other hand, the retrievable power of the energy storage is identified to
be a bottleneck in the power-intensive Case study II. Here, the storage hybridiza-
tion with supercapacitors is applicable in order to create a configuration with less
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capacity oversizing. Still, the energy capacity consideration is significant for the
supercapacitors, since they can only be operated for the short time of the load
peaks and therefore require an adequate design to function during one maneuver.

Annuity payments – calculating annual costs is a straightforward approach to
compare payments for components with different lifetimes, as well as maintenance
and operating expenses. The assessment of annual system costs instead of installed
resource values also best reflects the shipowner’s incentive. It is demonstrated that
cost-optimized system configurations do not necessarily resemble the smallest pos-
sible number of cells but involve the operation-dependent storage degradation.
This influence becomes particularly clear when a cost-optimal hybrid storage is
found not to resemble the technical optimum but an oversized solution in order
to increase the battery unit’s lifetime. Therefore, the cost-optimal hybridization
distribution between SOFC and energy storage should consider the component’s
lifetime with an annuity payment method as opposed to pure investment cost op-
timization.

1.2 Which component properties should be considered and what model level
of detail is sufficient for a power system simulation?

In the first optimization attempt, a straightforward model approach, which is
able to display the operating limitations in a simple way, was chosen to create a
benchmark result. On this basis, the two investigated case studies were repeatedly
conducted with revised component models in order to identify reasonable model
assumptions and oversimplifications. The abstracted results are summarized in
the following.

Coloumbic storage models – To validate the firstly obtained results, the storage
models’ levels of detail were increased to technology-specific voltage and current
descriptions. In the revised assessments, overall similar system configurations were
obtained for both case study ships. Specifically for an LFP battery, the unified
energy storage model introduced in Chapter 3 represents a potentially usable ap-
plication with decent results, if no detailed component data are available. Contrar-
ily, the behavior of a supercapacitor does not fit this+ basic model, which in this
analysis led to a performance overestimation when using data sheet parameters.
Consequently, the parameterized model with nonlinear voltage and capacitance
should be considered for future assessments.
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Storage degradation – While the component configurations obtained from a sec-
ond design optimization resemble the prior results qualitatively, the model modifi-
cation generated different system costs and local configuration optima mostly due
to the changed lifetime calculation. With the introduction of operation-related
degradation, overall increased degradation rates are estimated due to the higher
specific cell power demands, which were neglected by the simple lifetime model.
Since the remapped degradation models are applicable in combination with the
the unified physical description, especially the LFP battery should further on be
modeled with a mixed composition of the two introduced approaches.

Fuel consumption – since the power generator’s operating behavior is depen-
dent on its size and energy demand, the fuel consumption finally was added to the
optimization decision process. Here, it is apparent that cost-optimal designs could
shift towards larger fuel cell system sizes in order to decrease the relative operating
point and increase the energy efficiency. It is also shown that a cost-optimal stor-
age design does not relevantly diverge for a given fuel cell system rated power when
including fuel expenses to the cost optimization. However, since the investigation
of different fuel types is part of a subsequent assessment, annual fuel expenses are
from now on included as part of the optimization’s objective function. In addition,
one other deliberation should be to alter the energy management strategy in favor
of a lower fuel consumption.

Now that research issue 1 is fully processed, all detailed questions regarding the
SOFC operation at open sea introduced in Section 2.2 are answered individually.

2.1 Are the load shift limitations of an SOFC system with onboard steam
reforming inhibiting their use on ships with fluctuating power demand?

For each analyzed load profile, a fully functioning power system configuration was
found. However, the introduced minimum output power limitation to prevent a
too low cell/reformer temperature and maintain proper fluid-dynamical system be-
havior only allows for a rather small design range in the investigated vessel types.
In addition, the load change limitations of the SOFCs do not permit an adequate
autonomous load-following operation for the investigated profiles. Consequently,
its ship application is feasible only in hybrid power systems, which include at least
one power source with a fast reaction time and no significantly limited power gra-
dient.
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2.2 If not, what additional support is required to ensure an uninterrupted
supply of power on a ship?

SOFC power generation with battery support proves to be a feasible system con-
figuration approach, as is shown in the conducted ship case studies. However, the
storage support can only be warranted if its energy content fits the planned op-
eration. Consequently, the deployed power management strategy must ensure an
appropriate cooperation of both system components. Since all optimally sized de-
signs include moderately large battery and supercapacitor support, the assessment
emphasizes the usability of the SOFC technology in marine applications. From an
economic perspective, in the cost-optimal configuration an energy storage applica-
tion only amounts to 18% of the annual component costs for the energy-intensive
load profile and 9% of the power-intensive mission. On the other hand, the storage
system allows for a 40–51% decreased power generator size due to its load peak
shaving function.

2.3 How does a cost-optimal hybrid power system including SOFCs look like?

The cost-optimal hybrid configuration of the power system components is not only
a function of the maximum required power or the amount of storage energy capac-
ity, but is heavily dependent on the load profile characteristics. In the conducted
assessment, the classification of two bottlenecks for the storage design are identi-
fied. Key findings for these cases are summarized individually:

Energy bottlenecks – An energy-intensive battery task is characterized with a
frequently up-and-downshifting load profile, resulting in a larger divergence of the
load-shift-limited fuel cell power output and the ship’s electric demand. Increasing
the rated power of the SOFCs to a value higher than the minimally applicable de-
sign immediately reduces the operating requirements for the energy storage. Here,
two effects are found to be equally responsible: (1) the lower and higher operating
point limitations of the SOFCs fit the load profile better for the conceivable design
range, allowing for a reduced delta between generated and consumed energy. (2)
The higher absolute load shift capability further reduces the time frames at which
the batteries compensate high amounts of the power delta. Consequently, for the
firstly analyzed case study a cost reduction potential higher than 20% compared
to an approach that minimizes the fuel cells’ rated power can be achieved by de-
creasing the battery unit requirements. However, since the total costs of ownership
also are a function of degradation effects, this drawn profit entails a saturating be-
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havior. Here, a trade-off between lower investment costs and higher degradation
effects is mainly attributable to an increased specific battery load.

Larger fuel cell systems not only reduce the operating requirements for the
battery unit but also benefit the overall fuel consumption due to a higher operating
efficiency. Therefore, in an even larger SOFC module is found to be cost-optimal
in the in the fuel-considering analysis.

Power bottlenecks – The observed trend of a minimized fuel cell system for a
storage design case with power bottleneck can be explained with the following logic:
consulting the investment costs only and neglecting maintenance or replacement,
one fuel cell power unit costs twenty times the amount of a battery. Yet, it does
not relax the storage system requirements in a way it would in a design case
with energy bottleneck, where fuel cell power modulation decreases the needed
capacity significantly and is therefore profitable. Consequently, this observation
can be generalized at least for the assumed component investment costs relation.

In the second case study, the intensity of maneuver operations meaningfully
affects the battery lifetime when considering a power-dependent degradation. Still,
the annual battery costs do not encourage drastic unit oversizing. However, this
must not be true for every power-intensive application: for example, a higher
occurrence of thruster maneuvers could likely result in oversizing the battery.

Since a hybridization of the energy storage with supercapacitors leads to even
higher specific loads for the battery, a cost-optimal design does not equal a techni-
cally optimal configuration, where neither power nor storage capacity are oversized.
However, a general rule for the perfect configuration is not derivable due to a num-
ber of interdependencies.

Ultimately, one central message of this assessment is that proper storage model-
ing and dynamic system simulation improves the quality of power system designs
and is an important tool to supplement a shipbuilder’s experience. Since an ad-
equately sized energy storage is not only an optional feature but a necessity for
a functioning SOFC-based power system, a simulation-based design optimization
becomes even more urgent. Still, the research issue 2 “Are SOFCs suitable for
marine applications?” can clearly be answered positively.
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5 Distributed System Analysis with Con-
sideration of Component Failures

The second SOFC-based assessment addresses the power system architecture of
large ships and the potential benefits, which a modular-built power generator unit
offers. To analyze the influence of restructuring such power systems, a direct
comparison of central and distributed design approaches is conducted. Thereby,
the consideration of component malfunctions and the achievement of component
redundancy play a major role and are investigated in a two-step case study.

After the brief introduction of a typical large-vessel power transmission archi-
tecture in Section 5.1 and component models are given in Section 5.2. A revised
design optimization task is addressed in Section 5.3. A specifically modified energy
management strategy is formulated in Section 5.4. The conduct of the cruise ship
case study is introduced in Section 5.5. Finally, the results of four design optimiza-
tions for both central and distributed power systems with and without component
malfunction consideration are discussed comprehensively in Section 5.6. Finally,
research issue 3 is addressed in Section 5.7.

Disclosure: The following chapter is in large parts based on the publication:
L. Kistner; A. Bensmann; R. Hanke-Rauschenbach, Optimal Design of a Dis-
tributed Ship Power System with Solid Oxide Fuel Cells under the Consideration
of Component Malfunctions, Applied Energy (2022) [52]. For a detailed descrip-
tion of the author contributions see Appendix C.

5.1 Distributed System Architecture

The investigated power system consists of electrical consumers, modular SOFCs,
battery units, and a power transmission grid including high-voltage power cables
and power transformers. The latter connect the ship’s fire zones (encapsulated
safety areas, also referred to as main vertical zones [29]) with a zone-connecting
power backbone. A schematic overview of the designed and analyzed approach is
given in Fig. 5.1. While the consumer locations are fixed for this assessment, every
fire zone can be variably equipped with fuel cell and storage modules. Both the
system components and the grid topology are discussed in the following. Then,
qualitative advantages of a distributed power system are given.
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fire zone 1 fire zone k fire zone NFZ

Fig. 5.1: SOFC (orange), battery (yellow), electrical load (gray) in each of the ship?s NFZ fire
zones, connected via power transformers (green) and a high-voltage power backbone

System components – The considered electrical consumers cover navigation
(radars, position tracking etc.), lights, hotel load, air conditioning, freshwater
production, and maneuvering thrusters. However, a decentralized approach is
not reasonable for the propulsion power system, since the propellers are located
only in the stern of the ship. Therefore propulsion power demand is not included
in the assessment.

The core components of the analyzed power system are modular SOFC units
with integrated natural gas steam reforming, which are already introduced in
Chapter 3. In analogy, additional electrical energy storage units support the fuel
cell system in terms of load leveling. As stated before, SOFCs are limited in their
load change capabilities to avoid high thermomechanical tension [122] and require
a permanent operation higher than 50% part load to prevent cool down.

The transmission grid with a radial-forked topology consists of a low voltage
and a high-voltage level, which are interconnected with power transformers in
each fire zone. The low voltage 440 V grid connects the local consumers, SOFCs,
and batteries, whereas the 11 kV grid connects all fire zones. This high-voltage
level power backbone is typically chosen to reduce occurring currents and transport
losses, respectively. Even though direct current grids are discussed for ship systems
containing batteries and fuel cells [58] to reduce the number of power electronic
components and to eliminate frequency deviation and harmonic problems [123],
this work focuses on the optimal distribution of components under the assumption
of a conventional alternating current set-up. Therefore, a possible grid topology
transformation, which could further benefit the decentralization approach [59],[60]
is not regarded.

Advantages of a distributed system – The advantages of distributing the
introduced system components into the ship’s fire zones can be categorized into two
groups: (1) the electric grid requirements and (2) power-system-related emergency
cases. In traditional ship power systems, the generators responsible for shipboard
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electrical energy supply are typically located in the stern. Cables usually have to
tolerate a high power flow between the engine rooms and thrusters in the vessel’s
bow. Also, power transformers distributed over the ship’s fire zones are designed
to transmit the peak power requirements of the local electrical consumers. With
the right distribution of the system components, the high-voltage electric grid
and the power transformer size can be decreased. Shorter distances for energy
transportation also result in fewer transmission losses.

The second aspect concerns the preparation for emergency cases. The legally
binding Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) convention [29] follows the so-called “safe
return to port” strategy [124], which specifies requirements for component redun-
dancy in case of a malfunction [125]. The convention states that a malfunction
of one single component must be compensated by the remaining system without
endangering the power supply. The system must then stay operable for at least
72 hours, even if the problem is not solved.

As both propulsion and electrical power supply must not be covered by only
one single generator, a genset of four to six auxiliary 4-stroke engines provides
electrical energy on large ships. Here, the requirements for component redundancy
unavoidably lead to oversized ICEs. This effect is minimized with the introduction
of modular fuel cells, because the malfunction of a smaller unit can be compensated
more easily. While the conducted analysis only examines the N+1 component
redundancy for fuel cells and batteries, other safety aspects can be listed for a
distributed modular power system: a failure in one engine room could harm more
than one component, whereas with distributed components more power sources
remain operable in a locally occurring emergency scenario. With a high number
of power generators that are not located in the same engine room, a separate
emergency power supply might not be a requirement in future ship power systems
as opposed to today’s regulations [29]. Furthermore, the components could be
arranged in a way, so that during any sort of grid failure, each fire zone would at
least be partly operable.

5.2 Additionally Required Models

This section includes the formulation of additionally required mathematical models
of the power transmission components under consideration (high-voltage power
cables and power transformers), and the revised presentation of distributed fuel
cell and battery modules.

5.2.1 Electrical Grid

Physical model – The physical model of the transmission system is limited to
the description of the power backbone and the power transformers, whereas the
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low voltage side of the grid is assumed to be mostly unchanged for different con-
figurations. The power flow nomenclature can be obtained from Fig. 5.2.

k = 1

P1→

PFC,1 PL,1 PB,1

1 < k < NFZ

Pk→P→k

PFC,k PL,k PB,k

k = NFZ

P→NFZ

PFC,NFZ
PL,NFZ

PB,NFZ

... ...

Fig. 5.2: Nomenclature of power flow and fire zone connections: fuel cell power PFC, consumer
power PL , battery power PB, and power transmission P→

For the subsequent equations, an overall power balance is assumed, whereas
local power differences are defined as

∆Pk = PFC,k − PL,k − PB,k , (5.1)

where PFC,k is one time-dependent fuel cell system power, PL,k is one predefined
local consumer, and PB,k is one battery power in- or output. The bidirectional
power flow between fire zone k to zone k + 1 is given with

Pk→ =


∆Pk if k = 1

0 if k = NFZ

∆Pk + P→k else

(5.2)

where
Pk→ = P→(k+1) . (5.3)

To further describe power transformers and cables, transport-characteristic time-
dependent values are calculated. For the cables, the electric current in one string
is chosen under the assumption of small voltage and phase angle deviation:

Istr,k→ ≈ Pk→√
3 · UHV · cos (ϕ)

(5.4)

where UHV is the phase-to-phase high voltage and cos (ϕ) is the power factor. For
the power transformer, its apparent power is calculated:

Strafo,k =
∆Pk

cos (ϕ)
. (5.5)

Both grid current and transformer apparent power are used to estimate transmis-
sion losses. Three-phase cable losses are quantified with

Ploss,cable,k = 3 · lcable,k ·
RS,str

Ncable,k

· (Istr,k→)2 , (5.6)
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where lcable,k is the high-voltage cable length between the transformers, RS,str is
the specific resistance of one string, and Ncable is the number of three-phase cables
per fire zone connection. Since energy loss effects of the power transformers are
dependent on their geometry and construction size, an approximation least-square
fit function is chosen based on discrete values from [126]. It is assumed that two
power transformer units are located in each fire zone in order to achieve system re-
dundancy. Hysteresis and eddy-current losses P0,k as well as load dependent copper
losses Pk,k are considered for the parallel operating transformers with symmetrical
power distribution:

Ploss,trafo,k = 2 ·

P0,k +

(
Strafo,k/2

Sr
trafo,k

)2

· Pk,k

 , (5.7)

P0,k = 0.028W0.218 ·
(
Sr
trafo,k

)0.782
, (5.8)

Pk,k = 0.303W0.251 ·
(
Sr
trafo,k

)0.749
, (5.9)

Total grid losses then follow with

Ploss,grid ≈
NFZ−1∑
k=1

Ploss,cable,k +

NFZ∑
k=1

Ploss,trafo,k . (5.10)

For simplification, the compensation of transmission losses by the SOFCs or bat-
teries (which in turn increases the transmission losses) are not calculated in an
implicit loop. Instead, losses are determined based on the ideal transmission val-
ues. Further, a minimal change of the SOFC efficiency caused by the marginally
increasing SOFC power output is neglected. The power limitations of the installed
SOFCs are secured not to be a relevant design bottleneck in the assessed scenario.
This simplification benefits the chosen control approach described in Section 5.4,
which otherwise could not calculate set values of the batteries based on SOFC
operating specifications without considerable iterative extra work.

Component limitations – Both power transformers and high-voltage cables are
passive components and not directly connected to an active component manage-
ment. Still, power transmission is limited by the components’ safety limitations.
To adequately size the number of cables and the power transformer dimensions,
their respective maximum load is determined. Note that the transformer and the
cables are implemented in with the N+1 component redundancy in mind. The
number of required cables for one fire zone connection is calculated from the max-
imum current occurring during the considered operating time:

Ncable,k = 2 ·
⌈
max (|Istr,k→ (t)|)

Imax
str

⌉
, (5.11)
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where Imax
str is the permitted current of a single string. One of the redundant

power transformer’s rated apparent power equals the maximum value within the
investigated ship mission:

Sr
trafo,k = max (|Strafo,k (t)|) . (5.12)

Economic model – Cable costs are calculated for the number of required cables
and therefore include the already considered redundancy:

pacable = 3 · pinvstr ·

(
NF−1∑
k=1

Ncable,k · lcable,k

)
· Agrid , (5.13)

where pinvcable is the length-specific price for one string in the three-phase cable and
Agrid is the annuity payment factor for the grid with the assumed lifetime tL,grid
and interest rate j:

Agrid =
(1 + j)tL,grid · j
(1 + j)tL,grid − 1

. (5.14)

Transformer costs are calculated with a nonlinear power-to-price ratio analogous
to [127], but fitted with results of an own market analysis as follows:

patrafo ≈ 2 · pinvtrafo ·

(
NFZ∑
k=1

(
Sr
trafo,k

)0.94 · kVA0.06

)
· Agrid , (5.15)

where pinvtrafo is the base price for a transformer and two redundant transformers are
required. Total annual grid costs are given with

pagrid = patrafo + pacable . (5.16)

Model parameters – All required cable, transformer, and grid topology param-
eters are listed in Tab. 5.1. For the power backbone, a 50mm2 single-core copper
cable with ship certification is chosen. While the lifetime of a ship is estimated to
be up to 25 or even 30 years, transformer isolation failures might very well occur
earlier [128]. The lifetime of the grid components is therefore reduced to average
estimations.
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Tab. 5.1: Parameters for high-voltage cables and power transformers
Physical parameter Value Reference

High-voltage level UHV 11 kV based on [57]

Low voltage level ULV 440V based on [57]

Cable length bow/rear lcable,f={1,8} 50 m own analysis

Cable length central lcable,f={2-7} 60 m own analysis

Cable specific resistance RS,str 0.386Ω / km [129]

Power factor cos (ϕ) 0.85 own analysis

Component limitation parameter Value Reference

Cable maximum current (string) Imax
str 196 A [130]

Economic parameter Value Reference

Specific cable price (string) pinvstr 30e / m manufacturer

Specific transformer price pinvtrafo 50.41e / kVA manufacturer

Grid lifetime tL,grid 20 a [128]

5.2.2 Multiple Stand-alone Fuel Cell Units

Physical model – For the fuel cell system description, the model approach intro-
duced in Chapter 3 is adopted. However, minor model adaptions are taken in order
to display different fuel cell modules, which are distributed over the ship. One unit
in fire zone k is described by its operating-point-dependent system efficiency ηFC,k

(cf. Fig. 3.5), and the resulting chemical energy consumption:

WLNG,id =

NFZ∑
k=1

top∫
PFC,k (τ)

ηFC,k (ξFC,k)
dτ , (5.17)

with the normalized operating point

ξFC,k =
PFC,k

Pmax
FC ·NFC,k

=
PFC,k

P r
FC,k

. (5.18)

For one SOFC unit a net rated power output of Pmax
FC = 300 kW in form of an

alternating current is chosen, since the resulting size ideally fits container solutions.
The modules combine to the rated SOFC power of one fire zone P r

FC,k. As stated
before, the costs resulting from transport losses are estimated without influencing
the fuel cells’ operating points. Instead, fuel expenses are calculated with the
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time-dependent average efficiency ηFC,av:

WLNG,loss =

top∫
Ploss,grid (τ)

ηFC,av (τ)
dτ , (5.19)

assuming the evenly distributed compensation of losses.

Component management – The SOFC units entail the two already discussed
limitations of operating above a minimum power (in this case 50% part load)

Pmin
FC ·NFC,k ≤ PFC,k ≤ Pmax

FC ·NFC,k (5.20)

and load shifting with a maximum power gradient∣∣∣∣dPFC,k

dt

∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ṗmax
FC ·NFC,k . (5.21)

Both limitations are monitored as described in Section 3.4.2.

Economic model – Annual costs for the installed fuel cell units are calculated
with power-specific investment costs for each module:

paFC = pinvFC · Pmax
FC · (AFC (tL,FC) + caFC) ·

NFZ∑
k=1

NFC,k . (5.22)

Annual fuel costs (cf. Section 4.6) are, in turn, extrapolated from the investi-
gated passage and include the annual costs of a gas tank according to the fuel
consumption during the passage:

paLNG,id = WLNG,id ·
(
taop,eq
top

· pLNG + pinvtank · Atank (tL,tank)

)
. (5.23)

The annual costs of the LNG caused by grid losses are estimated equivalent to
Eq. (5.23):

paLNG,loss =WLNG,loss ·
(
taop,eq
top

· pLNG + pinvtank · Atank

)
. (5.24)

Model parameters – Parameters for the SOFC modules are listed in Tab. 5.2. As
opposed to the previously assumed values, specific costs now include the prognoses
of advanced cell lifetimes and reduced investment costs with increasing production
in the near future [131],[132]. Maintenance costs include replacement of stacks and
active materials for the desulfurization. The applied specific estimation from [84]
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and [85] still is accurate for newer stack cost and degradation estimations [132].
The annual operating time assumption is based on the time schedule of a vessel
with similar operating characteristics [133].

Tab. 5.2: Additional or altered parameters for one SOFC module
Management parameter Value Reference

Maximum operating point Pmax
FC 300 kW manufacturer

Minimum operating point Pmin
FC 150 kW manufacturer

Maximum power gradient Ṗmax
FC 30 kW /min manufacturer

Economic parameter Value Reference

Specific system price pinvFC 2000e / kW own analysis

An. operating time taop,eq 8400 h [133]

5.2.3 Multiple Stand-alone Battery Units

Physical model – Analogous to the SOFC system, the storage model introduced
in Chapter 3 is used and revised to display multiple distributed units. The energy
balance of a battery unit in one fire zone is given with

CE,B,k ·
dFB,k

dt
= −kSD,B · FB,k · CE,B,k + PB,k ·

{
ηB,cha if PB,k ≥ 0

1
ηB,dis

if PB,k < 0
, (5.25)

where

CE,B,k = NB,k · Ccell
E,B (5.26)

is the unit’s energy capacity built from single cells with the cell capacity Ccell
E,B.

Component management – Battery operating limitations include k individual
state of energy FB controls

0% ≤ FB,k ≤ 100% (5.27)

and maximum power boundaries

NB,k · P cell,min
B,dis ≤ PB,k ≤ NB,k · P cell,max

B,cha . (5.28)

The implementation is conducted with a state machine logic analogous to Sec-
tion 3.4.2.
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Economic model – Again, annual costs are derived from specific investment costs
pinvB , number of battery cells, and lifetime:

paB = pinvB · Ccell
E,B ·

NFZ∑
k=1

NB,k · AB,k (tL,B,k) . (5.29)

The lifetime calculation based on a capacity fade rate approximation from [117],
which has been introduced in Section 4.4 is adopted. Here, the storage’s end of
life capacity equals 80% of the rated value. The lifetime is extrapolated from the
capacity losses calculated from the operation analysis:

tL,B,k =
0.2

1
top

·
∫ top

max
(
~a1

PB,k(τ)

CE,B,k
+ ~a2FB,k(τ) + ~a3

)
dτ

. (5.30)

Model parameters – Parameters for the lithium iron phosphate battery cells and
systems are derived from a 30 Ah cell and a 15.5 kW cabinet including an inverter
and listed in Tab. 5.3. Since a near-future scenario is investigated, battery unit
prices are decreased in accordance with manufacturer statements.

Tab. 5.3: Additional or altered parameters for lithium iron phosphate batteries
Management parameter Value Reference

Cell max. charge power P cell,max
B,cha 0.396 kW manufacturer

Cell max. disch. power P cell,min
B,dis -0.658 kW manufacturer

Economic parameter Value Reference

Specific battery costs pinvB 800e / kWh manufacturer

5.3 System Design Optimization

Objective of the design optimization is the minimization of the annual system costs
containing fuel cell system costs paFC, battery storage costs paB, cable and power
transformer costs pagrid, LNG expenses paLNG,id, and extra costs for LNG caused
by electrical losses paLNG,loss. In the assessment, three scenarios for ship operation
are covered: the regular scenario without component failure consideration (case
ζ = 1), which is consulted for cost calculation, a second that includes a fuel cell
unit failure (ζ = 2), and a third that includes a battery failure (ζ = 3). The given
optimization function is explained step by step in the following:
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minimize
~NFC, ~NB,

~FB(t0), ~PFC(t0), ~DF

paFC + paB + pagrid + paLNG,id + paLNG,loss for ζ = 1 (5.31)

subject to if ζ = 1 →
NFZ∑
k=1

FB,k (t0) ≤
NFZ∑
k=1

FB,k (top) (5.32 a)

if ζ = 2 → ∃! k ∈ {1, ..., NFZ} ⇒ N∗
FC,k := (NFC,k − 1) (5.32 b)

if ζ = 3 → ∃ k : NB,k = max
(
~NB

)
⇒ N∗

B,k := 0 (5.32 c)
NFZ∑
k=1

∆Pk (t) = 0 ∀ ζ ∈ {1, 2, 3}, t ∈ {t0, ..., top} (5.33)

Eqn. (5.1)− (5.30) ,

Eqn. (5.34)− (5.40) .

The optimization’s degrees of freedom are the number of fuel cell units ~NFC,
battery cells ~NB, and their position on the ship. Here, each vector contains one
entry per fire zone where the index k indicates the fire zone location (eg. NFC,k).
Additionally, the starting states of energy (SoE) ~FB,0 of the batteries, operating
points of the SOFCs ~PFC,0 and several parameters included in the control strategy
~DF (cf. Section 5.4) are adjustable during the optimization process.

There are six constraints to consider: Eq. (5.32 a) states that the batteries’ SoE
at end of operation (t = top) must at least equal the level at beginning of operation
(t = t0). This cyclic boundary was already used in the previous assessment and
ensures that the ship is operable after the analyzed time period and must only
be applied for regular operation (ζ = 1). Eq. (5.32 b) represents the emergency
case of a fuel cell system malfunction (ζ = 2). The scenario is defined as follows:
one single SOFC unit disconnects from the grid and N∗

FC,k units remain active,
provided that all modules can operate individually. Here, the malfunction location
is randomized, as it does not influence the operability of the total system or the
assessed system costs. Eq. (5.32 c) represents a battery unit malfunction (ζ = 3)
and states that the largest of all storages among the fire zones disconnects from the
grid. While the malfunction extent could be reduced by further spatial separation
of the battery unit into different rooms, this straightforward procedure is chosen
as worst case scenario. Eq. (5.33) states that the sum of all power differences in
the fire zones must be equal to zero at all times and for all operating scenarios.
Finally, compliance with the system component models and energy management
strategy introduced in the following must be given.
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5.4 Control Strategy for a Distributed System

Next, a general discussion about system control strategies for microgrids and the
control strategy formulated for the fuel cell ship system approach are covered.

5.4.1 General Considerations

There are three different principles to approach an energy management strategy
in a decentralized power system: droop control, agent-based control and global
control. They differ in terms of information exchange and set value allocation.
In Fig. 5.3 required communication paths are visualized for the example of one
fire zone including an SOFC and a battery unit. For a conventional droop con-
trol approach (cf. Fig. 5.3 (a)), decision making is based on local information
of the grid’s state (e.g. voltage, frequency). Typically, this approach is found
for shipboard synchronous generators driven by internal combustion engines [58].
An example for a decentralized system approach is given in [134]: here, proton
exchange membrane fuel cells are supported by ICEs for primary control.

CMS

CMS

local 

EMS

b) agent-based control strategy

information flow power flow value request local subsystem

CMS

CMS

local 

EMS

a) local droop control strategy

CMS

CMS

global EMS

c) global control strategy 

Fig. 5.3: Different approaches to control a decentralized energy system with regard to the amount
of information exchanged: black connectors represent the electrical grid, yellow connec-
tors represent fire zone state information, red connectors represent set values calculated
by the energy management system (EMS) and approved components’ responses pro-
cessed by the component management system (CMS).

In an agent-based energy management (cf. Fig. 5.3 (b)), an unidirectional com-
munication flow that could incorporate behavior of other system components is
included in a decentralized decision-making process [135],[136]. Usually, the exis-
tence of different decision makers or the absence of real-time communication pos-
sibilities are the reasoning for this. In a global control strategy (cf. Fig. 5.3 (c)),
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set values for all system components are calculated based on real-time data [137].
As the confined space on a ship allows for extended communication between com-
ponents and a centralized EMS, a global strategy is evaluated to be practical and
therefore chosen instead of droop control or agent-based methods.

5.4.2 Rule-based Control Strategy

As already stated, a rule-based strategy can only be effective if the rules are
formulated appropriately. Therefore, power system operability and the positive
influence of the control strategy on the objective function are prioritized. During
the development of the control strategy it turned out that SOFC investment costs
and fuel expenses are the largest cost factors, followed by battery investment costs.
Therefore, the main objectives are A high SOFC energy efficiency and a low battery
degradation. In contrast, the grid cost reduction is mainly influenced by a suitable
design approach and is only considered as secondary objective for the control
strategy. The resulting heuristic is split into fuel cell and battery management.
A comprehensive model description is given in the following, whereas a visual
example is given in Appendix A.2.

Fuel cell system control strategy – Four priorities are covered with the derived
control approach for the SOFCs:

1. To increase battery lifetime, a low specific power demand is targeted, which
can be achieved with the overall reduction of the power delta between fuel
cells and load.

2. To reduce fuel consumption, SOFCs should be operating in the 60-80% part
load area, because this corridor provides the highest conversion efficiency.

3. The EMS prioritizes dynamic operation of SOFCs with the largest relevant
local supply-demand difference to reduce power transport between fire zones.

4. Finally, the strategy also considers that batteries should not be fully charged
or discharged, but ready to operate at all times.

For the SOFC control strategy, the set values are calculated as a function of a
global state description variable ZFC and the local state variables YFC,k, as well as
the distributed load demand PL,k. The first state machine (cf. Fig. 5.4) is designed
to prevent fully charged or discharged battery units by monitoring the average SoE

F∅ =

∑
k FB,k · CE,S,k∑

k CE,S,k

. (5.34)
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Thereby, critical SoEs Fhigh and Flow are adjusted within the optimization pro-
cess (represented by ~DF in Eq. (5.31)). The global state machine includes three
mutually exclusive states:

• ZFC = 1 represents highly charged batteries and demands a decreasing the
power output.

• ZFC = −1 represents highly discharged batteries and demands a power in-
crease.

• ZFC = 0 represents uncritical battery charge and results in dynamic or steady
state operation specified in the following.

ZFC = −1

→ 100%
(maximizing)

ZFC = 0

f
(
YFC,k

)
(dyn./stat.)

ZFC = 1

→ 50%
(minimizing)

F∅ > Flow

F∅ < Flow

F∅ > Fhigh

F∅ < Fhigh

Fig. 5.4: State machine for the fuel cell system control to prevent fully charged or discharged
battery units

Objective of the second state machine (cf. Fig. 5.5) is the synchronization of load
and fuel cell modules’ total power output. Here, three states display steady-state
operation:

• YFC,k = 1 indicates steady state in desired 60-80% part load area,

• YFC,k = −2 indicates steady state operation up to 100%,

• YFC,k = 2 indicates steady state operation down to 50%

and additional three states allow dynamic operation:

• YFC,k = 0 allows dynamic operation in the desired 60-80% part load area,

• YFC,k = −3 allows dynamic operation operation up to 100%,

• YFC,k = 3 allows dynamic operation operation down to 50%.
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YFC,k = 3

50 – 59%
(dynamic)

YFC,k = 2

50 – 60%
(stationary)

YFC,k = 0

60 – 80%
(dynamic)

YFC,k = 1

61 – 79%
(stationary)

YFC,k = −2

80 – 100%
(stationary)

YFC,k = −3

81 – 100%
(dynamic)

PFC,k ≤ 0.6P r
FC,k PFC,k ≥ 0.8P r

FC,k

∆PL,FC < ∆Pact ,
~PFC ≥ 0.6 ~P r

FC ,
∆PL,FC,k = ∆Pmax

2,0

−∆PL,FC > ∆Pact ,
~PFC ≤ 0.8 ~P r

FC ,
∆PL,FC,k = ∆Pmin

−2,0

PFC,k > 0.6P r
FC,k

|∆PL,FC| ≤ ∆Pdes

PFC,k < 0.8P r
FC,k

|∆PL,FC| ≤ ∆Pdes

∣∣∆PL,FC

∣∣ > ∆Pact ,
Y
FC,~k

≥ 2 ,

∆PL,FC,k = ∆Pmin
2,3

∆PL,FC > ∆Pact ,
Y
FC,~k

≤ −2 ,

∆PL,FC,k = ∆Pmax
−2,−3

∣∣∆PL,FC

∣∣ > ∆Pact ,
∆PL,FC,k = ∆Pmax

1,0

∣∣∆PL,FC

∣∣ ≤ ∆Pdes

Fig. 5.5: Additional state machine for the fuel cell control if ZFC = 0

The strategy aims for operating points between 60 and 80% to increase the energy
efficiency. When a dynamically operating unit reaches one corridor limit, steady
state operation is initiated (YFC,k = −2 for 80%, YFC,k = 2 for the 60% border).
Another unit begins dynamic operation until all components reach the checkpoint.
Other state changes between dynamic and steady state operation are dependent
on the global delta ∆PL,FC and all local deltas ∆PL,FC,k between fuel cell output
power and consumer demand:

∆PL,FC =
∑
f

PL,k − PFC,k , (5.35)

∆PL,FC,k = PL,k − PFC,k . (5.36)
Control parameters ∆Pdes and ∆Pact are used to describe a requirement for SOFC
load change: When the value ∆Pact is exceeded by the difference between SOFCs
and load, a state change from a stationary state i to a dynamic state j is initiated.
The fuel cell units in the fire zone with the largest local delta towards the direc-
tion of modulation (∆Pmax

i,j or ∆Pmin
i,j ) start a dynamic operation. Steady-state

operation is initiated for every SOFC unit as soon as the delta reaches the desired
value ∆Pdes. If the desired value is not reached within a certain time, the energy
management changes the state YFC,f in an additional fire zone.

The exact formulations for delta-concerning state change conditions are listed
below. They take into account the most convenient local delta between load and
SOFC power ∆PL,FC,k and include the fire zone states for decision:
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∆Pmax
2,0 =max

(
∆PL,FC,k (YFZ,k 6= {−2, 0})

)
, (5.37a)

∆Pmin
−2,0 =min

(
∆PL,FC,k (YFZ,k 6= {2, 0})

)
, (5.37b)

∆Pmax
1,0 =


max

(
∆PL,FC,k (YFZ,k 6= {−2, 0})

)
if ∆PL,FC > 0

min

(
∆PL,FC,k (YFZ,k 6= {2, 0})

)
else ,

(5.37c)

∆Pmin
2,3 =


max

(
∆PL,FC,k (YFZ,k 6= 3)

)
if ∆PL,FC > 0

min

(
∆PL,FC,k (YFZ,k 6= 3)

)
else ,

(5.37d)

∆Pmax
−2,−3 =


max

(
∆PL,FC,k (YFZ,k 6= −3)

)
if ∆PL,FC > 0

min

(
∆PL,FC,k (YFZ,k 6= −3)

)
else .

(5.37e)

SOFC units in steady-state operation receive a set value equally to their current
power output. All actively modulating cells share the demanded adjustment de-
pending on their module’s number of units:

PFC,set,k =



NFC,k · Pmin
FC if ZFC = 1

NFC,k · Pmax
FC if ZFC = 91

PFC,k +
∆PL,FC · P r

FC,k∑
k P

r
FC,k (YFC,k = 93)

if ZFC = 0, YFC,k = 93

PFC,k if ZFC = 0, YFC,k = 92

PFC,k +
∆PL,FC · P r

FC,k∑
k P

r
FC,k (YFC,k = 0)

if ZFC = 0, YFC,k = 0

PFC,k if ZFC = 0, YFC,k = 1

PFC,k if ZFC = 0, YFC,k = 2

PFC,k +
∆PL,FC · P r

FC,k∑
k P

r
FC,k (YFC,k = 3)

if ZFC = 0, YFC,k = 3 .

(5.38)

Storage control strategy – Three priorities are covered with the desired battery
power calculation:

1. The main objective of the battery system is to ensure the power balance,
which cannot be achieved with the SOFCs at all times. The total set power
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for storage systems includes the opportunity for load peak shaving and is
calculated as

P tot
B,set =

NFZ∑
k=1

PFC,k − PL,k , (5.39)

2. To increase battery lifetime, a low specific power demand is targeted. There-
fore, the set value is distributed evenly among the battery units to decrease
degradation (cf. Eq. (5.40)).

3. One addition to priority 2 considers the deviation of the batteries’ SoEs.
Since fully charging or discharging one battery unit leads to potentially losing
required balancing power, battery SoEs should ideally be at the same level.
Consequently, during a power shortage emptier units provide less power,
whereas for charging operation less power is assigned to higher charged units.
A desired set value distribution is calculated with the case distinction

PB,set,k = PB,set,tot ·


FB,k · CE,B,k∑
k FB,k · CE,B,k

if PB,set,tot < 0

(1− FB,k) · CE,B,k∑
k (1− FB,k) · CE,B,k

else .

(5.40)

Illustrative demonstration – For a better comprehensibility, the control strat-
egy characteristics are demonstrated for a minimal working example in Appendix A.2
for both the fuel cells and the battery units.

5.5 Case Study

In this section, the case study ship and the investigated load profile are introduced,
followed by a brief description of the conducted assessments with and without fail-
ure considerations.

Case study origin – The investigated case study is adapted from a measured
load profile from [138]. The authors describe the electrical consumer behavior of
a 330 m cruise ship with a tonnage of 156,000 GT. Total electrical energy demand,
consisting of 65% navigation, lights, fans, air compressors, various pumps, and
hotel load, 31% heating, ventilation, and air conditioning, 2% fresh water produc-
tion, and 2% thrusters for harbor maneuvers, is presented in Fig. 5.6 (a).

Load data adjustment – Since the investigated load profile originally has a 10
minute time resolution, the data are superimposed with normalized typical fluc-
tuating profiles in the seconds range. In this respect, two separate profiles for sea
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operation and thruster maneuver operation are chosen to imitate more represen-
tative conditions. For the decentralization analysis, the combined load profile is
divided into shares for each fire zone, based on the expected consumer positions
(cf. Fig. 5.6 (b)). Nine fire zones are assumed, as one zone must not exceed the
length of 40 meters [29]. Thrusters are located in fire zones 1 and 9.
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Fig. 5.6: (a) 72 h passage with total hotel load day-night rhythm and two harbor maneuvers, (b)
second harbor maneuver load profile with separate and added up fire zone profiles.

Assessment description – The four different cases investigated in the analysis
are summarized in Tab. 5.4 and described in the following:

• Case 1a describes a central power system without SOFC or battery failure
considerations (ζ = 1, cf. Eq. (5.31)). This case functions as a benchmark
to quantify the effects of component distribution on the reduction of the
energy transmission system. It is assumed that all power units and batteries
are installed in the stern of the vessel (fire zone k = 1), whereas the load
distribution and the EMS strategy remain identical.

• Case 1b allows a distribution of SOFC and battery units onto all nine fire
zones but does still not consider component failures.

• Case 2a considers component failures and the required redundancies with
the additional scenarios ζ = 2 and ζ = 3 for a central configuration. For the
battery failure scenario (since only one battery unit exists), one ninth of the
capacity is defined to be unavailable, inspired by the number of fire zones in
this case study.

• Case 2b considers the possibility of distributed power system components
and the requirements for component redundancy as explained in Section 5.3.
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Tab. 5.4: Summary of the conducted assessments and their location in the following sections

System approach

central distributed

Without failure consideration 1a 1b(Section 5.6.1)

With failure consideration 2a 2b(Section 5.6.2)

5.6 Results and Discussion

Finally, system optimization results are discussed for a central benchmark case
and a distributed configuration. With the described equation system and input
values, cost optimal system designs are compiled for the presented four cases.

5.6.1 Assessment without Malfunction Scenarios

The first part of the analysis covers cases 1a and 1b to directly compare a
central and a distributed configuration. The assessment results indicate an annual
cost reduction of 206,000e resp. 2.77% of the total system costs achieved by
decentralization. Decreasing costs can be explained by the optimal system designs
presented in Fig. 5.7: 47 SOFC units with a total rated power of 14.1 MW are
installed in both cost-optimal configurations. The spatial power separation is
given in Fig. 5.7 (a). For case 1b , the fuel cells are distributed to fit the local
load profile’s average power or demand peaks.

Fig. 5.7 (b) displays the battery capacity distribution. In the central case 1a
37,499 cells with a total energy capacity of 3,460 kWh are implemented. For case
1b a 20% larger overall battery capacity is found to be cost-optimal. Hereby,
the largest units are located in the first and the last fire zone to reduce peak
transmission values during thruster maneuvers. Battery “gaps” in every second
fire zone and larger storage units inbetween create the possibility of one zone
supporting two neighboring fire zones.

Fig. 5.7 (c) displays an overall decrease of the power transformer sizes in case
1b compared to case 1a without an apparent pattern. As expected, the largest
size reduction is located in fire zone 1. An exception for fire zone 3 can be ex-
plained with the continuous support of fire zones 2 and 4, which both have a larger
consumer demand (cf. Fig. 5.6 (b)). The smaller sizing accounts for the first of
three cost reduction shares.

In Fig. 5.7 (d) the configuration for central case 1a mostly resembles the second
thruster maneuver, where a large amount of power is required in the ship’s bow (fire
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zone k = 9) and transported through all other zones. As the other zones demand
power as well, a stepwise decrease is recognizable. For case 1b a reduction to only
two installed cables per connection is achieved. As two parallel cables are required
to comply with the provided grid redundancy, the cost minimum is reached. The
reduction from 4960 to 920 meters cable represents the second share to reduce
annual costs.

Decreasing transmission losses result in the third cost reduction share. To dis-
play the effects of system decentralization, average power flows in transformers and
cables are displayed in Fig. 5.8 for both the central and the distributed system.

Fig. 5.8 (a) shows the average power transmission between fire zones. While the
fixed configuration for central case 1a again results in a monotonous decrease,
the distributed approach 2a shows a general power flow reduction with especially
small values for connections 1, 5, 6, and 7. Fire zone 4 receives the most support
from its neighbors due to minimized dimensions of storage and a comparatively
small fuel cell system. Fire zone 9 supports other zones due to its oversized compo-
nents except for the bow thruster maneuvers, where it receives additional support.

Fig. 5.8 (b) shows the average power delta in each fire zone: in the central case
1a the bars mostly resemble the characteristics of the load profile, as no other
system components are placed in fire zones 2 to 9. As expected, in the distributed
case 1b the smaller utilization of power transformers on average and massive re-
duction in fire zone 1 is recognizable.

Now that component designs and operating behavior are covered, resulting annual
costs for the central and the distributed approach are broken down in Fig. 5.9 (a).
SOFC system and fuel consumption account for the largest cost shares, which
come out nearly identical for both central and distributed approaches due to the
component design and energy management strategy. The 20% larger battery se-
lected for case 1b only accounts for a cost increase of 2.3%. This can be explained
with reduced degradation resulting from smaller specific loads for the battery cells:
while the average battery lifetime is estimated as 8.1 years for case 1a , the dis-
tributed units reach their end of life after 9.9 years. The small cost increase for
larger battery units in case 1b pays off by reducing the transmission infrastructure
significantly.

A detailed description of power transmission expenses is given in Fig. 5.9 (b).
Costs for grid components and extra fuel consumption are reduced by more than
76% compared to a central approach. Here, decreased transformer sizes make up
the largest cost share. As long as no failure scenarios are considered, the achieved
annual cost reduction accounts for 5.3% of the capital investment or 2.77% of the
total considered power system costs.
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Fig. 5.7: Cost-optimal SOFC and battery unit distribution, resulting power transformer and
cable design for a central and a distributed system without component failure consid-
eration (ζ = 1)
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Fig. 5.8: Average grid power flow |Pk→|av and average transformer power transmission |∆Pk|av
for a central and a distributed system without component failure consideration

Of course, the cost reduction percentage is influenced by model and parame-
ter inaccuracies: it rises with increasing fuel prices and transmission system in-
vestment costs, as it decreases with higher specific battery and fuel cell prices.
However, throughout several sensitivity analyses concerning the assumed cost pa-
rameters (SOFC: 1500–3000e/kW, battery: 600–1000e/kWh, power transformer:
50–150 e/kVA, LNG price: 10–50e/MWh, interest rate: 0.01–0.05) neither a tip-
ping point regarding the qualitative results, nor a disproportionate impact of one
single parameter on the quantitative results is found. Higher LNG prices and lower
SOFC investment costs induce an increase of fuel cell rated power up to 16.2 MW
to optimize the specific operating point and thereby minimize fuel consumption.
Smaller battery costs imply a cost-optimized design with only marginally larger
storage units to further reduce power transformer sizing. Nevertheless, the ob-
served component distribution arrangement remains unaffected qualitatively.
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Fig. 5.9: (a) Annual costs for a central and a distributed system without component failure
consideration; (b) detailed presentation of the power-distribution-related costs

5.6.2 Revised Assessment with Component Malfunction Scenarios

The second part of the assessment covers the cases 2a and 2b with the goal
of quantifying additional costs to achieve component redundancy. To examine
how the optimal distribution is affected when including component malfunction
scenarios ζ = 2 and ζ = 3, the revised optimal configuration given in Fig. 5.10 is
compared with the previous design (cf. Fig. 5.7). Fig. 5.10 (a) displays the revised
fuel cell unit distribution. The total numbers of installed fuel cells remain identical
for both the central case 2a and the distributed case 2b , even though a unit failure
is required to be compensated. The distribution for case 2b changes along with a
major battery unit restructuring, to lower the transmission components. Still, the
division is influenced by the load profiles’ average and peak powers.

While a storage size increase of 11% would be sufficient to compensate the
malfunction for the central case 2a , the battery is designed larger to also com-
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pensate an SOFC unit failure (cf. Fig. 5.10 (b)). For case 2b a surprising overall
decrease of battery capacity is observable compared to case 1b without failure
consideration. This can be explained on the one hand with the now reduced syn-
ergy achievability for the reduction of the transmission components. On the other
hand, the tradeoff between higher investment costs for larger batteries and their
resulting longer lifetime is reduced due to the increased power compensation de-
mand. Therefore, a stronger intent to reduce the capacity exists. Larger battery
systems for the bow thruster operations are now avoided to reduce the number of
malfunctioning cells in the failure scenario. Instead, the optimization results in a
relatively even distribution. As a result, 19.4% of the total battery capacity is lost
in case 2b during worst-case unit malfunction.

While Fig. 5.10 (c) and (d) display no design change for the central case 2a
compared to 1a , the power transformer sizing for distributed case 2b must be
increased in all fire zones but zone 3 compared to case 1b . Additional cables
towards the outer fire zones are also required for thruster maneuver support. Still,
the power transmission components of the distributed system remain smaller com-
pared to the central approach. As expected, the redundant grid designs allow
operation during component malfunction scenarios without further measures.

The costs resulting from the revised design and deviations from the previous anal-
ysis are given in Fig. 5.11 (a). The consistent SOFC and fuel costs between cases
are linked to the identical fuel cells’ sizing. For case 2a a larger battery equals less
stress in regular operation, which results in a longer lifetime compared to case 1a .
Therefore, no proportional cost increase is registered. To achieve redundancy of
the central system, less than 0.5% higher cost effort is required with the modular
component approach.

For the distributed case 2b a battery cost increase is calculated despite the
smaller capacity compared to case 1b . Since the distribution of the components
is conducted with the two malfunction boundaries, the specific load demand from
the storage units increases due to a suboptimal distribution. This effect results
in a smaller battery lifetime of 9.39 years in this case and therefore increases
annual costs. Nevertheless, redundancy is achieved with a cost increase of 1.57%
compared to the annual costs of a distributed system without failure consideration.
However, total system savings from decentralization are further reduced to 3.3%
of the capital investment costs and 1.7% of the total annual costs due to an 76.9%
increase of the transmission component costs (cf. Fig. 5.11 (b)).
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Fig. 5.10: Cost-optimal distribution of the central and distributed power system units and re-
sulting power transmission component design when considering malfunction scenarios:
shaded bars resembles the failing components for the two emergency scenarios (ζ = 2
and ζ = 3)
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detailed presentation of the power-distribution-related costs

5.7 Interim Conclusion

The presented cruise ship case study with model-based design optimization and
rule-based energy management strategy outlines the advantages of a distributed
ship power system with SOFC and battery units over a central system configura-
tion. In the following, all detailed questions regarding research issue 3 introduced
in Section 2.3 are answered individually.

3.1 What quantitative benefits can the transmission grid of a distributed power
system have over a central approach?

Grid perspective – The conducted cruise ship case study demonstrates that a
system distribution approach vastly reduces both the required high-voltage cable
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and power transformer dimensions, as well as transmission losses. The redesigning
thereby obtains a notable annual grid cost reduction. Additionally, no interfering
impact on components’ behaviors regarding SOFC fuel consumption and battery
degradation are projected.

System perspective – However, cost savings appear small compared to other
investigated matters of expense and might be outweighed by ship construction
stipulations. It is questionable if the cost savings of a power system decentraliza-
tion justify the complete ship built restructuring effort, even though cost reduction
effects are demonstrated. Extra costs arise from potentially required mechanical
reinforcements, electrical protective mechanisms or explosion prevention equip-
ment in the numerous engine rooms.

Supplemental arguments – Still, four other qualitative arguments for the dis-
tributed approach remain:

1. For current fuel prices it is shown that transmission loss reduction makes up
the by far smallest share of operating costs. This statement is not maintained
with heavily increased fuel prices resulting from environmental fees or the
introduction of synthetic fuels to significantly lower CO2 emissions. Here,
the savings rise proportionally with larger fuel expenses.

2. SOFC operation under cogeneration mode to fulfill the ship’s thermal en-
ergy demand for heating, freshwater production, and laundry service would
result in another opportunity for transport loss reduction through distribu-
tion. As heat transport entails significantly larger specific losses, system
decentralization would have a high impact here.

3. No zonal malfunctions but only component failures were analyzed. While
a central engine room failure would have fatal consequences in a worst-case
scenario, the spatially distributed configuration would still be partly opera-
ble.

4. The redundancy aspects of the distribution approach still are another argu-
ment to be exempted from emergency power generators and thus significantly
reduce additional costs. Admittedly, while this argumentation seems reason-
able for now, the idea first requires formal examination by the International
Maritime Organization.

While three of the given four reasons for system distribution again can be quan-
tified, at this point a holistic expenditure for mechanical restructuring also is
required for a clear comparison at this stage of planning.
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3.2 Is the optimal decentralized system design solution modified when mal-
function scenarios are considered?

Fuel cells – From the SOFC perspective, neither the distribution approach nor
the consideration of malfunction changes the numeral outcome of the system de-
sign optimization. Here, the failure of one unit is compensated by the supporting
batteries without a larger effort. The unit distribution is mainly aimed at the
load demand but a reciprocal orientation with the battery unit configuration is
identified as well.

Batteries – By contrast, the battery decentralization results are vastly dependent
on the assessed scenario: while large storage modules are located at the ship’s stern
and bow to massively support thruster operation, an uneven distribution is later
on discarded to prevent a large capacity breakdown. Instead, a relatively even
unit distribution is aspired, increasing transmission losses and grid sizing.

Economic results – The conducted scenarios with and without failures show that
configuration synergy and therefore cost reduction effects resulting from the dis-
tribution approach decrease when considering potential component malfunctions.
In the case study, the reduction potentials of 76% without failure consideration
decrease to 55% when considering battery failures, resulting in an overall annual
power system cost reduction of 1.7% when including fuel expenses.

3.3 To what extent does a ship power system benefit from the components’
modularity regarding component redundancy?

Results of the four case studies certainly indicate that both central and dis-
tributed modular configurations allow for an easily achievable component redun-
dancy. Here, marginal modifications resulting in less than 2% annual cost increase
are sufficient to create component redundancy for both the central and the dis-
tributed system. Due to the case study design, which only addresses component
malfunctions but no zonal emergencies, investigated benefits are mostly attributed
to the modular component characteristics and not the decentralization.

Quantifying the cost savings from the distribution approach and the additional
costs incurred for a redundant system should at this point suffice to answer the
third research issue “ 3 How can the advantage of a fuel cell’s modular character-
istic be leveraged in large-scale ship power systems?”.
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6 Economic and Environmental Assess-
ment of Power Technologies under Dis-
cussion for Future Ship Applications

The third analysis addresses a direct comparison of the most envisaged power
technologies and fuels under consideration for today’s and future ship applica-
tions. Thereby, an assessment of their economic and environmental performances
is conducted to support an ongoing decision making process of the industry’s par-
ticipants, of which the completion is of major importance for the sector. Currently,
a hen-and-egg problem must be solved: Early investments into specific power gen-
eration technologies require the safety of fuel supply in particular ports. On the
other hand, establishing a fuel infrastructure calls for the security of customers.
Therefore, only when the number of discussed future fuel approaches is reduced
significantly, much required large-scale fuel supply chains can be established with
a reasonable investment security [64], [65]. Concurrently, ship owners then can
start to modify their fleets accordingly, as they receive reliability of supply.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 offers an overview of the in-
vestigated technologies including their technology readiness. In Section 6.2 the
system models for investigated technologies including economic and environmen-
tal descriptions are given. In Section 6.3 the optimization task is again revised
to fit the assessment goals. In Section 6.4 a universal system control strategy is
introduced. In Section 6.5 technology comparisons are presented starting with a
benchmark scenario of state-of-the-art combustion engines. Then, for a compre-
hensive future scenario, a focus is set on the ship’s mission characteristics, fuel
price development and potentially increasing shipboard volume opportunity costs.
Finally, research issue 4 is addressed in Section 6.6.

Disclosure: The following chapter is based on the publications: L. Kistner;
F.L. Schubert; C. Minke; A. Bensmann; R. Hanke-Rauschenbach, Techno-economic
and Environmental Comparison of Internal Combustion Engines and Solid Oxide
Fuel Cells for Ship Applications, Journal of Power Sources (2021) [38] and L. Kist-
ner; A. Bensmann; C. Minke; R. Hanke-Rauschenbach, Comprehensive techno-
economic assessment of power technologies and synthetic fuels under discussion
for ship applications, Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews (submitted)
[61]. For a detailed description of the author contributions see Appendix C.
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6.1 State-of-the-art and Future Power Technologies

In order to create a basis for the conducted analysis, this section will introduce
selected fuels and power technologies and support this with examples of indus-
try or research projects. The present assessment covers the two most widespread
conventional power technologies, the compression-ignition and the spark-ignition
combustion engine, for a year-2020 analysis, as well as several ICE, SOFC, and
PEMFC technologies for the year-2030 assessment. Thereby, the following electro-
fuels are investigated: Fischer-Tropsch diesel (FTD), liquefied substitute natural
gas (SNG), ammonia (NH3), methanol (MeOH), liquified hydrogen (LH2), and
compressed gaseous hydrogen (CGH2). Further, a potential system hybridization
with battery units is considered for each investigated technology. Fig. 6.1 gives an
overview of today’s and theoretically conceivable future configurations of technolo-
gies and fuels in a matrix. While all matrix combinations are briefly discussed in
the following, only serviceable solutions are marked with a ship pictogram. Note
that the assessment excludes fuels recovered from biomass since their production
capacity is limited and will nowhere near cover the demand of the shipping industry
[63],[139]. This stance is even more valid when considering that biofuel capacities
are contested by other sectors due to their comparably small prices [140]. More-
over, the authors of [62] state that the emerging orientation towards biofuels will
harm the overall required supply capacity of sustainable fuels by impeding the up-
scaling of the electrofuel production. Therefore, solely fossil fuels and electrofuels
are assessed in this study, as they are evaluated to be the only sector-overarching
fuel solutions. In the following, the assessed power technologies are introduced
in detail, grouped in four categories: state-of-the-art ICEs, potential future ICEs,
SOFCs, and PEMFCs.

Internal combustion engines in 2020 – Today, diesel combustion engines are
by far the most commonly used ship power technology with a market share of 98%.
73% of them were operated on marine heavy fuel oils (HFO) with a sulfur share
of up to 3.5% in 2018, followed by marine gas oils (MGO) at 25% [141]. However,
since the year 2020 heavy fuel oil combustion is only permitted in combination
with an exhaust gas cleaning system also called sulfur scrubber [8]. An alternative
to installing a scrubber is the use of very low sulphur fuel oils (VLSFO) with a
sulfur content of up to 0.5% to comply with MARPOL (cf. Chapter 1). While this
allows operation in open sea, special zones with a 0.1% limitation already exist
[142]. Since VLSFO is predicted to heavily increase in relevance due to the sulfur
regulations, it is chosen as a default fuel for the conducted benchmark assessment.
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For ICEs in the investigated dimensions, 4-stroke engines are selected over 2-strokes
with lower rotation speed and comparably lower friction losses, since latter are
utilized only for the largest power outputs and are designed mainly for propulsion
instead of auxiliary power [143], [144].

The tightening of sulfur limitations and the greenhouse gas emission reduction
targets also result in a growing interest in LNG as ship fuel. LNG contains close to
no sulfur and is also less expensive than low-sulfur diesel fuels [145],[120]. Standard
natural gas consists of 87-96% methane. During its combustion, approximately
25% less carbon dioxide is emitted per energy unit compared to heavy fuel oils
[146],[147]. LNG-based ship power system numbers are growing by up to 40% per
year, and while not many ships are retrofitted with gas engines, more than 10% of
newly built deep-sea orders are LNG-fueled [148]. For LNG-ICE ship applications,
lean burn spark ignition engines are considered over dual fuel engines for rated
powers from 0.5 to 8 MW due to their lower fuel slip [146].

Internal combustion engines in 2030 – For ICEs in the 2030 scenario, the
analogous application of FTD and SNG requires only minor effort in state-of-the-
art technologies. Proof of concepts for operation with synthetic fuels exist (e.g.
the vessel ElbBlue [149]).

Ammonia is already occasionally utilized in dual-fuel engines combined with
diesel to reduce operating emissions [150]. However, for single-fuel operation in
either spark- or compression-ignition engines, the flame stabilization requirements
and the high compression ratio are identified weaknesses of the fuel. While pure
NH3 combustion is a topic of research [151], dual-fuel approaches with an up-
stream ammonia cracker and the combustion of a hydrogen-ammonia mixture [66]
are a promising workaround for the remarked issues. Already today, marine en-
gine manufacturers put high effort into solving these mentioned difficulties (e.g.
Wärtsilä [152], MAN Energy Solutions [153]).

Methanol has a high knock resistance, making it suitable for spark ignition
engines. Conversely, its small cetane number complicates the combustion in com-
pression ignition engines and proper usability is given only for mixtures with ig-
nition improvers (e.g. diesel dual-fuel engines), air heaters, and glow-plugs [154].
However, today’s use cases show a trend toward compression ignition as the pre-
ferred technology in the shipping industry to achieve fuel flexibility and not create
a reliance on MeOH. For future applications of single-fuel methanol compression
ignition engines, partially-premix processes with high efficiency are indicated to
be the go-to solution [155]. In contrast to ammonia combustion, the possibility
to partially create hydrogen via steam reforming is not highly followed recently
[156]. Industrial MeOH applications include recent efforts of engine manufactur-
ers (e.g. Caterpillar [157]), as well as applications on methanol ocean tankers
(e.g. Waterfront Shipping [158]), the large-scale ferry Stena Germanica with dual
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fuel engines [159], and several cargo vessels (e.g. operated by A.P. Moller-Maersk
[160], X-Press Feeders [161]).

Hydrogen combustion is a topic of interest for dual-fuel engines with a fuel share
of up to 20% [162],[163] and represents a possibility to reduce operating emissions
of existing engines. While hydrogen-only combustion engines are discussed to be
introduced into the shipping sector at the end of this decade, transient operation
and fuel injection controls still are a vast concern for the manufacturers [164]. How-
ever, at this point it is very questionable if a future H2-ICE concept will outclass a
hydrogen fuel cell the for the following reasoning: the PEMFC technology entails
a high conversion efficiency in full and part load, high power density, no operating
nitrogen oxide emissions, and a very fast load shift time, while implying mainly
one restriction: the supply of clean hydrogen. If a shipboard hydrogen storage is
provided anyway, fuel cells are most definitely the superior power technology over
combustion engines today and in the future. Therefore, H2-ICEs are neglected in
this case study.

Solid oxide fuel cells – The dynamic operation of SOFCs with FTD or SNG re-
quires an upstream steam reforming process, which utilizes the fuel cells’ waste heat
for hydrogen generation [165],[78]. Since SOFCs are resilient to carbon monoxide,
no complex purifying process is required. The shipboard steam reforming SOFC
combination is arguably still in its research phase and not commercially available
today. However, research projects (e.g. MultiSchIBZ [166], Nautilus [167], He-
lenus [168]) and commercial product development (e.g. by Bloomenergy [169])
concentrate on advancing this technology.

Ammonia is also of high interest for SOFC applications. In contrast to the
carbon-based fuels, NH3 represents the possibility of unproblematic internal ther-
mal fuel cracking to provide hydrogen [170]. Still, the advantages of a better unit
control and increased cell lifetimes persist for a plant with external reforming.
Here, faster load shifts (up to 1.26%/s with hydrogen [171] vs. 0.003%/s with
ammonia [66]) can be achieved with higher investment costs for peripheral compo-
nents but entail potentially worse heat utilization rates. Since input fuel mixtures
of hydrogen and nitrogen do not massively influence the system efficiency [172],
a larger focus is set on the direct use of ammonia with an off-gas afterburner for
heat supply. While there exists no manufacturer for commercial shipboard mod-
ules known to the authors, the ShipFC joint research project is investigating the
technology’s potentials [173].

As opposed to FTD and SNG, methanol does not require temperature on the
SOFCs’ level for steam reforming [174]. This leads to a smaller advantage of
the excess heat and simultaneously makes high temperature PEMFCs a direct
competitor. One example for this application is the METHAPU research project,
which closed in 2010 [175]. However, since no active research and thereby no state-
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of-the-art data exists known to the author, this combination is not assessed in this
study.

Better performance indicators of the PEMFC are also the reason why hydrogen
is not considered as potential fuel for SOFCs in this study. Here, the slightly
higher efficiency of SOFCs compared to PEMFCs is surpassed by the PEMFC’s
higher power density and smaller investment costs.

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells – The potential selection of fuels for the
PEMFC technology is noticeably reduced compared to ICEs and SOFCs. Ship-
board hydrogen production from FTD, SNG, and NH3 involves temperature levels
exceeding the values of today’s PEMFC systems. On the other hand, supplemen-
tary heat sources and the technology requirements for purified hydrogen [71] mas-
sively reduce the achievable system efficiency of these combinations compared to
other configurations. Even if examples of external ammonia cracking are theo-
retically given in the literature [50], [66] no large-scale projects are known to the
author. Therefore, these three options are not considered in the study.

Due to a smaller temperature requirement of MeOH steam reforming, a high-
temperature PEMFC can be operated with an upstream steam reformer and fuel
cell heat extraction. While the recirculated thermal energy can likely cover the
heat demand, internal calculations suggest an autothermal reforming process for
lower part load operation. Here, a small share of the methanol reacts chemically
with oxygen to generate the required heat for the steam reforming process. Electri-
cal preheating features a less complex alternative, although impairing the system
efficiency to a higher degree. Several commercial projects (e.g. the vessel Hydrogen
One [176], tests by Alfa Laval [177]) and academic research efforts (e.g. Pa-X-ell2
[178], Rivercell [179]) can be reported in the last years.

The PEMFC-hydrogen combination is an advanced technology already intro-
duced to the shipping sector. Compared to SOFCs, the technology’s main ad-
vantage is its realizable higher maximum cell current, which results in a vastly
increased power density. While hydrogen fell out of favor in the discussion for
open-sea shipping due to the small volumetric energy density, ship owners an-
nounced to utilize H2-PEMFCs to operate in restricted areas (e.g. Royal Caribbean
Group [180], MSC Cruises [181]). As opposed to other fuel cells with additional
conversion steps, H2-PEMFC units are already successfully sold (e.g. by Proton
Motor [182]), and first type-approved modules for ship applications (e.g. by Bal-
lard [183]) are already available for order. The transport of hydrogen is realized in
either cryogenic form with the advantage of a higher gravimetric (fuel tank) and
volumetric energy density, or in compressed form, with smaller energy commit-
ment and preferable distribution attributes [184]. For LH2, few examples of use
exist (e.g. the ferry MF Hydra [185]), whereas more small vessels are planned to
operate on CGH2 (e.g. the cargo ship Zulu [186], the project HySeas III [187]).
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6.2 Additionally Required Models

In this section, the equation systems for the component models (cf. Fig. 3.4:
physical model, component management, economic model, environmental model)
and a unified system control strategy are introduced. To recall the system model
approach discussed in Chapter 3, the required model elements and the overall
scope of the analysis are depicted in Fig. 6.2.
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Fig. 6.2: Scope of the economic (yellow) and environmental (green) assessments, influenced by
the production phase (cradle-to-gate, well-to-tank) and the system behavior (gate-to-
grave, tank-to-wake), modeled in analogy to the concept introduced in Chapter 3.

The key economic elements (yellow) include the component investment costs as
well as maintenance and fuel expenses for the ship operation segment. The latter
are influenced by the ship’s load profile and resulting system responses (top).
The system behavior is also taken into account for the environmental assessment
(bottom, green). Analogous to the economic analysis, components and fuels are
investigated for the preparation and operation phases. Total systems costs and
emissions are then evaluated for the technology comparison.

6.2.1 Physical Models

Power Generation Units – As already described in Section 3.2.1, the physical
model of a power generator mainly consists of the fuel mass consumption descrip-
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tion for a specific voyage mfuel. Again, this is calculated for the time-dependent
generator power and the relative operating point:

mfuel =

∫ top

ṁspec
gen−fuel (Pgen, t) · Pgen (t) dt , (6.1)

where the index “gen” is a placeholder for either ICE or one fuel cell (FC) type,
and ṁspec

gen,fuel is the specific fuel consumption (SFC) given in Fig. 6.3 (a). For a
better comparability of the technologies, the respective operating-point-dependent
efficiencies are also shown in Fig. 6.3 (b). Assumed values for future technolo-
gies hereby include prognoses for technical advances until the year 2030. A de-
tailed literature-reference-based description of the fuel consumption is given in
Appendix B.1.
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Fig. 6.3: (a) Operation-specific fuel consumption (SFC) of the investigated fuel-technology com-
binations, (b) resulting fuel efficiencies based on lower heating values.

Battery Units – For the assessment, the straightforward unified storage model
is utilized to describe the physical behavior of the battery unit (cf. Section 3.2.2).
As demonstrated in Chapter 4, no relevant oversimplifications are indicated for
this part of the battery model.
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6.2.2 Component Management

Power Generation Units – Analogous to the description of the SOFC’s operat-
ing limitations in Section 3.4.2, a general version describing minimal and maximal
power output, as well as load change limitation is given to cover all investigated
power technologies:

Pgen,j ≤ P r
gen (6.2a)

Pgen ≥ Pmin
gen,rel · P r

gen , (6.2b)

where Pmin
gen,spec is the relative minimum operating point given (cf. Tab. 6.1) and∣∣∣∣dPgen

dt

∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ṗmax
gen,rel · P r

gen , (6.3)

where Ṗmax
gen,spec is the maximum power gradient of a technology (cf. Tab. 6.1). For

fast-reacting power sources like ICEs without prereforming processes and the H2-
PEM combination [188], a relative maximum power gradient of 100%/s is assumed,
which is theoretically sufficient to cover the analyzed load profiles without support.

Tab. 6.1: Operating limitation parameters for the power generator-fuel-combinations (parameters
without source are obtained by manufacturers or internal calculations)

VLSFO LNG FTD FTD SNG SNG
ICE ICE ICE SOFC ICE SOFC

Pmin
gen,rel in - 0 0 0 0.567 0 0.5

Ṗmax
gen,rel in s−1 1 1 1 1.67·10−3 0.008 [66] 3·10−4 [66]

NH3 NH3 MeOH MeOH LH2 CGH2
ICE SOFC ICE PEM PEM PEM

Pmin
gen,rel in - 0.05 [66] 0.25 0 0.11 0.06 [66] 0.06 [66]

Ṗmax
gen,rel in s−1 1 1 1 0.03 [189] 1 1

Battery Units – For the battery units, the introduced heuristic approach again is
utilized to describe the operating limitations of the battery unit (cf. Section 3.2.2

6.2.3 Economic Models

In the following, economic models for power generation units, fuel consumption,
battery units, and the newly introduced volume opportunity costs are listed.

Power Generation Units – The economic description of the power generation
units is generalized to cover all assessed technologies. In addition, system volume
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information is given here to lay the foundation for the volume opportunity cost
calculation. The annuity payments of ICEs and FCs are calculated with

pagen = pinvgen ·Ngen ·
(
P r
gen,mod

)ggen · (Agen + cagen
)
, (6.4)

where pinvgen are the power-specific investment costs including a possibly required fuel
reformer unit, ggen describes the potential nonlinear power-cost relation, cagen are
the annually accruing specific maintenance costs, and Agen is the annuity payment
factor depending on the generator’s lifetime tL,gen:

Agen =
(1 + j)tL,gen · j
(1 + j)tL,gen − 1

. (6.5)

Since the study aims to forecast the year 2030, technology cost advances are pre-
dicted: while the main investigations for ICEs are to estimate additional costs to
achieve fuel accessibility, fuel cell system prices are predicted to fall tremendously
with increasing production capacities and advanced material usage. However, not
all system solutions will be priced identically, as production scaling effects and
requirements differ from case to case [190]. Modules for ships will most likely
be more expensive than for automotive applications due to smaller scaling effects
and manufacturer requirements for class certification. Therefore, not the lowest
prices [191], [192], [193] but a more conservative value including power electronics
and other peripheral components is chosen in analogy to [66], [69]. SOFCs play a
much smaller role in the automotive sector. Their potential range of application
includes stationary and emergency power supply of partly-isolated grids, as well as
heavy-duty transport. For ships and with the inclusion of complex onboard steam
reforming and larger material expenditure they are expected to be more expensive
than PEMFCs [131]. Specific investment costs, maintenance factors, and other
economically-relevant parameters are given in Tab. 6.2.

The power generators’ volumes are another relevant indicator for the conducted
assessment. Their size is calculated with

Vgen =
P r
gen

PV,fuel−gen

, (6.6)

where PV,fuel−gen is the specific power density of a technology specified for the op-
eration with one investigated fuel. While the power density of combustion engines
will most likely not increase significantly over the next decade, fuel cell technolo-
gies are still evolving rapidly: today, PEMFC stacks reach power densities much
higher than large-scale combustion engines for ship applications [194],[195] and
predictions give a hint of a continuous technology development in the near future
[196]. This comparison is not only true for stacks but persists when peripheral
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components like feed pumps and power electronics are included into the calcu-
lation [197]. For SOFC units, the lowest power density among the competitors
is assumed. Selected parameters consider onboard reforming and restricted cell
currents. The derived volumetric power densities are listed in Tab. 6.2.

Tab. 6.2: Physical and economic simulation parameters for the investigated power technologies
Specific investment costs Value Reference

VLSFO-ICE pinvVLSFO−ICE 251.2e/kW based on [198]
LNG-ICE pinvLNG−ICE 301.4e/kW based on [198],[199]
FTD-ICE pinvFTD−ICE 251.2e/kW based on [198]
SNG-ICE pinvSNG−ICE 301.4e/kW based on [198],[199]
NH3-ICE pinvNH3−ICE 482.2e/kW based on [66],[199]
MeOH-ICE pinvMeOH−ICE 276.1e/kW based on [69],[198]
FTD-SOFC pinvFTD−SOFC 1200e/kW [131]
SNG-SOFC pinvSNG−SOFC 1200e/kW [131]
NH3-SOFC pinvNH3−SOFC 947.9e/kW [200]
MeOH-PEM pinvMeOH−PEM 1070e/kW based on [69],[201]
H2-PEM pinvH2−PEM 700e/kW [69]
Interest rate j 0.035 -

Cost exponent Value Reference

ICE gICE 1.1 [198]
FC gFC 1 -

Maintenance factor Value Reference

ICE caICE 0.0045 a−1 [202]
SOFC caSOFC 0.019 a−1 [131]
PEM caPEM 0.06 a−1 [191]
Lifetime tL,gen 20 a [41]

Power density Value Reference

ICE PV,ICE 37.05 kW/m3 based on [194],[47]
FTD-SOFC PV,FTD−SOFC 6.67 kW/m3 manufacturer
SNG-SOFC PV,SNG−SOFC 6.67 kW/m3 manufacturer
NH3-SOFC PV,NH3−SOFC 10.2 kW/m3 own analysis
MeOH-PEM PV,MeOH−PEM 40.8 kW/m3 own analysis
H2-PEM PV,H2−PEM 850 kW/m3 [197]

Fuels – It is already discussed in Section 4.6 that the consideration of fuel expenses
is not negligible during a conceptual design process. Certainly, annual fuel costs
play an even larger role when discussing potential future power system solutions.
To better display the challenges of upcoming fuels like hydrogen or ammonia, costs
here include fuel expenses and the annuity payment for the fuel tank. They are
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extrapolated from the consumed fuel mass on one passage (cf. Eq. (6.1)):

pafuel =
taop
top

·mfuel · pfuel + pafuel,tank , (6.7)

where taop is the annual ship operating time set to 350 days [133], pfuel is the specific
fuel price and

pafuel,tank = pinvfuel,tank ·mgen,fuel · Atank (tL,tank) (6.8)

are the annual costs for the fuel tank considering its annuity payment factor Atank.
To grant unified cost assumptions for the electrofuels, fuel costs are adopted from
[69]. While the assumed liquid hydrogen tank price diverges severely from to-
day’s prices given for typical 40ft containers, costs are estimated for 2030 onward
and include size and production scale factors discussed in [203]. The estimation
is also supported by other assessments with similar topics [67],[140]. Since com-
pressed hydrogen is not discussed in [69], additional information for infrastructure
and compression are obtained from [204] but electrical energy price and electrol-
ysis assumptions are not changed to maintain comparability. According to man-
ufacturers, CGH2 tank costs are calculated with an estimated 35% price increase
compared to LH2 tanks.

The consumed fuel volume is used to calculate the required tanks’ volumes:

Vfuel =
mfuel

ρfuel
, (6.9)

where ρfuel is the fuel density. Note, that in reality a ship’s fuel tank is not
usually designed to last for exactly one passage but includes a manually determined
reserve. Since the assessment covers continuous passage times, all oversizing effects
can in theory be discussed by analyzing the given results. Fuel and tank prizes, as
well as fuel densities are given in Tab. 6.3.
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Tab. 6.3: Physical and economic simulation parameters for the considered fuels
Specific fuel price Value Reference

VLSFO pVLSFO 47.86e/MWh based on [205],[206]
LNG pLNG 19.04e/MWh based on [120],[121]
FTD pFTD 158e/MWh [69]
SNG pSNG 142e/MWh [69]
NH3 pNH3 120e/MWh [69]
MeOH pMeOH 119e/MWh [69]
LH2 pLH2 153e/MWh [69]
CGH2 pCGH2 101e/MWh based on [69][204]

Specific tank price Value Reference

VLSFO/FTD pFTD,tank 70e/MWh [69]
LNG/SNG pSNG,tank 720e/MWh [69]
NH3 pNH3,tank 230e/MWh [69]
MeOH pMeOH,tank 120e/MWh [69]
LH2 pLH2,tank 1290e/MWh [69]
CGH2 pCGH2,tank 1742e/MWh manufacturer
Lifetime tL,tank 20 a [41]

Fuel density Value Reference

VLSFO/FTD ρFTD 940 kg/m3 [207]
LNG/SNG ρSNG 450 kg/m3 [208]
NH3 ρNH3 600 kg/m3 [209]
MeOH ρMeOH 792 kg/m3 [209]
LH2 ρLH2 70.8 kg/m3 [209]
CGH2 ρCGH2 39 kg/m3 [209]

Battery Units – As already introduced in Section 3.2.2, annual battery costs are
calculated with capacity-specific investment costs pinvB :

paB = pinvB · CE,B · AB (tL,B) . (6.10)

Here, specific battery prices for large installations are given for the years 2020
and 2030 (cf. Tab. 6.4), since a price drop is considered highly probable. While
single cell costs of lithium-ion batteries are predicted to be halved within the next
years [210], the costs of peripheral components like inverters, housing, cooling, and
controllers will most likely not change drastically. Therefore a price of 600e/kWh
is assumed for the year 2030, taking into account current market prices of ship-
certified systems.

As it is demonstrated in Section 4.3 that the unified storage model approach
is overestimating lifetimes tL,B for battery applications with high specific power
demand, the degradation model from [117] for the lithium-iron-phosphate technol-
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ogy and the end of life definition of 20% capacity loss is adopted here. Finally, the
battery’s volume to calculate incurring opportunity costs is given with:

VB =
CE,B

CV,B

(6.11)

where CV,B is the specific volumetric energy density of the battery system.

Tab. 6.4: General physical and economic parameters for the LFP battery unit
Parameter Value Reference

Specific investment costs (2020) pinvB,2020 800e/kWh manufacturer
Specific investment costs (2030) pinvB,2030 600e/kWh based on [210]
Energy density CV,B 16.77 kWh/m3 manufacturer

Volume Opportunity Costs – With few exceptions, the net usable volume on a
ship is essential for the owner’s business case, weather it is provided to passengers,
bulk, or cargo. Therefore, volume opportunity costs are introduced to quantify
the loss of income resulting from a large shipboard power system. In this study,
the volume occupied by the power system including generators, fuel tanks, and
batteries is evaluated for the annual operating time:

pavol =
taop
top

· pvol (top) ·
∑
i

Vi

i = gen,B, fuel ,

(6.12)

where pvol are the specific volume opportunity costs. Transport prices are often a
function of the ship’s scheduled passage time. For example, in [69], specific costs
of 600 to 1100 e per 20-foot container are assumed for passages between 240 and
720 hours. These discrete estimations are generalized with a polynomial fit based
to symbol the nonlinear voyage time-cost dependency:

pvol =

(
5.23 +

0.049

h
· top −

2.27 · 10−5

h2
· (top)2

)
· e
m3

. (6.13)

6.2.4 Environmental Models

Unlike the previously introduced investment, operating and opportunity costs,
the indirect environmental costs are not considered in the objective function (cf.
Eq. (6.18)) but solely evaluated post optimization. In this section, the investigated
ship-sector-related emissions and their negative effects are introduced. Then, emis-
sion quantification models for component productions (cradle-to-gate), fuel provi-
sion (well-to-tank), and ship operation (tank-to-wake) are given separately. Last,
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the monetary valuation of occurring emissions is discussed.

Investigated emissions – The most relevant emissions coming from today’s ship
traffic are sulfur oxides (SOx), nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), par-
ticulate matter including black carbon (BC), methane (CH4), and carbon dioxide
(CO2) [147],[211]. In the following, a brief summary of the emissions’ negative im-
pacts is given: CO2, CH4 and BC are all classified to contribute to the greenhouse
effect and therefore involve a global warming potential (GWP) [212]. CO2 and
BC, the most relevant component of particulate matter regarding global warming
[213], are products of carbon-based fuel combustion. Methane emissions result
from an incomplete combustion reaction and a resulting fuel slip in spark-ignited
gas motors [214]. Sulfur oxides are the leading cause of marine ecosystem acidifi-
cation and the reduction of biodiversity [9]. Diesel fuels are the main sulfur source,
whereas LNG contains only a share of around 3.5 ppm [215]. Nitrogen oxides are
a combustion byproduct and cause the formation of tropospheric ozone and the
eutrophication of the waters. Also, the generation of acid rain is directly relatable
to NOx emissions [216],[217],[218]. While carbon monoxide is a respiratory poison
in higher concentrations, long-term damages in an open environment are harder
to determine [219]. Nevertheless, CO takes part in the formation of tropospheric
ozone like nitrogen oxides. When adding potential future fuels to the assessment,
ammonia slip emissions must also be addressed. NH3 contributes to the acid de-
position and threatens biodiversity with an impact factor of 2.5–3.2 compared to
nitrogen oxides [220].

Supply of components and fuels – In order to conduct an environmental as-
sessment, raw material extraction, production and emissions occurring during op-
eration are considered. For the comparison of emissions with global warming po-
tential, a 100 year reference period (GWP100) is used [221]. Annual CO2-equivalent
emissions of generators mprod,a

gen,CO2eq, batteries mprod,a
B,CO2eq and fuels mprod,a

fuel,CO2eq are cal-
culated with help of a specific deployment factor κCO2eq:

mprod,a
gen,CO2eq =

1

tL,gen
· P r

gen · κgen,CO2eq (6.14a)

mprod,a
B,CO2eq =

1

tL,B
· CE,B · κB,CO2eq (6.14b)

mprod,a
fuel,CO2eq =

taop
top

·mfuel · κfuel,CO2eq , (6.14c)

where component footprints are symmetrically divided over their lifetime tL and
fuel consumption is extrapolated to the annual operating time from the assessed
voyage time.
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For conventional fuels, extraction losses, refinery waste, gas flaring, fuel distri-
bution, and leakage during transportation are causing the biggest shares of their
carbon footprints. For hydrogen production, the specific carbon footprint emerges
mostly from the electricity demand and not the water electrolyzer construction
[222]. While it is stated by the authors of [222] that no information is publicly
available for supplementary chemical plants, their inclusion would most likely not
influence the quantitative carbon footprint of the fuels tremendously. Anyways,
while a complete plant’s carbon footprint would further impair longer fuel produc-
tion chains, the qualitative coherence between electrofuels is already given with
their diverging demand of electrical energy.

In this study, an electrical energy carbon footprint forecast calculation for the
European power grid mix in the year 2030 is initially selected to quantify the
environmental impact of fuel supply [223]. Note that this is a more conservative
estimation compared to evaluations of low-carbon power sources [224]. The envi-
ronmental footprints for each fuel result from their energy demand described in
[69]. Parameters for fuels and components are listed in Tab. 6.5.

Tab. 6.5: CO2-equivalent emissions for supply of components and fuels including maintenance
and stack replacements, carbon mass shares of the fossil fuels

Specific CO2–eq. footprint Value Reference

ICE κICE,CO2eq 84.7 kgCO2eq/kW based on [47],[225]
SOFC κSOFC,CO2eq 703.8 kgCO2eq/kW [226]
PEM κPEM,CO2eq 112 kgCO2eq/kW [227]
Battery κB,CO2eq 216 kgCO2eq/kWh [228]
VLSFO κVLSFO,CO2eq 0.5907 kgCO2eq/kg [229]
LNG κLNG,CO2eq 0.8344 kgCO2eq/kg [229]
FTD κFTD,CO2eq 308 kgCO2eq/MWh based on [69],[223]
SNG κSNG,CO2eq 270 kgCO2eq/MWh based on [69],[223]
NH3 κNH3,CO2eq 261 kgCO2eq/MWh based on [69],[223]
MeOH κMeOH,CO2eq 270 kgCO2eq/MWh based on [69],[223]
LH2 κLH2,CO2eq 261 kgCO2eq/MWh based on [69],[223]
CGH2 κCGH2,CO2eq 215 kgCO2eq/MWh based on [69],[223]

Carbon Mass Share Value Reference

VLSFO ξC,VLSFO 85.44% [211]
LNG ξC,LNG 75.68% [208]

Production emissions with negative local effects but without global warming po-
tential are not quantified here. Still, the petrochemical and the steel industry are
among the largest industrial emitters of nitrogen oxides, and oil refineries also
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produce an abundance of sulfur oxides [230],[231]. However, this part of the as-
sessment focuses on local emissions that affect the open sea and coastal ecosystem
caused by maritime traffic. Unlike the greenhouse gas emissions, adding up all
emission sources distorts the analysis, as different environments cannot easily be
compared to each other. Analyzing average effects of industry in different ecosys-
tems is out of the investigation’s scope.

Operation – For the analysis of today’s power systems, the annually emitted
carbon dioxide mass during ship operation is calculated with the combustion sto-
ichiometry and considers other carbon-based emissions (CO,BC,CH4):

ma
gen,CO2 =

(
ma

gen,fuel −ma
gen,CH4

)
· MCO2

MC

·
(
ξC,fuel −ma

gen,BC − MCO

MC

·ma
gen,CO

)
,

(6.15)
where ma

gen,CH4, ma
gen,BC, ma

gen,CO are the annual methane, black carbon, and carbon
monoxide emissions, ξC,fuel is the fuel’s carbon mass share, and MC, MCO, MCO2 are
the substances’ molar masses. Main incentive of a future synthetic fuel utilization
is the reduction of an application’s carbon footprint. Yet, the usage of carbon-
based fuels (FTD, SNG, MeOH) still causes CO2 emissions during ship operation.
For simplicity reasons, however, a fully functioning carbon cycle is assumed. This
assumption is supported by the carbon capture energy demand considered for fuel
production. Operating CO2 emissions resulting from electrofuel consumption are
therefore neglected in this study.

Emissions other than CO2 occur almost exclusively during combustion processes.
The quantification of annually emitted masses is implemented in analogy to the
fuel consumption calculation (cf. Eq. (6.1)):

ma
emis =

taop
top

∫ top

ṁspec
emis (Pgen, t) · Pgen (t) dt , (6.16)

where “emis” is a placeholder for one of the considered emissions. Again, char-
acteristics of the components are displayed with the operating-point-dependent
specific mass flow ṁspec

emis. While specific emissions are straightforwardly displayed
in Fig. 6.4, a more in-depth overview of all power technologies is given in Ap-
pendix B.2.
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Fig. 6.4: Operating-point-dependent generator emissions displayed in g / kWh (electrical power)
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Emission Valuation – To demonstrate the negative environmental effects of CO2-
equivalent emissions, it is not unusual to estimate a price χCO2 for the implicitly
caused damage [232]. Here, the global warming potential over 100 years (GWP100)
ζcarb is used to assess greenhouse gases other than CO2. In analogy, emissions with
negative local effects can be evaluated with specific social or environmental costs
χk. Chosen literature values include the type and sensitivity of the ecosystem,
population density, and overall pollution burden. Their respective sources are
given in Tab. 6.6. Resulting social costs from production emissions pprod,aCO2eq, Co2

emissions during operation pop,aCO2, other operating emissions with global warming
potential pop,aCO2eq, and emissions with local effects pop,aLE are calculated as follows:

paemis = pprod,aCO2eq + pop,aCO2 + pop,aCO2eq + pop,aLE

=
∑
i

mprod,a
i,CO2eq · χCO2 +ma

gen,CO2 · χCO2︸ ︷︷ ︸
only fossil fuels

+
∑
j

ma
j · ζcarb · χCO2 +

∑
k

ma
k · χk

i = gen, B, fuel; j = CH4, BC; k = NH3, NOx, CO, SOx .
(6.17)

Tab. 6.6: GWP100 values and emission cost grading for the environmental investigation
Global warming potential (GWP100) Value Reference

CH4 ζCH4 30 kgCO2eq/kgCH4 [233]
BC ζBC 680 kgCO2eq/kgBC [234]

Specific social costs Value Reference

NOx χNOx 9.29e/kgNOx [216]
NH3 χNH3 23.23e/kgNH3 based on [216],[220]
CO χCO 0.997e/kgCO [216]
SOx χSOx 10.72e/kgSOx [216]
CO2 χCO2 106.25e/tCO2eq [232]

6.3 System Design Optimization

Now that the technologies of consideration are introduced and modeled, the power
system evaluation approach is discussed. The goal of the assessment is a direct
comparison of the technologies’ economic and environmental key performance in-
dicators. For this purpose, expedient system designs ought to serve as a basis, em-
phasizing the technologies’ qualities and eliminating the configuration bias. There-
fore, a system optimization task with the objective of reducing the shipowner’s
costs is presented in Analogy to Section 3.3. In analogy to the previous analyses,
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the objective function for the cost optimization consists of the annuity payments
for the generator pagen and for the battery storage paB, the annual fuel costs pafuel,
and an additional price for the totally required shipboard power system volume
pavol:

minimize
P r
gen,CE,B,FB(t0),Dc

pagen + paB + pafuel + pavol

subject to 0 = Pgen (t)− PL (t)− PB (t)∀t ,
FB (t0) ≤ FB (top) ,

Eqn. (3.8)− (3.16) , (3.30a)− (3.30c) ,

Eqn. (4.18)− (4.19) ,

Eqn. (6.1)− (6.17) ,

Eqn. (6.19)− (6.20) ,

Eqn. (6.21)− (6.27) .

(6.18)

Optimization degrees of freedom are the generator’s rated power P r
gen, the bat-

tery’s energy capacity CE,B and its state of energy (SoE) FB at the start time
of the passage t0, as well as several parameters for the control strategy Dc. The
first constraint covers the required power balance where generator power Pgen and
battery power PB must exactly compensate the load demand PL at any time. The
second constraint states that the battery’s state of energy at beginning of opera-
tion must not exceed the value at end of operation. This guarantees operational
functionality past the operating voyage time top. The third to seventh constraints
represent the descriptions of the power system components with battery models
adopted from Chapters 3 and 4, design requirements, and the developed control
strategy. For the generators, two additional design constraints for FCs and ICEs
are defined. While the number of installed combustion engines in the genset NICE

is fixed and the rated power of one single unit P r
ICE,mod can be varied

P r
ICE = P r

ICE,mod︸ ︷︷ ︸
variable

·NICE , (6.19)

the opposite holds true for fuel cells, where the number of units NFC is object of
optimization:

P r
FC = P r

FC,mod · NFC︸︷︷︸
variable

. (6.20)

Here, a fixed rated power of one unit is chosen to demonstrate the viable approach
of modular installation.
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6.4 Universal System Control Strategy

Control strategies specifically designed for the SOFC application are already dis-
cussed in Chapters 3 and 5. However, these strategies are not necessarily in accor-
dance with the operating objectives of non-SOFC technologies. Since the creation
of energy management strategies for every unique technology would lead to an un-
desirable bias, a general strategy suitable for all technologies is introduced. This
unified management strategy is developed to control a hybrid system with either
fuel cells or combustion engines, and a supporting battery unit. Its objective
is to maintain the operability of a well-designed system under consideration of
component behaviors and limitations. The strategy consisting of the interaction
of generator and battery, as well as the interworking of the single power gen-
eration modules is first introduced generally and is demonstrated exemplary in
Appendix A.3 for better comprehension.

Generator and battery interaction – During the entire operating time, gener-
ators mostly target to follow the consumer demand, while the battery fulfills the
role of compensating differences between power source and load:

PB,set = Pgen − PL , (6.21)

where PB,set is the desired battery power output. Here, the load-following operation
aims to reduce the required battery compensation power. However, a secondary
objective is to prevent the battery from fully charging or discharging. Therefore,
the desired behavior of the generators is influenced by the battery’s SoE, which is
monitored with help of the state machine displayed in Fig. 6.5.

ZB = 1
(downshift)

ZB = 0
(regular)

ZB = −1
(upshift)

FB < F des
B

FB > F high
B

FB < F low
B

FB > F des
B

Fig. 6.5: State machine that monitors the battery state of energy FB with help of the indicating
state ZB

Resulting, an increased or decreased generator output is aspired to counteract
critical battery SoEs above F high

B (state ZB = 1) or below F low
B (ZB = −1). This
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counteracting operation is conducted until a desired state of energy F des
B is reached

(state ZB = 0). With the given state ZB, the desired generator power output
Pgen,set is calculated. Thereby, a designable specific power factor ξB is introduced,
which prevents the batteries from charging/discharging with maximum values if
not required:

Pgen,set =


PL if ZB = 0

PL + ξB · Pmax
B,dis if ZB = 1

PL + ξB · Pmax
B,cha if ZB = −1 .

(6.22)

The introduced four degrees of freedom DC can be optimized with regard to
the power technology, the battery size, and the load profile characteristics (cf.
Eq. (6.18)):

DC =
{
F high
B , F low

B , F des
B , ξB

}
. (6.23)

Allocation on power modules – The overall desired generator power is split fur-
ther into demand values for each individual module. Here, fuel cell and combustion
technologies are treated separately due to their diverging operating behavior. For
the fuel cell modules, an equal distribution among all installed units is chosen to
reach lower operating points with higher energy efficiency and prevent a shutdown
with problematic cooldowns, water management or fluiddynamic behaviors:

PFC,set,j =
Pgen,set

NFC

. (6.24)

For ICEs, an on-off logic is implemented for the six engines to grant high-power
operating points with better energy efficiency and smaller specific fuel slips. A
minimization function ensures the provision of the desired power demand:

minimize
kj

NICE∑
j=1

kj · P r
ICE,j

subject to Pgen,set ≤
NICE∑
j=1

kj · P r
ICE,j, kj = {0, 1} ,

(6.25)

where kj is an on/off switch for each of the engines. The total power is equally
distributed across all active engines:

PICE,set,j = Pgen,set ·
kj · P r

ICE,j∑NICE

g=1 kg · P r
ICE,g

. (6.26)

Finally, the combined power generators’ answer required for the battery set value
calculation (cf. Eq. (6.21)) is given with
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Pgen =

Ngen∑
j=1

Pgen,j , (6.27)

where Pgen,j is the actual power output of one single combustion engine or fuel cell
unit.

Illustrative demonstration – For better comprehensibility, the control strategy
characteristics are demonstrated for a minimal working example in Appendix A.3.

6.5 Results and Discussion

After the introduction of all required model equations, the two conventional com-
bustion engines and the ten potential future combinations of power technologies
and synthetic fuels are compared with one another on the basis of cost-optimized
system designs. First, a benchmark study is conducted, in which the performance
of today’s combustion engines is evaluated and the need for model-based design
optimization is demonstrated. In the subsequent section, a comprehensive technol-
ogy comparison is presented. Here, the scope of assessment is extended to examine
the most relevant uncertainty factors and the influence of vessel specifications.

6.5.1 Benchmark Assessment: State-of-the-art Internal Combustion
Engines

As introduced in Section 6.1, the benchmark assessment covers two state-of-the-
art combustion technologies: the most conventional compressed-ignition diesel en-
gine operated with VLSFO and the upcoming lean-burn-spark-ignition gas engine
combined with liquefied natural gas. While many participants of the shipping
sector promote liquefied natural gas for its better environmental characteristics
and even call gas combustion an interim technology toward a sustainable indus-
try [235],[236], most nongovernmental environmental associations doubt a positive
influence of LNG-based operation [237],[238]. Therefore, the direct comparison
of the present fossil fuels is not only an important first step to ranking potential
future power technologies, but also aims to answer open questions regarding LNG
as a marine fuel. The assessment also addresses typical analysis flaws leading to
unfair technology comparisons, which have been in introduced with the term “con-
figuration bias”. After the introduction of the case study design for the year 2020,
economic and environmental results are presented and discussed extensively.
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Case Study

The firstly conducted case study is based on the 330 m long cruise ship built for
4100 passengers and a crew of 1700, which is already introduced in Chapter 5. For
the sake of completeness, the observed load profile is given in Fig. 6.6. The profile
functions as a basis for both the benchmark assessment for the year 2020 and the
first analyses for the future scenario.
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Fig. 6.6: 72 h passage with day-night rhythm hotel load and two harbor maneuvers [138]

In the benchmark assessment, four power systems with different generator con-
figurations are designed to comply with the load demand of the cruise ship. As
indicated, the main objectives of this first analysis can be categorized into two
subtasks:

1. the demonstration of preventing a configuration bias in a scientific study
design

2. the evaluation of the combustion engines’ key performance indicators when
operated with VLSFO or LNG.

The assessed configurations are summarized in Fig. 6.7 and explained in the fol-
lowing:

ORIGINAL – This configuration replicates the original system configuration.
Three small and three large engines combine for more than 59 MW rated power.
MANUAL SIZE – This configuration is built from six identical diesel engines,
which together are precisely able to fulfill the load peak power demand on their
own. Battery support is not a design option here.
VLSFO-ICE – This configuration is built from six diesel engines with cost-
optimal size. For a fair comparison to other technologies, which require an energy
storage support, the optimization approach includes the possibility to select a bat-
tery unit of variable size to form a hybrid configuration.
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LNG-ICE – This configuration is composed of six optimal-sized gas combustion
engines with an additional battery unit.
Note that the ORIGINAL and the MANUAL SIZE design are not used for tech-
nology evaluation, but should signal that the comparison of prefixed and optimized
systems distorts the results meaningfully.
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Fig. 6.7: Considered system configurations for the benchmark assessment, including two design
examples with configuration bias and two optimally designed hybrid configurations

Economic and Environmental Results

In the following, key performance indicators of the manually created and the cost-
optimized system designs (cf. Eq. (6.18)) are presented. The system configura-
tions, total system volumes, emissions, and the resulting direct and environmental
costs are summarized in Fig. 6.8.

In Fig. 6.8 (a) the generators’ total rated power and the maximum discharge
power of the supporting battery are displayed. As a reference, the maximal demand
of the load profile (cf. Fig. 6.6) is plotted. The ORIGINAL design stands out
as the largest system with close to 60 MW installed power. By contrast, the
MANUAL SIZE and the cost-optimal hybrid configurations show a 45% decrease
of totally installed power. For the VLSFO-ICE case, the generator power even is
reduced by 74%. Certainly, the ORIGINAL power system was not designed for this
specific route, and other passages might involve higher load demands. Most likely
however, the design resulted from simultaneity factor calculation or estimations
based on knowledge plus added safety factors. Here, it is already evident that
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a fair technology comparison between the power generators could not have been
made with only the ORIGINAL design case.

The two cost-optimized system configurations (VLSFO-ICE and LNG-ICE) in-
dicate similarities, but do not present identical total rated power outputs. To
reduce operating costs, the engine design aims for an optimal average energy effi-
ciency without oversizing the components. While active, the VLSFO-ICE average
relative operating point is 0.91, whereas the LNG-ICE average operating point is
0.96. These average operating points represent a level close to the SFC optima (cf.
Fig. 6.3). In addition to the design incentive of high energy efficiency, the compo-
nent investment costs also influence the design decision: as the specific LNG-ICE
costs are higher than the VLSFO-ICE costs, slightly larger batteries are utilized
for peak shaving during thruster maneuvers.

In Fig. 6.8 (b) the total system sizes consisting of generator, battery and fuel
volumes are compared to each other. As expected, the ORIGINAL system design
demands a much larger installation space than the systems optimized for the load
profile. Certainly, also the fuel tank volume is not designed specifically for the in-
vestigated route. Here, the extra tank volume is indicated with a shaded bar but
not included in the further assessment. Battery support reduces the optimal gen-
erators’ rated power and thereby lowers the system’s overall volume requirements
compared to the MANUAL SIZE approach. Since LNG has a lower volumet-
ric energy density, the fuel tank volume exceeds the diesel applications’ values.
Certainly, for a holistic consideration, maintenance space, installation flexibility,
realistic tank volume, or other peripheral components like fuel inflow, cooling, ex-
haust pipes, required scrubbers, and even maintenance crew cabins could also be
investigated. However, these investigations are not in the scope of this conceptual
assessment.

In Fig. 6.8 (c) all quantified annual emissions with global warming potential are
summarized. Here, components, fuel production and ship operation are differen-
tiated. For all cases, operational emissions have the highest impact on the overall
value, followed by the emissions resulting from the fuel production. The consid-
eration of components’ production does not meaningfully change the outcome of
the comparison. Despite the methane slip, the LNG-ICE system saves one fifth
of the VLSFO-ICE annual greenhouse gases. Since the operating behavior of the
diesel-based systems does not highly deviate, the environmental performance of
the optimally-sized power systems resembles the ORIGINAL results.
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Fig. 6.8: State-of-the-art combustion engines in different configurations: (a) system designs, (b)
resulting space requirements, (c) production and operating emissions with GWP, (d)
non-CO2 operating emissions, (e) annual direct and indirect costs.
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In Fig. 6.8 (d) all non-CO2 emissions with and without global warming potential
resulting from the ship operation are presented. In analogy to the CO2-equivalent
emissions assessment, different designs of the diesel-based systems do not mean-
ingfully influence the outcome of the non-CO2 emissions. Nitrogen oxide and
black carbon emissions are massively reduced when operating with LNG instead
of VLSFO. Here, reduction potentials of over 99% and 72.5% are computed, re-
spectively. In addition, the low sulfur content of the LNG implies an SOx decrease
of 99.9%. However, the lean-burn-spark-ignition engines annually emit close to
350 tons of methane.

The discussed designs result in annual system costs are summarized in Fig. 6.8 (e).
It can be seen that fuel costs are by far the largest annual direct investments for
all systems. Installing a battery on the other hand is not costly compared to its
numerous benefits, even if the component has a comparably small lifetime. This
is especially evident when comparing the MANUAL SIZE genset and the VLSFO-
ICE approach: both capital investment costs and volume opportunity costs are
decreased when hybridizing the power system. Only the fuel consumption cannot
be reduced significantly here. While all assessed systems function without ship-
board batteries in theory, the performance evaluation of generators with load shift
limitations can only be conducted when considering supporting components. The
comparison of the MANUAL SIZE and the VLSFO-ICE design therefore indicate
that a fair technology comparison requires an equal opportunity of support to
maximize the systems’ performance potentials.

For this comparably short voyage time, volume opportunity costs do not rep-
resent a dominating share of the occurring annual costs. The smaller volumetric
energy density of LNG therefore does not meaningfully influence the technology
comparison. The LNG-ICE approach clearly is superior from an economic point
of view despite larger capital investments, because LNG prices were far below
VLSFO in the year 2020. Of course, the price trends of the two different fuels
influence this assessment considerably. Still, when investigating other price ratios
from the past, the results do not change qualitatively, as diesel and gas prices tend
to interact strongly [120].

LNG also benefits the ship’s environmental appearance: lower operating carbon-
dioxide-equivalent emissions and higher energy efficiency of the gas engine clearly
make up for a larger carbon footprint of the fuel and the methane slip. Still, a
remarkable environmental damage of over 8.6 million e per year is computed.
Therefore, the substitution of marine fuel oils with LNG is evaluated not to be a
sustainable solution for the medium-term future.
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6.5.2 Future Assessment: Suitable Solutions for the Utilization of Syn-
thetic Fuels

The conducted analysis for the year 2030 is divided into five thematic sections:
in the benchmark comparison, key performance indicators of the future fuel-
technology combinations are illustrated analogous to Section 6.5.1. In addition,
CO2 avoidance costs are determined and graded. Then, longer voyage times are
addressed to create a more generalized vision on the technology ranking and inves-
tigate the importance of energy density. The electrofuel cost and volume opportu-
nity cost parameters are discussed in two extra sections, since they are identified
to involve the largest assessment uncertainties. Finally, the analysis is repeated
for different ship types.

Comparison of Today’s and Future Power Technologies

In analogy to Fig. 6.8, system configurations, total system volumes, emissions,
and the resulting direct and environmental costs of the year 2030 configurations
are given in Fig. 6.9. For a better comparison with the previously assessed fossil-
fuel-based combustion engines, the performance indicators of VLSFO-ICE and
LNG-ICE are added to the figure as well.

Fig. 6.9 (a) gives an overview of the maximum load demand and the optimized
system designs. For each application, rated generator power and maximum dis-
charge battery power are displayed. The design results can be divided into three
general categories:

1. The rated output power equals the maximum consumer demand and the bat-
tery fully supports during the maneuver load peaks. This design prevents
generator oversizing, allows the generators to operate in favorable conditions
and has been observed in the fossil-fuel-based engines, too. To give an ex-
ample, the SNG-ICE engines on average operate at 92.3% part load with an
close-to-optimal median fuel efficiency of 51.7% (cf. Fig. 6.3). Analogous
results can be observed for all carbon-based ICEs and MeOH-PEM.

2. The total deployable power exceeds the load demand. Here, load-shift-
limited generators require a supporting battery larger than beneficial for
peak load shaving. As expected, the three assessed SOFC systems fall into
this category. The NH3-ICE application utilizes an even larger battery for ef-
ficiency matters: due to the on-off genset control strategy, engines averagely
operate at 94.3% part load with a median fuel efficiency of 51.1%.

3. Battery units of hydrogen-based systems turn out significantly smaller than
in other configurations. Here, the superior part load efficiency is utilized
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by deliberately oversizing the generators instead (LH2 average efficiency =
67.4%, at an average 0.423 part load). However, the smaller price of gaseous
hydrogen allows for a supporting storage to reduce capital investment costs
in the CGH2-PEM configuration (average efficiency = 66.4%, at an average
0.487 part load).

Fig. 6.9 (b) compares the system volumes, which are consulted for the calculation
of the volume opportunity costs. For the power generators, all SOFCs with small
power densities have the highest disadvantage over other technologies, especially on
this evaluated short mission. While fuels with smaller volumetric energy densities
increase the required volume to a higher margin, the small tank volumes mostly
do not outweigh component space requirements yet. As expected, generators’
efficiencies apparently influence the overall volumes (e.g. MeOH-ICE requires a
19% larger tank than MeOH-PEM).

Fig. 6.9 (c) displays the annual carbon footprints of fuels and components. Here,
fuel processing chains and power conversion efficiencies cause diverging results.
Concerning components, SOFCs have the by far highest footprint but fall far be-
hind the impact of the consumed electrofuels. Overall, the CGH2-PEM approach
represents the best performance concerning the global warming potential. A strik-
ing example is the FTD-ICE approach, which reaches levels of a conventional
VLSFO utilization. Note, that prognoses for CO2-equivalent emissions are mostly
owed to the conservative carbon footprint of the electrical energy used. However,
since emissions are not included in the objective function of the optimization,
results can be scaled linearly with a reduced carbon footprint for electricity gen-
eration. Therefore, a small revision is conducted subsequently to the discussion of
Fig. 6.9.

Fig. 6.9 (d) quantifies emissions annually occurring during the ship operation. In
analogy to assessments of conventional combustion engines, nitrogen oxide emis-
sions and fuel slips dominate in terms of emitted mass per year. What stands
out in the results is that NH3-ICEs produce a significant amount of nitrogen-
related gases, which are often not regarded in a carbon-dioxide-focused debate.
The impact becomes even more lucid when solely comparing environmental costs
resulting from emissions with negative local effects (cf. Fig. 6.10). Here, ammonia
combustion entails a negative local impact of factor three compared to conven-
tional diesel combustion. Therefore, exhaust gas treatments are an obligatorily
measure and will inevitably increase investment and maintenance costs. In this
respect, SNG-ICE and MeOH-ICE can be evaluated to be the most competitive
of the combustion approaches. As stated, fuels cells do not emit relevant amounts
of emissions during operation except nitrogen oxides from the NH3-SOFC after-
burner.
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Fig. 6.9: Fuel-generator configurations in the assessment for the year 2030, comparison with
results from Section 6.5.1: (a) system designs, (b) resulting space requirements, (c)
production and operating emissions with GWP, (d) non-CO2 emissions, (e) annual
direct and indirect costs
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Finally, Fig. 6.9 (e) compares the annual direct and additional environmental
costs of the ten assessed approaches. Here, two trends can be identified:

1. The dominating cost drivers of the potential future applications are the an-
nual fuel expenses, whereas capital investment costs and volume opportunity
costs fall far behind. Therefore, applications with the smallest specific fuel
costs, most notably the CGH2-PEM system, are ranked above fuel alterna-
tives with high volumetric energy densities.

2. Since component investment costs are not largely influencing the total annual
expenses, fuel cell solutions are economically superior over ICEs for each
electrofuel due to their higher efficiency.

As expected, the switch from fossil to synthetic fuels entails a major increase of the
ship’s operating costs. Therefore, it is advisable to not only count on the market
introduction of electrofuels but rather regard them as one necessary share of the
full picture. Certainly, other efficiency measures and wind-assisted propulsion play
a very important role to mitigate the cost increase. In the overall environmental
ranking, the NH3-ICE approach takes the last place, followed by VLSFO-ICE
and FTD-ICE when assuming the conservative electrical energy carbon footprint.
Again, fuel cell solutions surpass combustion engines as expected. Therefore, in
this first comparison CGH2-PEM is identified to be the best future technology
regarding the defined indicators.

To give a more optimistic scenario regarding environmental cost reduction, a
reduced electrical energy carbon footprint is assumed and revised results are dis-
played in Fig. 6.11. Now, the desired massive reduction of the ship’s carbon in-
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tensity becomes clearer, whereat gaseous hydrogen still offers the largest reduction
potentials. A key takeaway certainly is that only fuels produced from renewable
sources with the lowest carbon footprints lead to the desired results of a decar-
bonized shipping sector, whereas a grid mix in the year 2030 will likely not improve
the ship traffic emissions. Note that a complete switch to low-carbon-footprint
electrical energy sources within the next decade is evaluated to be unlikely.
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Fig. 6.11: Comparison of environmental costs resulting from emissions with global warming po-
tential: conservative future scenario [223] and optimistic scenario [224].

In order to compare the application of electrofuels in the shipping sector with
other environmental measures, specific CO2 avoidance costs are calculated with the
VLSFO-ICE benchmark. For the CGH2-PEM example, avoidance costs amount
to 0.086–0.14e/kgCO2eq, depending on the assumed electrical energy carbon foot-
print. In contrast, the FTD-ICE configuration totals comparably high avoidance
costs of 0.35–1.66e/kgCO2eq, when compared to literature values regarding the
maritime transport sector (0.11e/kgCO2eq [232], 0.068–0.119 e/kgCO2eq [239]). Di-
rectly contrasting these values with carbon capture utilization and storage (CCUS)
at fossil energy generation plants or for the non-power generation industry suggests
that incurred costs for shipping are at the upper end of the spectrum (CCUS: up
to 0.114e/kgCO2eq [240]; industry: 0.083e/kgCO2eq [241]). However, while in [242]
exhaust-gas CCUS is evaluated as even less expensive (0.05–0.1e/kgCO2eq), direct
air carbon capture is estimated to be vastly higher-costed (up to 0.342e/kgCO2eq).
Hence, at least hydrogen-based ship applications are classified to be a reasonable
environmental investment.
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Influence of the Voyage Time

While a comparatively small influence of the volume opportunity costs is observed
for a short mission, it is apparent that fuel tank volumes are becoming more im-
portant for longer passages. Here, gaseous hydrogen becomes more disadvantaged,
since it has only 11.7% volumetric energy density compared to FTD, whereas stor-
age costs amount to 2488% of an FTD tank. Therefore, the previously assessed
load profile is extended to longer voyage times in the following. An example for
the conducted profile extension is given in Fig. 6.12 for seven open-sea days. In to-
tal, missions from 2 to 31 days are investigated now. For each passage length, the
power system is designed with an individual cost optimization task (cf. Eq. (6.18)).
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Fig. 6.12: Exemplary 192 h passage with seven open-sea days

The newly obtained annual direct and environmental system costs are displayed in
Fig. 6.13 as a function of the ship’s days on sea. The data at t = 2 days equal the
results of the previously discussed detailed analysis (cf. Fig. 6.9 (e)). As can be
seen in Fig. 6.13 (a), direct costs mostly increase over the length of the passage with
a saturation behavior. This leads back to the nonlinear calculation of the volume
opportunity costs (cf. Eq. (6.13)) on the one hand, and a reduced annual number of
energy-intensive harbor maneuvers on the other hand. An exception are the FTD-
SOFC, NH3-SOFC, and the MeOH-PEM approaches with a low generator power
density and high fuel energy density. Here, longer passages reduce the annual
costs, since the generator volumes become less relevant over time. Even if steeper
increases are visible for fuels with lower energy densities, CGH2-PEM remains
the most cost-efficient approach for passages shorter than 21 days. Only for longer
missions, a trend reversal towards the NH3-SOFC and the MeOH-PEM technology
is visible. While hydrogen is categorically excluded from long missions in other
investigations due to large volume requirements (eg. [41],[69]), the outcome of
this assessment contradicts this assumption. To underline the feasibility, system
volumes are in turn consulted: the cost-optimized CGH2-PEM power systems
require a total volume of 5,230 m3 for a 14 days passage and 10,990 m3 for a 31
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day passage, whereas the investigated ship has a total gross volume of more than
440,000 m3.

In Fig. 6.13 (b) environmental costs are added to the optimized direct costs. A
high cost increase for voyage times below seven days is displayed in addition to a
general elevation of the graphs. Here, a higher average energy consumption per
day is resulting from the accumulation of total maneuver operations. As expected,
combustion engines fall further behind the respective fuel cell solutions in the
ranking. CGH2-PEM now is uncontested over the whole assessment range due to
the smallest environmental fuel footprint.
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Fig. 6.13: (a) Annual direct system costs of the ten configurations as a function of the ship
operating passage; (b) annual direct plus environmental costs

Influence of a Electrofuel Supply Cost Reduction

In the previous section, the assumed disparity of the specific fuel prices clearly
overshadows the potential influence of component investment costs and volume
opportunity costs regardless of the ship’s mission length. However, since electro-
fuel prices have a large uncertainty range the longer a process chain is, a parameter
study is conducted now. With previous results in mind, only a fuel cost reduc-
tion could theoretically change the qualitative outcome of the technology ranking.
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Therefore, three scenarios including a decrease of the assumed electricity prices,
an increased production efficiency, and a decrease of plant investment costs are
set up to quantify effects on the results. Note that even if higher-costed fuels are
benefited from the discounts to a larger degree, the relation between electrofuel
prices will to some extend remain, as all rely on electrolysis and therefore electric-
ity prices and plant investment costs.

Scenario 1: reduced electricity prices – Future electricity price prediction
implies several large uncertainty factors. On the one hand, in [243] higher electric-
ity prices are estimated for central European countries on the day-ahead market
compared to the base fuel cost calculation in [69]. On the other hand, prices in po-
tential electrofuel production locations like facilities in northern Africa will likely
be lower: for an optimistic electrical cost reduction scenario, the specific energy
price is reduced from a value of 30 to a value of 18e/MWh which is congruent
with estimations in the literature [244],[245]. Since resulting savings depend on
the electricity cost share, both original cost percentages and new fuel prices are
given in Tab. 6.7.

Scenario 2: increased production efficiency – The second scenario retains
the assumptions of Scenario 1 and further adds cost reduction resulting from con-
version efficiency increases. A higher electrolysis efficiency benefits all synthetic
fuels analogous to the electricity cost reduction scenario. Here, an increase from
67% to 74% is chosen in analogy to [69]. The efficiency of different follow-up
processes (Fischer-Tropsch, methanation, Haber-Bosch etc.) is estimated to not
improve fundamentally but is determined on a flat 5% increase. Efficiencies and
resulting specific fuel costs are again given in Tab. 6.7.

Scenario 3: decreased plant investment costs – The third scenario retains
the cost reduction effects of Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. In addition, an electrolyzer
capital cost reduction of 26.3% is chosen in analogy to the optimistic scenario from
[244] for the year 2030. Analogously, specific cost reduction potentials for other
required plant components are based on the predicted costs from [244] for SNG. As
intended, the resulting prices given in Tab. 6.7 now correspond to other optimistic
literature estimations. For example, in [244] a potential synthetic methane price
below 100 e/MWh is assumed.

Fig. 6.14 presents the results of the revised assessment with the three different
cost reduction scenarios. Again, annual costs are given as a function of the ship’s
voyage time. While the graphs’ shapes appear very similar to the base assess-
ment, it is immediately recognizable that the ordinate axis intercepts in all three
scenarios are now decreased disparately. As a result, the trend reversal between
CGH2-PEM and NH3-SOFC or MeOH-PEM as best technology-fuel combination
shifts to 9–15 days. For the most optimistic Scenario 3, MeOH-ICE claims a third
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place for passages longer than 24 days. Still, gaseous hydrogen remains the most
competitive for short missions, whereas liquid hydrogen falls further behind other
alternatives. While FTD and SNG approaches benefit the most from the assessed
cost reduction, they still cannot compete with potential fuel alternatives econom-
ically.

Tab. 6.7: Revised specific fuel prices based on three cost reduction scenarios, percentage values
originate from [69]

Scenario 1: electrical energy cost reduction
(33→18e/MWhel [245])

fuel originating energy cost percentage fuel price pfuel

FTD 45.6% 125.3e/MWh
SNG 43.6% 113.9e/MWh
NH3 49.8% 92.8e/MWh
MeOH 52.0% 90.9e/MWh
LH2 39.1% 125.8e/MWh
CGH2 48.8% 78.6e/MWh

Scenario 2: Scenario 1 plus efficiency increase
(+7% el. energy→H2 [69]; + 5% H2 →X)

fuel power→H2 efficiency H2 →X efficiency fuel price pfuel

FTD 74% 78% 121.1e/MWh
SNG 74% 82% 109.9e/MWh
NH3 74% 92% 89.1e/MWh
MeOH 74% 84% 86.9e/MWh
LH2 74% - 123.2e/MWh
CGH2 74% - 76.0e/MWh

Scenario 3: Scenario 2 plus cost reduction
(26.3% electrolyzer / 26.0% addit. plant [244])

fuel orig. electrolyzer cost orig. addit. plant cost fuel price pfuel

FTD 20.9% 32.8% 98.9e/MWh
SNG 23.2% 23.3% 92.6e/MWh
NH3 27.5% 20.2% 74.2e/MWh
MeOH 27.7% 18.6% 72.5e/MWh
LH2 21.5% 17.1% 107.7e/MWh
CGH2 32.6% 9.6% 64.8e/MWh
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Fig. 6.14: Annual direct power system costs for the different fuel price scenarios: (a) electricity
price reduction, (b) additional production efficiency increase, (c) additional reduction
of plant investment costs

Influence of Rising Volume Opportunity Costs

Since direct fossil fuel replacements (FTD and SNG) do not profit from dropping
fuel prices, their high volumetric energy density remains to be their only significant
qualitative advantage. This upside could become especially relevant if service
offering prices rise in the future due to higher operating expenses. Prices for
transportation volumes are already heavily fluctuating today and certainly vary
between passenger, cargo and bulk transport. For example, the price ranges of
553–2074 e per twenty-foot equivalent unit are reported in [67]. To cover potential
market movements, in this section volume opportunity costs are increased. Here,
higher prices are imitated with a linear scaling factor φvol:

pvol,revised = φvol · pvol . (6.28)

While market developments are hard to predict, the comparison of past and future
fuel prices, which stipulate the ship service fees, are consulted to get a feeling about
the potential opportunity costs increase: heavy fuel oil prices amount to around
25e / MWh in 2020 [120], whereas FTD from [69] is 6.3 times as expensive. Here,
scaled costs of 300%, 500%, and 700% are investigated.
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Resulting annual costs are displayed in Fig. 6.15 as a function of the voyage time.
As expected, cost functions now show a more sensitive behavior regarding passage
lengths, depending on the utilized fuel and power technology. Still, ships with short
mission profiles at best are operated on compressed hydrogen. Contrary, operating
longer passages with hydrogen becomes vastly uneconomic. Here, a trend reversal
towards MeOH-PEM is visible for eight or fewer days. Unlike in the previous
assessments, the NH3-SOFC is clearly surpassed by the MeOH-PEM application
for the first time, traced back to the smaller generator power density. Due to their
worse energy efficiency, MeOH-ICE and NH3-ICE fall further behind the respective
fuel cell solutions for longer voyage times. While costs for SOFC solutions are
massively increased during short trip operations due to the small power density,
they outpace ICEs with identical fuels for long passages. In particular, the FTD-
SOFC application shows overall promising results for operating times over 28 days.
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Fig. 6.15: Annual direct power system costs with varied volume opportunity costs: (a) 300% ,
(b) 500%, (c) 700% increased volume opportunity costs

Influence of the Vessel Size and Mission Characteristics

For the previously assessed load profile, CGH2-PEM and MeOH-PEM clearly are
indicated to be economically superior over the other eight applications. Here, the
choice of technology is not a question of future cost trends, but rather of passage
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lengths the ship is operated on. Admittedly, the presented results are only valid
for this specific use case and cannot be directly extrapolated on other ship sizes
or types. Therefore, to further examine a potential influence of the load profile on
the cost comparison, other mission characteristics are assessed (cf. Fig. 6.16).
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Fig. 6.16: Alternative load profiles: (a) 72 h cruise ship passage with linear scaling factor φL, (b)
multi-purpose vessel, (c) general cargo ship

Two types of load variation are investigated: (1) the ship size and (2) the influ-
ence of specific load profile characteristics. Generally, a smaller ship equals less
flexibility for the modular fuel cell system but also influences ICEs with nonlinear
specific capital investment costs. Diverging system designs, in turn, affect the av-
erage energy efficiency of the power generators. To quantify these influences, the
base case from Fig. 6.6 is modified with a scaling factor φL in a reasonable range:

PL,scaled = PL · φL ∀φL = {0.1, ... , 1.5} . (6.29)

An example for the factor φL = 0.5 is displayed in Fig. 6.16 (a). Linearly scaling a
load profile however neither changes the ratio between power and energy demand,
nor does it represent different dynamic challenges for the hybrid system configu-
rations. Hence, two additional profiles are analyzed. Fig. 6.16 (b) represents the
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propulsion and board power demand of a multi-purpose ship with a highly fluc-
tuating load. Fig. 6.16 (c) displays the load profile of a smaller cargo ship with a
relatively constant base and comparably high peaks during maneuvers.

Again, a design optimization (cf. Eq. (6.18)) is conducted for voyage times
between 2 and 31 days with each new case. Since the dimensions of the combus-
tion engines are aspired to not change fundamentally, the number of units in the
multi-purpose ship genset is reduced to two (cf. Eq. (6.19)). For the cargo ship,
two combustion engines and fuel cell modules with a rated power of 100 kW (cf.
Eq. (6.20)) are chosen as design constraints.

Neither for the scaled load profiles nor for the full-scale profiles with new char-
acteristics a significant qualitative change of the results is recorded. Therefore,
resulting annual costs for the technology-fuel configurations are not discussed in
depth, but only displayed in Figs. 6.17, 6.18, and 6.19. In analogy to the last
sections, eight total scenarios (base assessment, environmental cost consideration,
3x fuel cost reduction, 3x volume opportunity cost increase) are evaluated as a
function of the voyage time.

Nevertheless, small qualitative assertions can be formulated from the assess-
ments for the multi-purpose vessel and the general cargo ship: for a higher ratio
between the load’s peak power and the total energy demand, the power density
of the generators becomes more relevant. This especially is apparent for SOFC
technologies used on short passage lengths. In analogy, the fuel energy density
becomes less important, leading to a shift of technology trend reversals between
CGH2-PEM and MeOH-PEM. However, the general segmentation of best tech-
nologies for the operation still holds true. Last but not least, high load shift
limitations can be compensated even for highly fluctuating profiles without large
effort. Even contrary, the optimally supporting battery unit design here solely is
adjusted for peak load shaving instead of load shift compensation. Hence, gener-
ator oversizing to establish adequate load-following operation is not recognizable
for a single cost-optimized system. Concluding, the obtained results support a
generalization of the elaborated key messages on the whole open-sea traffic sector.
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Fig. 6.17: Annual system costs for a cruise ship with the investigated base load profile scaled
with the factor φL = 0.5 (cf. Fig. 6.16 (a))
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Fig. 6.18: Annual system costs for a ship with the multi-purpose vessel load profile (cf.
Fig. 6.16 (b))
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Fig. 6.19: Annual system costs for a ship with the cargo vessel load profile (cf. Fig. 6.16 (c))
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6.6 Interim Conclusion

In the presented case studies, direct investment and operating costs, power sys-
tem volume opportunity costs, as well as environmental costs are quantified for
two state-of-the-art combustion engines and ten potential future power technology-
electrofuel configurations. In doing so, an influence of the operating passage length,
future fuel prices, and ship service fees are investigated for different ship types and
sizes. In the following, all detailed questions regarding research issue 4 introduced
in Section 2.4 are answered individually.

4.1 Which power technologies and fuels are eligible in the near future and how
are they performing compared to state-of-the-art systems?

In the shipping industry, several future fuel approaches are discussed to support
a transformation towards sustainability. In this thesis, five different electrofuels
based on the generation of hydrogen are selected to be the most reasonable energy
carriers to cover the total demand of the shipping sector. On the other hand, bio-
fuel capacities are identified to not closely suffice the sector’s demand, but rather
inhibit building the required electrofuel infrastructure due to their cheaper prices.
For the sector transformation, three power generation technologies are aspired by
the industry’s participants: the continuance of internal combustion engines and
the introduction of solid oxide or proton exchange membrane fuel cells. Ten rea-
sonable future combinations of electrofuels and power generation technologies are
identified and substantiated with real-life examples.

Economic assessment – In the case study comparison for the years 2020 and
2030, it is demonstrated that the introduction of electrofuels will massively in-
crease the operating costs of a ship. Even the economically most profitable future
electrofuel application does not match the costs of a conventional diesel system fu-
eled with VLSFO. Natural gas however proved to reduce the ship’s operating costs
significantly. From a pure economic perspective, LNG combustion emerges as the
most preferable configuration. Due to the potential massive increase of fuel costs,
one takeaway should be to shift the main focus away from a purely fuel-centered
debate. Here, other energy efficiency measures and the utilization of wind and
solar power should be at least considered of equal value or even favored over a fast
fuel transition.

Environmental assessment – The conducted analysis confirms the claimed
emission reduction potentials of LNG over conventional marine fuel oils result-
ing in substantially smaller environmental costs. However, the overall damage
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caused by gas motors still is determined to be in an unacceptable range. Thus,
LNG combustion is rated not to function as a sufficient interim technology for the
shipping sector.

Concerning the overall environmental impact of electrofuels, the electrical en-
ergy footprint is key to achieving desired reduction objectives. If fuel production
relies on a 2030 grid mix and no low-carbon green power sources are established
beforehand, reduction effects are not reaching the desired order of magnitude.
With the introduction of green electricity, hydrogen fuel cells offer the smallest
CO2 avoidance costs down to 86e/tonCO2eq.

In contrast to the analyzed fuel cell system approaches, the much-discussed am-
monia combustion entails high nitrogen oxide and fuel slip emissions, which often
is neglected in a CO2-centered debate. The application involves the highest envi-
ronmental costs and is even surpassing the conventional diesel engine. In general,
all assessed future combustion engines require a massive exhaust gas treatment to
be considered as a sustainable solution, even if they rely on electrofuels with small
carbon footprints.

4.2 Which are the economic and environmental key performance indicators?

Economic assessment – Relevant economic indicators include component invest-
ment costs, operation expenses, and indirect costs caused by space requirements.
As already introduced in Chapter 3, the calculation of annual system costs with an
annuity cost method is ideally used to weigh long-term investments. Maintenance
cycles and component degradation, especially important for energy storage units,
are also part of a comprehensive technology evaluation. Fuel expenses make up
for the by far largest share of the annual power system costs.

Environmental assessment – The environmental perspective should cover prepa-
ration and operating processes for both components and fuels. Here, not exclu-
sively emissions with global warming potentials but also emissions with negative
local effects including nitrogen oxides, ammonia, sulfur oxides, and carbon monox-
ide should be investigated. This is especially evident when investigating the am-
monia combustion engine approach. Monetizing the annually occurring emissions
with specific environmental costs allows for a direct comparison of the different
emission types and indicates the relation to a shipowner’s direct expenses.
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4.3 How can a configuration bias be prevented when comparing technologies?

In order to avoid unfair study designs, four key elements should be considered:

1. It is required to not only analyze rated operating points, but reconstruct
application-driven scenarios, which include part-load conditions and time-
dependent load adjustments.

2. Only a comparison of optimized system designs enables a fair technology
evaluation. If not all assessed systems are treated equally, results could be
distorted significantly, as has been visualized with help of the cruise ship’s
original energy system design.

3. In this context, energy storage support should be assessed for all system
approaches, as most applications benefit from it economically. This was
shown for the conventional diesel-based system in the year-2020 assessment.

4. For a comprehensive study, a direct comparison should consider all key per-
formance indicators and not solely focus on capital investment costs or sys-
tem volume. In this context, it is helpful to find ways of performance com-
parability. Given examples include the monetization of system volumes with
the introduction of opportunity costs, or the pricing of environmental dam-
age caused by component production chains or operating emissions.

4.4 Which relevant price developments are to be expected and how do they
affect the economic performance of the technologies?

System components – Both power generators and battery systems are evaluated
not to be the biggest cost drivers in today’s and in the future scenario. Therefore,
higher investment costs for fuel cells after their large-scale market introduction
should be accepted for the sake of better conversion efficiencies.

Fuel costs – On the other hand, annual fuel costs are identified to be the largest
share of the total power system expenses. This becomes even more apparent with
the application of costly electrofuels. Since a high dependence of the annual costs
on the fuel expenses was identified, different cost trends were pursued in a revised
study. However, due to the coupling of electrofuel cost reduction opportunities
(electricity price, hydrogen generation efficiency, cost reduction of the electrolyz-
ers) no decisive result deviations were identified.
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Volume opportunity costs – Large system volumes are economically disadvan-
taged in particular for long voyage times. Nevertheless, resulting volume oppor-
tunity costs lack significance for the assumed base parameters. However, since
energy costs constitute one of the largest overall expenses for a shipowner, more
expensive fuels will likely increase the market price for shipping activities. In turn,
volume opportunity costs will inevitably rise and change the outcome of the tech-
nology ranking in favor of energy-dense fuels and power-dense generators for long
mission profiles. Still, the following addressed key messages regarding technology
selection remain persistent.

4.5 Are there mission profiles or operating scenarios for which certain ap-
proaches are particularly suited?

Vessel type – The economic advantage of fuel cell applications and fuels with
lower energy density compared to today’s fuel oils is not only seen for the cruise
ship case study, but also for alternative vessel types. It has been shown, that a
technology trend reversal occurs in dependency of the ship’s voyage time, but re-
gardless of the assessed load profile characteristics. Since the generated technology
ranking is reproducible for several ship load profile characteristics, the extrapola-
tion of obtained results on the open-sea traffic sector suggests itself.

Short trip – Hydrogen-fed PEMFCs come out as the economically best solution
for voyage times of at least one week in all analyses. At this point, the exclusion
of gaseous hydrogen for open-sea traffic by reason of its small energy density often
found in the open literature is proven to be wrong.

Long trip – The approach of fuel cells with shipboard methanol steam reforming
is identified to be a promising technology for longer missions in terms of economic
and environmental indicators. Alternatively, SOFCs operating on ammonia rep-
resent a similar performance but require a larger installation space and therefore
imply higher volume opportunity costs. Concluding, a two-parted future fuel sup-
ply infrastructure containing hydrogen and methanol is recommended to cover
presented advantages for short and long missions.

Certainly, fuel availability in ports will massively influence the shipowners’ choices
of technology. Therefore methane or diesel-based applications have the advantage
of not completely relying on synthetic fuels. In addition, the production output of
electrofuels will not solely be decided by the shipping industry. Here, production
and port locations, as well as decision making of states with a potentially high
renewable energy surplus play an important role on the actual fuel supply capaci-
ties and prices. However, the presented results urge to conduct the suggested fuel
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transition sooner rather than later to enhance early technology improvements and
give starting directions to the fuel industry.

With the discussion of all five detailed questions, the fourth and last research issue
(“ 4 Which is the most cost-efficient and sustainable ship power system configu-
ration for the future?”) is finally answered. While there is not one clear winner,
power technologies and fuels suiting specific ship mission profiles are identified
with help of the conducted case studies.
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7 Summary, Conclusion and Limitations

The focus of the present dissertation is the development of a model-based ship
power system assessment approach. Thereby, two overarching application tasks
are addressed: finding criteria for a well-designed hybrid system configuration and
evaluating potential future power technologies regarding their economic and envi-
ronmental performances. In the following, the four research issues are readdressed
and the formulated interim conclusions are summarized. Then, assessment method
limitations are raised and linked to potential further research tasks.

Answers to the Research Issues

In this section, the most relevant aspects of the interim conclusion sections are
outlined with allocation to the four thematic fields developed in Chapter 2.

1 Which aspects matter for the conceptual design of a hybrid ship
power system?

Three key elements for modeling an isolated power system with fluctuating load
profiles are showcased in the present dissertation: (1) the appropriate considera-
tion of component’s operating limitations, (2) the understanding of implications
when using model assumptions and the recognition of oversimplifying complex
correlations, and (3) the consulting of annual expenses by the help of annuity pay-
ment factors and operation-dependent component lifetime calculations to compare
investment and operating costs. Examples found for these three elements include:
(1) the explicit distinction between power and energy bottlenecks for storage de-
signs depending on load profile and fuel cell system response, (2) the diverging
optimal component configuration when first establishing a power-dependent stor-
age degradation model, and (3) the deviation between technically optimal and
cost-optimal but oversized configurations due to the lifetime-dependent annuity
payment improvements. While the inclusion of operation-dependent fuel consump-
tion only marginally influences the system design choice for the investigated LNG-
SOFC combination, the assessment of operating costs becomes more important
when comparing different technology and fuel solutions.
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2 Are SOFCs suitable for marine applications?

While solid oxide fuel cells entail the much-discussed advantages of a high en-
ergy efficiency, the absence of combustion-typical emissions like nitrogen oxides,
and beneficial flexibility towards carbon-based fuels, dynamic operating limita-
tions inhibit their standalone application in marine power systems. However, it is
demonstrated that moderate energy storage support suffices to grant an uninter-
rupted power supply for a fluctuating load demand, even if the high-temperature
process requirements significantly limit the system’s load shift capabilities. How-
ever, the potential design range for the hybrid system configuration turns out to be
comparatively small, emphasizing the usage of the introduced design optimization
approach to finding a suitable solution. In doing so, peak shaving conducted by the
storage unit meaningfully reduces the power generator sizing requirements, irre-
spective of whether the energy capacity or power provision demands are identified
to be the storage design bottleneck.

3 How can the advantage of a fuel cell’s modular characteristic be
leveraged in large-scale ship power systems?

Modular components potentially enable a system decentralization according to the
shipboard power demand without meaningfully decreasing the power generation
efficiency. Thereby, a distributed configuration has a positive effect on the power
transmission system requirements along with reduced transport losses. While the
accompanying built restructuring implies great effort, cost-saving potentials are
identified for different calculated scenarios. The modularity of all power system
components allows for achieving the legally binding redundancy requirements with-
out a larger monetary effort. However, from a regulatory perspective the system
decentralization is not a necessary measure but rather involves an intricate cer-
tification by a classification society. Apart from the assessment-related findings,
several additional qualitative benefits are collected. These include a more eas-
ily integrable cogeneration operation of the fuel cells with fewer transport losses,
the partial protection from a total blackout due to a zonal malfunction, and the
theoretical abolition of emergency power generators.

4 Which is the most cost-efficient and sustainable ship power system
configuration for the future?

While many ship owners speculate on maintaining their existing fleets, future
synthetic fuel expenses will most likely massively outweigh the capital invest-
ment costs of new power technologies, clearly indicating the profitability of ship
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retrofitting approaches. In a synthetic-fuel-centered future, ICEs generally suc-
cumb fuel cell solutions due to their worse energy efficiency not even including
emission levies or environmental costs. Specifically, compressed gaseous hydrogen
for shorter missions and ammonia or methanol with a higher volumetric energy
density for extended voyage times are assessed to be the most economically com-
petitive fuels. From an environmental perspective, it is confirmed that utilizing
LNG to substitute diesel oils reduces a ship’s environmental impact regardless of
the denounced methane slip. However, such efforts do by far not suffice to reach
the aspired environmental performance indicators. Still, synthetic fuels provide
the requested results only if produced from low-carbon-footprint energy sources.
Overall, the introduction of electrofuels is a cost-intensive emission reduction mea-
sure. Where applicable, priority should be given to alternative solutions like wind-
assisted propulsion and friction reduction measures. Still, for a holistic approach,
synthetic fuels from sustainable energy sources play a decisive role to guarantee a
shipboard power supply security.

Assessment Limitations and Further Research Demand

Model-based system optimization constitutes a proficient tool for the conceptual
design phase of a ship power system, However, the presented approach certainly
implies an inaccuracy range that should be considered before coming to a final
conclusion for construction. The following six topics are identified to be critical if
steps beyond a conceptual thought process are aspired:

1. During the investigations it became apparent that participants in the ship-
ping sector frequently lack high-quality operating data. In addition, since
many large-scale ships are unique builds, shipbuilders can only obtain mea-
sured load profiles from similar vessels. Here, time-dependent load modeling
could be a solution here and will see growing interest with a now quickly
increasing number of vessels with hybrid power system.

2. While the power technologies’ fuel consumption behaviors are modeled to be
operating-point-dependent, efficiency drops during load shifts are not con-
sidered in the component description. However, depending on the investi-
gated technology, a steady-state generator operation combined with a larger
supporting energy storage could very well represent a more cost-efficient de-
sign solution. Although there exist few openly available publications on this
topic, including this characteristic in the component model, is believed to be
the next relevant refinement step.

3. Likewise, component lifetime assumptions neglect dynamic load shift effects
as well as external ship-related influences like extraordinary temperatures,
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vibration and high inclination angles. Since the annuity payment factors rel-
evantly influence the design optimization, further investigations with mea-
sured cell degradation maps are of high interest to create an enhanced eco-
nomic perspective.

4. For the assessment of a decentralized system structure, purely modular builds
are assumed, neglecting plant scaling effects for peripheral components. In
reality, larger modules might be more cost-efficient and therefore could in-
fluence a cost-optimal design. Analogously, fewer engine rooms would most
likely result in lower safety equipment costs. As already stated in the respec-
tive interim conclusion, at this point a holistic ship construction assessment
is required for a clearer picture.

5. Another practical challenge for a real-world installation is the component
oversizing for extreme operating conditions that are not resembled in the
analyzed load profile. While modular fuel cells with favorable part-load
characteristics definitely mitigate this issue, a reasonable strategy must be
applied to this subject to not forfeit the optimization process benefits. Fur-
ther, component malfunctions can be hard to predict in advance but should
be taken into account according to the assessed ship build to present ade-
quate scenarios. Potential changes could be caused by shared fuel supplies
or the spatial separation of battery units.

6. Finally, while the different energy management strategies function for the
conceptual design phase, most aspects likely can be improved due to the large
number of degrees of freedom and possibilities for component interaction.
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A Operating Strategy Examples

A.1 SOFC-based Hybrid Power System

System Control Strategy – A straightforward example including one state
change is given in Fig. A.1. Fig. A.1 (a) displays the load demand, the result-
ing fuel cell system set value and the limited system response. In Fig. A.1 (b) the
battery power, which equals the delta between fuel cell output and load profile
is given. Fig. A.1 (c) shows the resulting change of the storage’s energy content.
At first, the SOFCs operate at rated power and therefore produce excess energy,
which in turn is used to charge the storage (cf. Fig. A.1 1©) until the critical SoE
is reached (cf. Fig. A.1 (c)). The defined state change then influences the SOFCs’
operating mode and a power downshift is conducted, followed by a delayed load-
following operation (cf. Fig. A.1 (a) 2©). The state of energy therefore does not
reach a maximum and the system remains operable.
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Fig. A.1: EMS strategy: fuel cells in full load operation (period 1©) and part load operation after
reaching the critical SoE (period 2©).
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Hybrid Storage Control Strategy – An example for the control strategy is
given in Fig. A.2. The requested storage power first benefits reaching the desired
SoE, resulting in a full transposition until achieving the target (Fig. A.2 1©).
Battery charging is enabled, maintaining the supercapacitor SoE (Fig. A.2 2©).
While discharging, battery power still requested first is limited by the maximum
power. Consequently, the battery is supported by the supercapacitor, which in
turn leaves the desired standby SoE (Fig. A.2 3©).
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Fig. A.2: Total storage set power PS,set , battery power PB, supercap power PSC, and states of
energy F visualize the hybrid storage management: supercap charges until it reaches the
standby SoE, excess power is recieved by battery, supercap and battery both discharge
due to latter’s power limitations.
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A.2 Distributed SOFC-based Power System

Fuel Cell System Control Strategy – The four fuel-cell-related EMS priorities
introduced in Section 5.4.2 are also displayed with the help of an example shown in
Fig. A.3. Fig. A.3 (a) gives the total load demand and the cumulative SOFC power
output, Fig. A.3 (b) shows the broken-down power output of three SOFC modules,
and Fig. A.3 (c) depicts the average battery SoE resulting from the power delta
between consumers and sources. The previously introduced four control strategy
priorities are addressed and connected to the example case:

1. Successful load-following operation of the SOFCs is shown Fig. A.3 (a) for
periods 1© and 4©, whereas a synchronization is restricted by the power
gradient limitation in period 2©.

2. Dynamic operation is allowed for a minimum amount of units required to
keep synchronized, resulting in a cascading behavior shown in Fig. A.3 (b),
period 1©. Whenever a border of the desired corridor is reached, priority
is switched to maintain preferred operating points. Periods 2© and 4© also
show that more than one unit is activated for modulation, if synchronization
is not achieved within a defined time limit to accomplish priority 1.

3. Starting dynamic operation is not implemented in a fixed ranking but relies
on the observation of local power deltas. This variable ranking can be ob-
served Fig. A.3 (b) period 1©, where the fuel cell module in fire zone k = 1
modulates first at t = 0, second at t = 5.5min, first at t = 10min etc.

4. The average SoE F∅ should ideally stay within a corridor with the limits
Fhigh and Flow. Whenever the SOFCs are not able to follow the load and the
compensating battery reaches the SoE limits (Fig. A.3 2©→ 3©), the SOFC
set power value is maximized or minimized (cf. period 3©) until the desired
corridor is reached again. Only then, load-following operation is enabled.
The indicator state ZFC determines, if priority 1 or 4 is favored during op-
eration.
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load and fuel cell operation; 2© load drop, maximum power gradient to synchronize
with load, storage is charging; 3© F∅ > Fhigh, minimizing SOFC power to discharge
storage; 4© batteries reach noncritical SoE, fuel cells synchronize with load

Storage Control Strategy – The three battery-related control strategy objec-
tives described in Section 5.4.2 are further visualized in Fig. A.4. Fig. A.4 (a)
displays a fluctuating load profile and the cumulative SOFC power. Fig. A.4 (b)
depicts the derived distributed storage charge and discharge power. Fig. A.4 (c)
displays the related states of energy. Fig. A.4 (d) shows the resulting power flow
between the fire zones.

In this example the SOFCs cannot follow the load properly. Therefore, the stor-
age units compensate the power delta. Hereby, the storage in fire zone 2 provides
more power (cf. Fig. A.4 (b)) due to its double-sized energy capacity. While dis-
charging, storage 1 provides a lower power output than storage 3 due to its lower
SoE (cf. Fig. A.4 (c)). While charging, this behavior reverses. Consequently, the
SoEs slowly converge. Fig. A.4 (d) demonstrates that transmission via the power
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backbone is required, as the set value calculation does not consider component
position, but degradation reduction at high priority.
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Fig. A.4: Exemplary storage operation; battery cell distribution: NB,1 = NB,3 = 0.5 · NB,2;
storage powers vary in amplitude due to different SoE (cf. PB,1, PB,3) and rated capacity
(cf. PB,2); power distribution results in the usage of the transmission system
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A.3 Universal System Control Strategy

An example for the universal EMS is given in Fig. A.5 for an NH3-ICE genset
containing two engines, since both the load shift limitations and genset controls
can be visualized. Fig. A.5 (a) displays an exemplary load profile and the engines’
total answer, Fig. A.5 (b) shows the battery power to compensate the resulting
delta, and Fig. A.5 (c) depicts the derived battery state of energy.
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Fig. A.5: Control strategy example based on the NH3-ICE approach: (a) load profile and gen-
erator power, (b) battery power, (c) battery state of energy. 1© One of two generators
operates in load-following mode with limited power gradient; 2© second generator is
turned on and maximum power is reached, battery compensates power delta and falls
below the critical SoE Flow; 3© generators operate above required power to recharge
the battery until Fdes is reached; 4© generators return to load-following operation.

While load-following operation is applicable in period 1© with only one engine,
the steep increase of demand in period 2© results in the activation of the second
engine. However, load change limitations prohibit a rapid adjustment resulting in
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a higher demand of battery power. As the battery is also deployed for load shaving,
its SoE becomes lower and falls below the limit Flow. Therefore, in period 3© the
generators operate on a higher power level than required by the load to recharge
the battery (state machine: ZB = −1). Since a high power factor ξB is chosen,
the battery operates close to the unit’s maximum charge power. When the desired
SoE is reached in the beginning of period 4©, the active engines decrease their
power output simultaneously (state machine: ZB = 0). No generator is switched
off, since the power demand exceeds the rated power of one engine.
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B Technology Performance Assumptions

B.1 Operation-specific Fuel Consumption

VLSFO-ICE: A characteristic curve according to [246] is used.
LNG-ICE: A curve describing lean-burn spark ignition engines is chosen [147].
FTD-ICE: No changes compared to conventional diesel ICEs are assumed.
SNG-ICE: No changes compared with state-of-the-art spark ICEs are assumed.
FTD-SOFC: A diesel pre-reforming SOFC system is modeled and validated in
[165],[247]. Plausible arising efficiency and operating behavior changes for a scaled-
up system are adjusted after a consultation of the accountable research group. An
efficiency shift due to technological advances is included based on [248].
SNG-SOFC: Base results are obtained from [78] and include a prognosticated
efficiency shift to 60% at full load until the year 2030 [248].
NH3-ICE: Technology reviews with ship context put ammonia combustion effi-
ciencies on the same level as diesel (assumption in [50]) or natural gas combustion
(qualitatively explained in [66]). In an experimental study including hydrogen ad-
mixture, efficiencies are around 2% worse compared to methane combustion [151].
NH3-SOFC: Fuel consumption is calculated for a plant with internal reforming
and afterburner. Voltage-current curves and geometries are obtained from [172].
Predicted technology advances are adapted from [248]. Ammonia decomposition
kinetics are quantified in [249]. System descriptions are found in [250],[251],[252].
MeOH-ICE: Peak efficiencies of 51% are reported for best operating conditions
[154]. Qualitatively equal part-load behavior compared to diesel combustion is
shown in [253]. Since most prototype plants are not scaled equally to ship engines,
literature results are evaluated with regard to the engine size.
MeOH-PEM: PEMFC model assumptions are based on [254],[255],[256]. Voltage-
current curves are obtained from [257] and adapted for predicted technology ad-
vances. Heat exchange between steam reformer and fuel cells is evaluated in [258].
Methanol steam reformer behavior is modeled with results from [174], [259], [260].
H2-PEM: The fuel consumption suitable for both LH2 and CGH2 is adopted from
[261] and modified to display the 2030 goals from [197]. Fuel cells are operating
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on close-to-ambient pressure levels. For LH2, autonomous fuel heating to ambient
temperature and entire consumption of boil-off gases are assumed.

B.2 Operation-specific Emissions

VLSFO-ICE: Emissions from conventional diesel engines operated with fossil fuel
entail black carbon [262], carbon monoxide [246], nitrogen oxides [211], and sul-
phur oxide emissions [142].
LNG-ICE: Emissions of a spark-ignition motor fueled with natural gas cause a
methane slip [146], carbon monoxide [214], nitrogen oxides [214], as well as minus-
cule sulfur emissions [215].
FTD-ICE: The absence of aromatics in the synfuel and its higher cetane number
lead to fewer emissions compared to fossil fuel combustion. CO, NOx and BC
emissions are adapted with the findings from [263] concerning gas-to-liquid fuel
combustion. Also, sulfur oxide emissions are reduced to zero.
SNG-ICE: SNG contains smaller shares of impurities like nitrogen compared to
natural gas. However, emission reduction effects are much smaller than for FTD
and neglected here.
FTD-SOFC: With the assumed reformer operating range, carbon monoxide oc-
curs in form of an intermediate product and mostly reacts in the water-gas-shift
reaction. The remaining molecules are recirculated with other anode gases, reduc-
ing the leakage to a minimum.
SNG-SOFC: In analogy to FTD-SOFC, no operating emissions are assumed.
NH3-ICE: Nitrogen oxides: Even if a lower temperature is present in post flame
zone and the premixing possibility also accounts for more homogeneous combus-
tion [66], a higher amount of nitrogen in the combustion mixture increases the
mass of emitted nitrogen oxides. Different exhaust analyses present NOx values
of 1200 ppm [264], around 1000 ppm [151], 1.9-5 g/kWh for compression ignition,
and 0.5-7.7 g/kWh for spark ignition [66]. Data from [211] are used for part-load
quantification, since similar effects influence the operation-dependent production.
Certainly, emissions depend on combustion adjustments like spark timing [265].
While up to 8% in mass are reported without mixing in hydrogen [66], as low as
700 ppm are observed in [265] with the correct oxygen percentage. Similar results
are obtained in [266]. The ammonia slip is derived for a lean combustion of a
mixture with 20% hydrogen and air. Here, around 1% of the converted ammonia
does not react. However, the hydrogen leakage is assumed to be negligibly small
[66],[151],[264], as is the formation of nitrous oxides [264].
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NH3-SOFC: Neither for internal nor for external cracking, nitrogen oxides mean-
ingfully occur in the exhaust gas but only as an intermediate product, since the
subsequent nitrogen formation proceeds at a much faster rate than the ammonia
decomposition [267]. However, nitrogen oxides occur during the off-gas combus-
tion in the afterburner [268]. Maximal values of 0.18 g/kWh are reported for full
load. Nitrous oxide emissions are below 2 ppm even for lower temperatures and
therefore negligible.
MeOH-ICE: The absence of carbon-carbon bonds and aromatics results in fewer
particulate matter emissions. Experiments from [269] indicate reduction poten-
tials of up to 95% compared to conventional diesel engines. Experiments from
[270] with partially premixed combustion engines also demonstrate NOx emissions
below 2 g/kWh independent from intake temperatures. For part load conditions,
authors of the same research group present values from 0.3-1.4 g/kWh [253] for
marine engines. In analogy, a 70% decrease of NOx compared to diesel engines is
reported in [154]. Carbon monoxide emissions of 2.5 g/kWh are reported in [270]
for full load conditions, and a rapid increase from 2.7 to up to 22.7 g/kWh for part
load conditions due to shorter ignition delay duration and resulting larger fuel-
rich zones [253]. However, in [271] the possibility to reduce CO emissions down to
1.6 g/kWh by using an exhaust gas recirculation concept and an adapted air-fuel
ratio is reported. By doing so, NOx emissions stay low, while the engine efficiency
is not affected negatively.
MeOH-PEM: The water-gas-shift reaction still is prevalent at lower operating
temperatures reducing the intermediate product of the methanol decomposition.
Residues of carbon monoxide are absorbed by a filter unit between reformer and
fuel cells. Therefore, the methanol-fueled fuel cell approach is evaluated to not
produce emissions during operation.
H2-PEM: No relevant emissions occur during the electrochemical reaction. An-
ode off-gases are recirculated to maintain high efficiency.
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